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DETAILED study will doubtless explore for us later the judicial philosophy of Pierce Butler. To attempt, on the moment, to assess his
views, developed and expounded during seventeen years of service as
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, would be an
impertinence. Preeminently, he represented on the bench of his day the
practicing attorney, the lawyer to whom the day-by-day work of the
profession has become second nature. His clients ranged from the poor
farmer, the small business man, to the railroad corporation and the captain
of industry. He had appeared in every type of litigation. Prosecuting
attorney of his county a year after his twenty-first birthday, he attained,
after thirty-five years of practice, the goal of every American lawyer, a
seat on the bench of the Supreme Court. With this upbringing, he
realized thoroughly that our constitutional principles have been developed
in a legal atmosphere; that, from the beginning of our history, it was
the lawyers who built the fabric of our state and national governments,
and ushered in the reign of American political theory. Men of other
sciences helped, but he knew lawyers had been the ultimate guides and
framers of laws and of constitutions. The British constitutional jurist
and statesman has a different thesis. In that country, the lawyer has
played a minor role in the development of constitutional theory. For
them, the constitution is no precise, written document. It is always in
the process of being made. Their constitutional jurists search for opinion,
rather than precedent; they are immediately responsive to every social
change; for them, legislation is the perfection and the type of law. The
slowly progressive modification of traditional rules was Justice Butler's
ideal of constitutional and statutory interpretation. It would seem
there is much of American constitutional principle in this view.
The work of the Supreme Court is a composite, the resultant of the
conclusions of nine diverse men. Fortunate is it that they are not all
run from the same mould. Respect for the Court's opinions is largely
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founded on this conviction. For this reason, it is a difficult, virtually
ap impossible feat to isolate completely the work of any individual judge
of that unique tribunal. The labor of court conferences, what Chief
Justice White called "the warfare of mind with mind," appears but a
short distance above the surface; most of its bulk, as a ballast, is not
observed. To have shared the burden of such work as this for nearly
two decades is a distinction not granted to many.
Justice Butler did not confine his interest in the legal profession to
the work of the lawyer and the judge. He recognized that his profession
made further demands on his time and energy than service at the bar or
on the bench. He was interested in young men in law school, from whom
the bar and bench of the future are to be recruited. To i.his ideal he gave
unstintingly of the most valuable thing he possessed-the scanty leisure
of a busy man. The Pierce Butler Law Club of Georgetown University
was organized in 1924, with his permission. To the work of that group
of students he gave much thought and time. Each year, on his birthday,
the officers of the Club paid him a visit of congratulation; he never missed
the annual banquet of the Law Club, and always gave a short, informal
talk on these occasions, with humorous anecdotes drawn from a wide
experience at the bar, always, too, concluding with a simple but impressive,
short lecture on ethics.
He will be long remembered in the Law School, not so much because
of his eminence as a lawyer, nor because of his high position in public life,
but because of his strength, sincerity and endearing personal qualities.
No critics are more keen or more fair than law students. The popularity
of Justice Butler in Georgetown Law School is a fine tribute to him as
lawyer, judge and man. Probably he prized this tribute as much as
any other that could come to him.

THE PRIVATE CORPORATION: ITS CONSTITUTIONAL
GENESIS
]AMES

J.

ROBBINS*

AMERICAN jurisprudence is wanting in a thoroughgoing rationale
for freedom of association. Nowhere in our constitutional law is
there a well integrated and matured body of principles which can serve
as a foundation for the right of groups to carry on their multiform
activities safe from absorption by an overpowering state. It is not
surprising that this should be so, for our law is built up less by the
deliberate elaboration of philosophic doctrines than by precedent. An
extensive case law upon the subject could hardly have been expected in
a land where freedom has been the rule and oppression the exception,
and where men have proliferated societies for numberless purposes,
generally, without governmental interference in their choice either of
means or ends. The current rise of totalitarian theory, however, has
served well to bring into focus this hiatus in our juristic philosophy.
Of course, some law upon the subject exists. What can be said for so
much of it as we have already acquired? In what follows some attempt
will be made to indicate some of the historical conditions which have
moulded our conception of freedom of association, and which will, without doubt, affect the course of its future development.
Many social forces are at work to prevent the Leviathan's utter absorption of the myriad private societies which abound in the United
States. The fever of Gleichschaltung does not appear likely, at least
for the time being, to consume the complex organic structure of our
rather freely associated national life. But any rise in temperature will
stimulate a search for remedies in constitutional text. The Federal
Constitution is silent upon freedom of association as such, although
some of its incidents are protected, as, for example, the guarantees of
freedom of speech and of the press, and the free exercise of religion.
Freedom of assembly is, likewise, but a partial guarantee, for assembly
is no more than the transient phase of association. It is a necessary,
*A.B., University of California (1926), A.M., Harvard University (1927), Ph .D., Princeton University (1938); Instructor in History and Government, Tufts College, 1927-1928;
Assistant in Govenment, id., 1928-1929; Instructor in Political Science, Adelbert College
and Cleveland College of Western Reserve University, 1929-1935; Acting Head of the
Department of Political Science, Cleveland College, 1934-1935; Lecturer in Political Science,
West Virginia University, 1935-1936; Assistant Professor of Political Science, Tulane University, 1938-1939; Author: Federal Financing of Business Corporations (1939) 13 TuLANE
L. REV. Co-author with Gunnar Heckscher, Collective Bargaining in Sweden (1938) 3~
A. B. A. J. 926; and articles in other periodicals.
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but not a sufficient protection. A society requires some promise that
its organic character will be respected. To choke its growth, to impoverish the soil from which it springs, to uproot it without awaiting
its maturity, is to destroy that continuity without which the purpose of
an organized society cannot be fulfilled. Incorporation has been the
usual legal means of assuring such continuity. Incorporation has become so universal a privilege in the United States that it is widely
regarded today as a right. Accordingly, it is in the constitutional protection of corporations-whether churches or colleges, banks or clubs,
fraternities or leagues-that one would expect to find the doctrine of
freedom of association in American jurisprudence.
The role of corporate protector has been assumed by the courts in
their exercise of judicial review. For convenience, one may call the
whole collection of rules and principles evolved by the judiciary, in its
attempt to insulate incorporated associations from legislative encroachments, the doctrine of corporate autonomy. This includes a vast amount
of adjudication based upon the due process clauses, the equal protection
clause, the Tenth Amendment, and the contrac-t clause. A central theme
throughout has been this: that private corporations are a class apart
from public corporations, deserving therefore of special protections not
available to the latter. Since this concept of the private corporation
forms a basic point of departure in the American idea of freedom from
state interference in the affairs of voluntary associations, it will be
well to examine its origin somewhat critically.
The English common law of corporations, which at the end of the
eighteenth century served as a pattern for early American lawyers and
judges, did not include a category of "private" corporations; and, in
particular, it did not claim for any named category of corporations any
constitutional immunities from legislative control.
The common law lawyers' conception of the corporation made of it
an eminently political privilege, by no means a privately contrived
association. Public character was stamped upon it by virtue of the
indispensableness of its charter. For, however vigorous may have been
the tradition among Englishmen and Americans that men may associate
as freely as they please,1 the judges repeated mechanically the metaphysics of the concession theory. 2 "The corporation", so the theory runs,
'This "associative impulse" is well illustrated in Goebel's Editor's Introduction to S.
LIVERMORE, EARLY AMERICAN LAND COMPANIES : THEIR INFLUENCE ON CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT (1939) j cf. R. A. EAST, BUSINESS ENTERPRISE IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY ERA
(1938); A. P. WHITAKER, THE SPANISH-AMERICAN FRONTIER (1927); R. M. Lees, Parliament and the Proposal for a Council of Trade (1939) 54 ENG. HrsT. REv. 38.
"For an account of the reception of this theory of the Medieval Italian canonists into
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"is and must be, the creature of the State," for "into its nostrils the
State must breathe the breath of a fictitious life, for otherwise it would
be no animated body, but individualistic dust." 3 Now it is by no means
clear why the men of England, with their sturdy guilds, commonalties,
companies, and brotherhoods should have tolerated the reception into
their law of so autocratic a doctrine as this by which corporate character
might be withheld at royal pleasure. Perhaps as Professor Goebel has
suggested, it was because canonical lore was "bootlegged into the law
under the guise of native brew" by judges who subtly "concealed the
origin of their ideas." 4 At all events, the king had found "something
new to sell" 5 to towns enriched by the rise of trade and commerce, in
the royal formula which conferred the right to "be forever incorporate"
and "one perpetual community in word and deed." 6 An unchartered
borough stood in great danger if it presumed to act as a body corporate
and politic. 7
Nor were the incorporated trading companies any exception to the
jealousy with which a suspicious sovereign eyed any group which pretended to set up a miniature commonwealth within his kingdom. Within
the kingdom, no right to incorporate under general laws existed except
for the encouragement of charities,8 which were invited, as a public
necessity, to care for monks impoverished as a result of Henry VIII's
closing of monasteries. Men were indeed . adventurers who asked such
unusual concessions as the right to meet together, when unlawful assembly was an offense;9 to make rules to bind one another, when swearing
English Law, see 1 POLLOCK & MAITLAND, HISTORY OF ENGLISH LAW ( 2d ed. 1899) 486- 511,
634-688; Maitland's Introduction to GIERKE, POLITICAL THEORIES OF THE MIDDLE AGE
(Maitland's trans. 1900); J . GOEBEL, CASES AND MATERIALS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF LEGAL
INSTITUTIONS (1937) 551 et seq. Compare the critical remarks of W. M. Geldart, Legal
Personality (1911) 27 L . Q. REV. 90 ; Pollock, Has the Common Law Received the Fiction
Theory of Corporations? (1911) 27 L . Q. REv. 219; Pepper, A Brief Introduction to the
Study of the Law of Association (1901) 40 AM. L . Rm. (N .s .) 255 .
'GIERKE, loc. cit . supra note 2.
'GOEBEL, op. cit . supra note 2, at 555. In England the trust provided a kind of ideal
unity unknown to the continental lawyers; see 3 MAITLAND, COLLECTED PAPERS (1911)
320-404; 0. W. Holmes, Jr., Early English Equity (1885) 1 L . Q. REv. 162; cf. C. T . CARR ,
COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP (1907) CC . 4, 5.
0
GoEBEL, op. cit. supra note 2, at 559.
'Id. at 557, quoting Henry VII's charter to Southampton (1445).
'6 HOLDSWORTH, HISTORY OF ENGLISH LAW (1924) 211 et seq. ; 9 id. (1926) at 62 et seq.
The beginnings of borough incorporation are examined in C. STEPHENSON, BOROUGH AND
TowN (1933); J . TAIT, THE MEDIEVAL ENGLISH BOROUGH (1936) and M. WEINBAUM, THE
INCORPORATION OF BOROUGHS (1937).
•39 Euz. c. 5 (1597).
'See East-India Company v. Sandys, 10 St. Tr. 519, 524 (K. B . 1684).
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or administering of illegal oaths was "an high contempt"; 10 to elect
their own officers, when the crown forbade the private use of "ballotingboxes"; 11 to take out ships and men, goods and bullion, when all these
things were subject to careful governmental regulation. 12 Such men
were allowed to incorporate, after the payment of handsome "fees";
but their corporate activities lay mostly far beyond the seas, where
they would not compete with the king's government. Moreover, they
assumed extensive governmental functions in remote places, to the supposed advantage of the king. Indeed, their anxiety to plead a public
purpose was evident in their applications for charters. 13
The early English treatises reveal very clearly the public character
of corporations. The first to have been devoted to the subject, William
Shepheard's OJ Corporations, Fraternities, and Guilds, 14 described the
corporation as "a body onely in consideration of Law," following Edward
Coke's dictum in the Case of Sutton's Hospital 15 in which the medieval
doctrines relating to corporations were presumably summed up. Coke
required "words sufficient in law," though "not restrained to any certain, legal and prescript form of words, 1116 for a proof of incorporation;
but, with the subtraction of the common law and prescription from his
four possible sources of incorporation, there remained but Parliament and
the King (by charter). Translated into American law this meant that
the state alone might grant corporate charters, and in fact this is the
law today. In this we have taken over the concession theory 17 of cor10

3 Co . INST. *165; See R ex v. Eadon, 31 St. Tr. 1064, 1069 (Special Commission 1813) .
Language of Charles II against the Merchant Adventurers, who in 1657 had voted
against a royal nominee; C . T . CARR, SELECT CHARTERS OF TRADING COMPANIES (1913) xiv,
n. 8.
u-rhe Attorney-General , Edward Coke, in 1600 declared that the Queen might prescribe
orders for the advancement of trade, that being a point of government; 1 W. R. SCOTT,
THE CONSTITUTION AND FINANCE OF ENGLISH, SCOTTISH, AND !RISH JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES TO 1720 (1912) 106.
13
CARR, op. cit. supra note 11, at xiv.
"1659.
10
10 Co . 23, 77 Eng. Re. 960 (K. B. 1613) .
,,,Id. at 29 b, 77 Eng. Re. at 969.
17
Dartmouth CoJiege v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 518 (U. S. 1819) ; Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall.
168 (U. S. 1868); Atlantic Refining Co. v. Virginia, 302 U. S. 22 (1937); 2 KENT, CoMM.,
*276; 1 FLETCHER, CYCLOPEDIA OF CORPORATIONS (1917) § 411. The corporate privilege is
a public grant . But both English and American courts have recently shown a tendency fo
recognize a kind of corporate responsibility in the absence of a charter, as when labor
unions are held coJlectively liable in tort, although unincorporated. United Mine Workers
v. Coronado Co., 259 U. S. 344 (1922); Taff Vale Ry . v. Amalgamated. Society of Ry.
Servants [1901) A. C. 426. It is doubtful that this can be regarded as a proof that the
concession theory is disintegrating. Cf. E . H . WARREN, CORPORATE ADVANTAGES WITHOUT
11
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porateness unqualifiedly. It was a clear heritage from the English
text-books in the hands of early American jurists. It was clear too that
corporations must have been chartered, lest they fall before the Attorney
General's quo warranto; and it was plainly declared that they were subject to legislative dissolution, for, as Blackstone wrote, "A corporation
may be dissolved by act of Parliament, which is boundless in its
operations.ms
Nowhere in the text-books were corporations divided into "public"
and "private". On the contrary, Blackstone's classification, as an example, merely distinguished corporations aggregate from corporations sole;
these were divided into lay and ecclesiastical, which in turn were then
classified into civil and eleemosynary corporations. 19 Similar classifications were to be found in other extant treatises and law dictionaries
which American lawyers cited. 20 A systematic division of corporate
entities denominating a broad category as "private" was in 1800, nowhere to be found. 21
Now, does this mean that there were no associations which exercised
quasi-corporate powers despite the absence of any sovereign authority
to do so? On the contrary, there is much evidence that the king's lawyers and the proponents of parliamentary sovereignty, despite their vast
claim to a monopoly of the power to incorporate, had ineffectively staked
out that claim. Unincorporated guilds, with what Unwin 22 has called
a "corporate spirit", flourished century after century without benefit
of the magic touch of sovereignty. The Bubble Act23 checked the use
of the corporate form in business enterprise; but it could not check
the prolific growth in England of joint-stock companies, which came
to be very like the modern corporation in all but name. 24
INCORPORATION (1929) c. 9; E . M . Dodd, Jr., Dogma and Practice in the Law of Associations (1929) 42 HARV. L. REV. 977; Freyd, Gierke and the Corporate Myth (1939) 4 J. OF
Soc. PHIL. 138.
'"1 BL. CoM:M. *485.
al BL. COMM. *469 et seq.
"'1 BEACON, NEW ABRIDGMENT OF THE LAW (1793) *499-500; 1 KYD, LAW OF CORPORATIONS (1793) C. 1; SHEPHEARD, op. cit. supra note 14; J. w. WILLCOCK, LAW OF MUNICIPAL
CORPORATIONS (1827); 1 WODDESON, LECTURES ON THE LAW OF ENGLAND (1792) 471 et seq.
21
W. G. Hammond, 1 BLACKSTONE'S CoMMENTARIES (Jones' ed. 1916) 673 , n. 2, admitting
that the public-private classification was unknown in Blackstone's day, offers the startling
explanation that all corporations were then private, since borough corporations became
subordinate branches of government only after the Municipal Corporations Reform Act of
1835. This is clearly untenable. CJ. 1 POLLOCK AND MAITLAND, op. cit. supra note 2, at 649 .
..G. UNWIN, THE GILDS AND COMPANIES OF LONDON (1908).
111
6 GEO. I, C. 18 (1720).
"'A B. Du B01s, THE ENGLISH BusINEss COMPANY AFTER THE BUBBLE AcT: 1720-1800
(1938) 216 et seq.
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In the American colonies, the practice of creating municipal corporations without sovereign sanction progressed apace25 despite its dubious
legality. And indeed the general development of the colonial charter
companies into freely self-governing states was in effect a magnificent
repudiation of the concession theory in the most dramatic terms. 26
When all this has been conceded, it yet remains true that at the end
of the eighteenth century, corporate status was, as a matter of strict
common law, unobtainable by other than public grant, and that such a
grant was regarded as a special privilege to be extended only upon
condition that the public interest would thereby be promoted. The
sordid story of official bribery, which lies behind these grants, diminished
not one whit the vigor of the view that corporations were associations
impressed with a public character.
Such a state of the law was patently unfitted to the purpose of American lawyers, who were coming to believe that corporations needed to
be insulated from the influence of popular assemblies, and that at the
same time the corporate form was a most useful device for prosecuting
private purposes. How could the English pattern of corporateness be
transmuted into an instrument of private affairs without an obvious
break with the precedents of the common law? This was precisely the
problem which confronted our first "corporation lawyers", and they
met it with a bold solution. Professors Goebel and Livermore27 have
shown persuasively how irrepressible was the "associative impulse"
among the early Americans, not only in the field of business enterprise,
but in religious matters as well. Business men, finding the corporate
form of king's law withheld from them, drove on toward the same goal
under the guise of unincorporated associations, which appear to have been
the true forerunners of the modern business corporation as we know
it today. Similarly, the businessmen's lawyers ingeniously reached into
the grab bag of English precedents for suitable phraseology to clothe
these private enterprises with legality. They drew forth not the hampering Jaw relating to municipal or trading corporations, but rather the
law of incorporated charities as far more suitable to their purpose.
The beginnings of this process may be seen in James Wilson's argument in the Pennsylvania legislature opposing the repeal of the charter
of the Bank of North America on the ground that the act of incorporation was "a charter of compact between the legislature . . . and the
president, directors, and company of the Bank," 28 though "clothed in
85

LIVERMORE,

'JIJCf. C . H .

loc. cit. supra note 1.

McLLwAIN,

07

LIVERMORE,

98

1 JAMES

Tm:

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

op. cit . supra note 1.
WnsoN, WORKS (Andrews ed. 1896) 565.

(1923) c. 2.
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the same dress of legislative formaJity" 28 " as the general laws. While
he conceded that a legislature might ordinarily repeal its own acts,
"whenever the objects and makers of an instrument, passed under the
form of a law, are not the same, it is to be considered as a compact, and
to be interpreted according to the rules and maxims by which compacts
are governed," 28 b otherwise, "those acts of the state, which have hitherto
been considered as the sure anchors of privilege and of property, will
become the sport of every varying gust of politics, and will float wildly
backwards and forwards on the irregular and impetuous tides of party
and faction." 280 Thus the Bank's franchise (though its public character
was the reason for the necessity of a legislative grant) once acquired,
became private property, and the corporate creature of the state came
to be endowed with irrevocable rights as against its creator. The idea
of compact presumes the autonomy of the contractors. It was not long
before the charter of corporations was to be read as a contract to which
the corporation itself was a party. Wilson's argument did not rest
on that assumption; it did, however, emphasize the private character
of the rights involved. It served, moreover, to establish the idea that
a statute which in form appears to be a command of the sovereign is in
fact nothing of the kind, but rather a contractual arrangement. 29
Corporations for business purposes began to multiply in the two decades following the adoption of the Constitution,30 and soon litigation
began to appear where corporate enterprisers sought the protection of
courts from legislative interference. One of these, in Massachusetts,
the Blue Hill Turnpike Corporation, was confronted with a statute
which prohibited the erection of a gate upon any highway. The act
of incorporation had authorized a turnpike-gate "near the dwelling
house" of one Joseph Hunt whose dwelling was situated beside an old
public road, and upon this road the company's gate was set up. In
Wales v. Stetson81 it was held that this gate was a public nuisance, for,
while the act of incorporation had authorized its erection, the gate might
have been put nearer the dwelling house and off the old highway; thus
the act of incorporation was so construed that "the existing rights of
the public, or of individuals, be not infringed." 32 Chief Justice Parsons
••Id. at 566 ( Italics supplied) .
Nb[d. at 567 (Italics supplied) .
-Ibid.
'"Cf. opinion of Miller, J ., in New Jersey v. Yard, 95 U . S. 104, 113-114 ( 1877 ) , discussing this dual character of state legislation .
80
J. S. DAVIS , ESSAYS IN THE EARLIER HISTORY OF AMERICAN CORPORATIONS ( 1917) .
.. 2 Mass. 143 ( 1806).
12
/d. at 146.
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uttered a dictum that he was "satisfied that the rights legally vested in
this, or in any corporation, cannot be controlled or destroyed by any
subsequent statute, unless a power for that purpose be reserved to the
legislature in the act of incorporation." 32 " For this view he cited no
authority, and nowhere in the arguments or the opinion does the term
"private corporation" appear; nor is claim made that a charter is a
contract.
Grounds for claiming the contractual character of a legislative grant
to corporations began to emerge in Fletcher v. Peck. 33 There the
Supreme Court disallowed a revocation by Georgia of its own land
grants to certain land companies which were later implicated in the
Yazoo affair. Such grants, said Justice Johnson were binding on "general principle, on the reason and nature of things: a principle which will
impose laws even on the deity." 34 Chief Justice Marshall, speaking
for the Court, moved a bit nearer constitutional text by observing somewhat indecisively that Georgia was " restrained, either by general principles which are common to our free institutions, or by the particular
provisions of the Constitution .... " 35 No opinion yet appeared which
construed a private corporate charter as a contract; though it might
very well have been asked, why, if the Supreme Authority itself was
incompetent to revoke land grants, a mere legislature could revoke the
charter of a corporation.
Five years later the Court had an opportunity to buttress these
abstract principles by adding a further precedent. 36 The Protestant
Episcopal Church of Alexandria had enjoyed by legislative grant the
tenure of certain lands from colonial times. They were now claimed
by the overseers of the poor under Virginia statutes of 1789 and 1801,
which sought to divest the church of this property. Justice Story declared that the original grant "vested an indefeasible and irrevocable
title," 36 • and denounced the doctrine that a legislative grant was revocable, on the ground that "such a doctrine ... is utterly inconsistent
with a great and fundamental principle of a republican government, the
right of the citizens to the free enjoyment of their property legally
acquired." 37 Again, no specific constitutional clause was cited and the
reasoning floated in the aura of eternal verities. But the opinion became
most specific in distinguishing between public and private corporations.
It declared that while "public corporations which exist only for public
31
m•Ibid.
6 Cranch 87 (U. S. 1810) .
1111
.,_Id. at 143.
Id. at 139.
""Terrett v. Taylor, 9 Cranch 43 (U. S. 1815).
ee•Id. at SO.
"'Id. at 50-51.
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purposes" 37 • might be required to submit to legislative control, no legislature had authority to " repeal statutes creating private corporations
... without the consent or default of the corporators." 38 Story proceeded boldly to justify this remarkable dictum by the vague observation that:
"we think ourselves standing upon the principles of natural justice, upon the
fundamental laws of every free government, upon the spirit and the letter
of the Constitution of the United States, and upon the decisions of most respectable judicial tribunals." 39

The solemnity of these phrases does not conceal their obscurity. We
are not told where natural justice is particularized, what "fundamental
laws" specifically prescribe, what certain letter of the Constitution governs the case, nor just what decisions of certain "respectable judicial
tribunals" are relied upon. These matters were left conveniently in
the jurisprudential stratosphere. No matter, one fly had been left in
the amber. Thereafter, American lawyers could point to the opinion
of the most respectable of tribunals as holding that private corporations
are uniquely privileged.
Four years later there was to be superadded to this bold assertion
of corporate autonomy an impressive show of legal scholarship calculated to supply the deficiencies of citation already noted in the opinion
of Terrett v. Taylor. In Dartmouth College v. Woodward,40 Justice
Story again rallied to the defense of his newly captioned "private corporation"; this time, however, not as obiter dictum, but directly in
reply to the question of whether a New Hampshire statute altering the
government of the ancient college was in violation of the contract clause
of the Federal Constitution. It was, the Court held, because Dartmouth
College was a "private corporation", and its charter was accordingly
a contract binding upon the State of New Hampshire. We are not here
concerned with the contractual argument except as it touches the matter
of private corporacy. Voluminous commentaries have been made upon
the case as a judicial interpretation of the contract clause,41 but little
critical commentary has been focused upon the magic by which the
"private corporation" was hereby elaborately ushered into the sanctum
.,.Id. at 52.
•Ibid.

"'Ibid .

'°4 Wheat. S18 (U. S. 1819) .
"See, J.M. SHIRLEY, THE DARTMOUTH COLLEGE CAUSES AND THE SUPREME Cou RT (1879);
B. F. WRIGHT, JR., THE CONTRACT CLAUSE OF THE CONSTITUTION' (1938); R . N. Denham,

Jr., An Historical Develo~ent of the Contract Theory in the Dart-mouth College Case(1909) 7 MICH. L. REV. 201; Chief Justice Doe, A New View of the Dartmouth College
Case (1892) 6 HARv. L . REv. 161, 213; C. H . Hill, The Dartmouth College Case (1874) S.
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sanctorum of American jurisprudence. Few have cared to peer behind
the imposing fa~ade of the Dartmouth College case to inspect its historical scaffolding of reasoning and citation. Like Coke, who for so long
was supposed to have summed up medieval English law with accuracy,
Story's opinion has been regarded as a fair summary of the law of
corporations. What are the facts?
The college had been chartered by the king in 1769. In 1816, a bitter struggle over the control of its affairs resulted in the triumph of the
Presbyterian Republican faction which carried the state against the
Congregationalist Federalists. The victors succeeded in getting their
reforms through the legislature, thereby reconstructing the government
of the college. The old trustees were not displaced, though new ones
were added, but a board of overseers was created with veto power over
all acts of the trustees. The statute did not expressly dissolve the old
corporation, but it was renamed "Dartmouth University"; and, while
the old charter was not in terms repealed, it was obvious that all control
passed from the hands of the old close corporation into those amenable
to the legislature.
Chief Justice Richardson 42 held that Dartmouth College was a "public
corporation", since it had been "founded for the purpose of 'spreading
the knowledge of the Great Redeemer among the savages' and of furnishing 'the best means of education' to the province of New Hampshire,"42• and by no means for the private interest of any of the old
trustees. Their office was "public trust, . . . as much so as the office of
governor, or of judge of this court." 43 How, then, could they sue under
constitutional clauses protecting private interests alone? They could
not be heard to protest the violation of the alleged private interests
either of the students, who were not parties to the suit, or of the donors,
who had specified no visitor to represent their interest. Indeed, the
old trustees could claim no more than a diminished "personal influence"
by the addition of new members to the board; "if they have no private
views to answer, nor private wishes to ratify, in the management of
those [public] concerns [ of the college] ,-and it would be very uncharitable to suppose they can have, for it is extremely dishonorable to
prostitute public interest to private purposes-it is not very easy to see
AM.. L . REV. 189; H. E. Willis, The Dartmvuth College Case-Then and Now (1934) 19
ST. LoUis L. REV. 183. Among state cases criticising and rejecting the rule ofi the Dartmouth College case, see Toledo Bank v. Bond, 1 Ohio St. 622 (1853) ; Mechanics & Traders
Bank v. Debolt, 1 Ohio St. 591 (1853); Attorney General v . Chicago, M . & St. P . Ry., 35
Wis. 425 (1874).
12
Dartmoutb College v. Woodward, 1 N. H. 111 (1817).
"'"Id. at 119.
"Ibid.
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how this can furnish any very solid ground of complaint." 43 • The court
did not admit that the challenged statute had dissolved the corporation,
though its government was concededly altered. Were not the public
interests of the college proper objects of legislation? To the argument
that the effect of sustaining the act would be to discourage donations
to colleges, he replied that such a consideration was "very proper to be
weighed by those who made the acts,m3 b but was entitled to no weight
in a court of law. Indeed, "the education of the rising generationn
was "a matter of the highest public concern" and was "worthy of the
best attention of every legislature." 43 0 He could not "believe that it
would be consistent with sound policy, or ultimately with the true
interests of legislature itself, to place the great public institutions, in
which all the young men, destined for the liberal professions, are to
be educated, within the absolute control of a few individuals, and out
of the control of the sovereign power-not consistent with sound policy,
because it is a matter of too great moment, too intimately connected
with the public welfare and prosperity, to be thus entrusted in the
hands of a few." 44
The arguments of counsel 45 are illuminating. Counsel for the college
labored valiantly with the English text-books and precedents to wring
out the essential drops of corporate privilege, but they must have realized
how meagre was their yield from this source. Accordingly, the debate
rose far above the level of technical logomachy and brought the fssue
directly to the problem of free associations. The debate has since lost
this freshness of approach, for once the rule of the Dartmouth College
case had been established the defense of corporate societies was thereafter embalmed in a technical classification. But in 1817, it was by no
means clear what a "private" corporation was. No extant treatise defined it. The rule of no case marked it out as specially privileged.
Mason's brief attempted to derive it from the well-established class
of eleemosynary corporations; 46 Sullivan replied with reason that "it
..bid. at 122.
...Id. at 128.
..'Id. at 135 .
"Ibid. Beveridge admits that Webster's victory in the Supreme Court of the United
States was a victory for the established religious order in New Hampshire as against reform in college management and the equality of religious sects. 4 BEVERIDGE, LIFE OF JORN
MARSHALL (1919) 229.

'°Printed in 65 N. H . 473, but not in the original report 1 N. H. 111.
"Thus he says that the college is "an eleemosynary corporation, and of consequence a
private corporation . ... It differs from civil and public corporations in all those particulars,
which are supposed to give the legislature a right, to interfere in their concerns," 63 N. H.
473, 484 (1817). (Italics supplied.)
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is the extensiveness of the objects to be benefitted, that constitutes a
charity a public or a private one." 47 The college, though a charitable
foundation which had been created expressly for the public interest, was
now "complaining that the legislature, the guardians of that interest,
have undertaken, without consent, to alter and amend its charters." 48
Could it be denied that universities were "public civil corporations in
England and throughout Europe" ?49 They were public because they
were empowered to confer degrees. A college, on the contrary, was "a
mere conditional appropriation of funds for the support of persons ...
called masters, fellows and students, subject to the inspection and
control of the individual who makes the appropriation," and could
have "no more power of conferring degrees or of doing any other act
which a university may do, than our own parishes have, which are
incorporated for the support of ministers." 50 The king was the visitor
of universities, for they were civil corporations. If such bodies were
to be immunized from legislative control "the great part of the nation
would not be subject to the rules and government of the common law,
for the rich were got into guilds and fraternities, the men of learning
into colleges and halls, the poor into hospitals, and those called religious
into monasteries. Now in all these the nations have a public interest,
these are all places of public interest and concern." 51 Counsel for the
college had declared that the health of the body politic "depends upon
the 1mre streams of knowledge, yet we are now told that the legislature,
the guardians of the commonwealth, should they see wicked hands mingling poison with the fountain, can only sit as silent spectators to witness the desolation which embraces themselves in its ruin." There was
no alternative, "the government must control these institutions, or they
shall control the government." 52
Such arguments moved the New Hampshire Superior Court of Appeals
"Id. at 503, quoting Lord Hardwicke, Attorney Gen. v. Pearce, 2 Atkyns 87, 26 Eng.
Re. 454 (Cb. 1740). In this case, however, a charitable foundation was held to be public
even though privately endowed. Cf. Hall v. Derby Sanitary Authority, 16 Q. B. D. 171
(1886), citing the above case, and holding a privately endowed orphanage a "public
charity" under the Local Improvement' Act, 1826, 6 GEo . IV, c. 132, and hence free from
rating and assessment.
'"65 N. H . 473, 502 (1817).
'"Id. at 577, citing 1 BL. COMM. *471 erroneously, since Blackstone omitted the key
word "publick".
""65 N. H. 473, 577 (1817).
61
/d. at 571, quoting counsel for defendant in Philips v. Bury, 4 Mod. 106, 117, 87 Eng.
Re. 289, 295 (K. B. 1694).
,,.Ibid.
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to uphold the statute, but the United States Supreme Court turned the
other way, under the steam of its own arguments, and, in particular,
those of Justice Story. The Chief Justice's opinion, though persuasive,
cited no cases whatever. Justice Washington declared that "Terrett v.
Taylor fully supports the distinction . . . between civil and private
corporations"; 53 but obviously this did not dispose of the difficulty, for
the distinction in that case was mere obiter dictum. Justice Story, after
repeating the then familiar categories, simply legislated judicially by
announcing that "another division of corporations is into public and
private," and that "strictly speaking, public corporations are such only
as are founded by the government, for public purposes, where the whole
interests belong also to the government." So if "the foundation be
private, though under charter of the government, the corporation is private, however extensive the use may be to which it is devoted, either
by the bounty of the founder, or the nature and objects of the institution."n4
The real ancestor of the private corporation is thus revealed as the
private foundation. Now the private character of foundations had been
established in England, but what was the nature of that privacy? Story's
great precedent was the Exeter College case,55 which held that the Court
of King's Bench could not review the causes for a visitor's removal of
the head of a charitable foundation, on the ground that the general
visitorial power was in the founder and his successors in interest, or
visitors, and not in the king. There was no question of immunity from
legislative control. The case actually invoked a limitation upon judicial
review of private• governments, although it is only fair to add that this
was a limitation upon the power of the king's courts, and therefore
a protection against intervention by public authorities into the private
affairs of a foundation. And Chief Justice Holt's trenchant reason for
this was that "he that receives charity with a yoke must undergo the
yoke"; 56 in other words, colleges regarded as private foundations must
be governed according to the private statutes of the founders. Nor was
this in any way inconsistent with the general controlling power of the
High Court of Chancery over all charitable foundations. 57 Trustees
153
4 Wheat. 518, 663 (U. S. 1819) .
..Id. at 668-9. (Italics supplied.)
""Philips v. Bury, 1 Ld. Raym. 5, 91 Eng. Re. 900 (K. B. 1694); Comberbach 265, 90
Eng. Re. 499; I Shower 360, 89 Eng. Re. 360; 4 Mod. 106, 8 7 Eng. Re. 289; Skinner 44 7,
90 Eng. Re. 198; 2 T. R. 346, 100 Eng. Re. 346.
.
'"Comberbach, 266, 269, 90 Eng. Re. 469, 4 71 (K. B. 1694).
met. Attorney Gen . v. Foundling Hospital, 2 Ves. 43, 30 Eng . Re. 514 (Ch. 1793).
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might be enjoined when shown to be acting contrary to their trust. But
the Court of King's Bench was loath to enter into the internal disputes
of colleges ; and even in the Chancery we find Hardwicke, L. C., declaring
that "the original and nature of visitatorial power ... is the property
of the donor, and the power every one has to dispose, direct and regulate
his own property," since "the nature of this power is forum domesticum,
the private jurisdiction of the founder." 58 In a later dictum he observed
that it was "pretty odd to come to this court to execute statutes of a
private foundation under a charter," of which "he never knew an instance. m9 Lord Mansfield, similarly, in a dispute about elections to
the Southwell Fellowships in St. John's College, refused to interfere,
citing the Exeter College case as authority for the rule that "the jurisdiction of the visitor is summary and without appeal from it," 60 and
adding that "the college would tremble at the consequence of leaving
every election into any of these ingraf ted fellowships ... open to Courts
of Law, and the expence and delay attending suits in them." 60• "In compassion to the candidates, and for the peace of this learned body; the
dispute ought not to be suffered to continue longer than is absolutely
unavoidable," 60 b for "in these societies, error of judgment, the chance
of partiality, or injustice, is a less evil than the duration of the
contention." 600
The whole issue, in these early English cases, then, was not whether
legislatures should be excluded from corporate affairs, but whether the
courts should intervene to mitigate the allegedly harsh governments
of charitable institutions. The only relevance of these cases, so much
relied upon by Story and Webster, to the Dartmouth College case was
that colleges and charities fell into the same category in the common
law, and that they were called "private and particular corporations"
here and there in the reports. 61 To Chief Justice Holt there was "no
""Green v. Rutherforth, 1 Ves. Sr. 462 , 472, 27 Eng. Re. 1144, 1149 (Ch. 1750). Cf.
language of Kenyon, C. J., Rex v. St. Catherine's Hall, 4 T. R. 243-244, 100 Eng. Re. 991,
997-998 (K. B. 1791).
"°Attorney Gen . v. Middleton, 2 Ves. Sr. 327, 330, 27 Eng. Re. 210, 213 (Ch. 1751).
Here he refused to order the governors of a school to pay seven pence per week to
"scholars" as the private founders statute required, observing that "things and times have
altered" since the foundation was established, "for though at the reformation greater invitations were made to bring the poor to schools, that is not so proper now, for at present
the poor had better be trained to agriculture."
"°St. John's College v. Toddington, 1 Burr. 158, 200, 97 Eng. Re. 245, 269 (K. B. 1757).
at 203, 97 Eng. Re. at 271.
·
""bid. at 199, 97 Eng. Re. at 269.
""•Ibid.
""Thus Holt, C. J., says that "private and particular corporations for charity, founded

-u.
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manner of difference between a college and an hospital except only in
degree," for "an hospital is for those that are poor, and mean, and low,
and sickly," while "a college is for another sort of indigent person," although "it hath another intent, to study in, and breed up persons in the
world, that hath not otherwise to live." 62 Both were eleemosynary.
And, although it was cogently argued in the House of Lords68 that the
founders of these colleges, who were often bishops, deliberately intended
to exclude the secular power from interfering with their foundations,
whereas that immunity was no longer soundly based, the settled rule
was clear enough: courts must not intrude upon visitors' powers.
The conclusion must be that Justice Story had no precedents for
corporate privacy from legislative control. Lord Mansfield had been
careful to observe that foundations were to be considered "in two views,
viz., as they are corporations, and as they are eleemosynary." 64 It was
their charitable and not their corporate character which made them
"private" in the restricted sense we have noted. It was the vested
property right of their founders, and not their corporate status, which
the common law protected. The case relied on by Webster and Story
to support a contractual obligation against the legislature was King v.
Pasmore. 65 Actually the case was against them. It held that the
crown might grant a new charter to a borough in the face of a claim
than an older charter existed. 66 The precedent supported royal authority. It furnished no· ground, by rule or dictum, for the view that a
legislature was bound not to repeal or modify the charter of a private
corporation.
The transmutation of the private charity of the English common law,
and endowed by private persons, are subject to the private government of those who erect
them". Philips v. Bury, 2 T. R. 352, 100 Eng. Re. 190 (K. B. 1788). (Italics supplied.) In
other reports of this case (note 55, supra) these words do not appear .
..lbid.
83
Skinn. 491 et seq., 90 Eng. Re. 219 et seq. (K. B. 1694).
"'St. John's College v. Todington, 1 Burr. 158, 200, 97 Eng. Re. 245, 269 (K. B. 1757).
00
3 T. R. 199, 100 Eng. Re. 531 (K. B. 1789).
'"''And I do not know how to reason on this point better than in the manner urged
by one of the relator's counsel: who considered the grant of incorporation to be a compact
between the crown and a certain number of subjects, the latter of' whom undertake, in
consideration of the privileges which are bestowed, to exert themselves for the good government of the place. Now if those persons have so far violated their trust by negligence or
misconduct, that they are no longer capable of governing the place, there is an end to the
compact. The ground of the charter was the government of the place, and when that cannot be carried on, I see no reason why the Crown cannot grant anotiber charter to a
different set of oersons." Language of Buller, J. Id. at 246, 100 Eng. Re. 556. (Italics
supplied.)
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free from judicial intrusions, into the private corporation of American
constitutional law, insulated from too much legislative control, was a
masterstroke of judicial politics. It was accomplished under the most
respectable of auspices. Daniel Webster's perfervid plea for the "small
college" 67 in New Hampshire, the great Chief Justices' sweeping phrases,
and Story's imposing citations of English authorities (which the other
justices appear not to have mastered), all conspired to give the private
corporation a most auspicious introduction into our jurisprudence.. And
once that had been done, the rest was easy. By 1830 it appears to have
been assumed without argument that the rubric "private corporation"
was generously broad, including "trading and moneyed corporations" 68
as readily as charitable colleges.69 Thereafter, the "private corporations" which sought the refuge of the federal courts from state legislation,70 were most frequently the "trading" and "moneyed" sort. In place
of the old expensive method of seeking a charter by special legislative
act, general incorporation laws offered the privilege so universally and
so cheaply that private corporations became legion at the opening of
the present century. 71 Today, as Mr. Justice Brandeis has observed,
men "act as if the privilege of doing business in corporate form were
inherent in the citizen. 1172 Corporate character, once the jealously guarded gift of the sovereign, now becomes corporate autonomy, the judicially
guarded "right" of the subject. The public source of the corporate
franchise is indubitable, of course, and this persistent factor serves
.,See 1 S. G . BROWN, LIFE OF Runrs CHOATE (1870 ) 516.
08providence Bank v. Billings, 4 Pet. 514 (U. S. 1830). Whipple, for the Bank, argued
that the Dartmouth College case had "put an end to all discussion whether' a charter is a
contract" (id. at 518) ; Hazzard, for defendant in error, admitted that if franchises of
eleemosynary corporations were valuable property, Story's argument "apply much more
forcibly fo these trading and moneyed corporations" (id . at 543) ; Marshall, C. J ., declared
that "It has been settled that a contract entered into between a State and an individual"
was protected by the contract clause, and that it was "not denied that a charter incorporating a bank is a contract." (Id . at 560) . There was no discussion of private corporations as a. class.
•As late as 1831, however, Chancellor Bland of Maryland had failed to adopt the
classificatory scheme of Story and Webster. Thus he speaks of a bank as a "body politic"
in McKim ti. Odom, 3 Bland. 407 (Md. Ch. 1831) , and nowhere says anything about
"private" corporations.
"'See Terral ti. Burke Construction Co ., 257 U . S. S29 (1922) , overruling Doyle v. Continental Insurance Co., 94 U . S. S3S (1877) , and Security Mutual Life Insurance Co. t1.
Prewitt, 202 U. S. 246 (1906 ). Cf. G. C. HENDERSON, THE PosmoN OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS IN AMERICAN CONSTITUTION AL LAW ( 1918) .
nThe rise of general incorporation laws is traced in Liggett ti . Lee, 288 U . S. S17, 549
(1933) , in the scholarly dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Brandeis.
"Id. at S48-9.
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continuously to confuse the distinction between public and private corporations. 73 In a sense they are all public; and there can be no doubt
that the increasing use of the corporate form for administrative purposes is not basically a new departure, but a revival of an ancient device
of government. But it will be difficult to persuade the average laymen
or lawyer that the private sort is in reality the parvenu.
The constitutional status of private corporations has scarcely been
settled by the judicial process here described. The problem is radical.
At bottom it is the case of State versus Group. "Liberty when men act
in bodies is power.m4 Thus, Burke once sounded a conservative's warning against the disruptive tendencies of these lesser societies. But conservatism in the United States has found no danger in corporate power.
On the contrary, it has plead for the liberation of this power from the
strangling clutches of government. But its case is one of economic laissezfaire; it has not been based upon anything like the broad philosophical
arguments to be found in pluralistic literature.75 The great debate about
group rights has touched our jurisprudence but tangentially. The law reports are innocent of it. This is perhaps a regrettable void, for it leaves
us somewhat juridically defenseless against possible attacks in the future
"Thus Hopkinson, counsel for Maryland in McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, 341
(U.S. 1819), asked if the Bank of the United States was to be " private, in its direction
and interests; public, in its rights and privileges: a trading money-lender, in its business;
an uncontrolled sovereign , in its powers?" . Chief Justice Bartley of Ohio branded it as
an "arrogant absurdity" to treat as private a railway company endowed with extensive
powers of eminent domain , or a bank empowered to create a circulating medium of exchange; Toledo Bank v. Bond, 1 Ohio St. 622, 643-644 (1853).
"EDMUND BURKE, REFLECTIONS ON THE FRENCH REVOLUTION (Everyman's ed. 1935) 7.
'"The starting point was perhaps Althusius, whose POLITICA METHODICE DIGESTA (1603)
has recently been edited with an introduction by C. J . Friedrich. For the German development see OTTo VON GIERKE, JOHANNES ALTHUSIUS UND DIE ENTWICKLUNG DER NATURRECHTLICHEN STAATSTHEORIEN (1880), DAS DEUTSCHES GENOSSENSCHAFTSRECHT (18681913) , POLITICAL THEORIES OF THE MIDDLE AGE (translated, with an introduction, by F.
W. Maitland, 1900), DAS WESEN DER MENSCHLICHEN VERBANDE (1902), NATURAL LAW AND
THE THEORY OF SOCIETY: 1500 TO 1800 (translated, with an introduction, by Ernest Barker,
1934); and compare the critical commentaries of Friedrich , (1936) 49 HARV. L. REV. 680,
and J. D . LEWIS, THE GENOSSENSCHAFT THEORY OF OTTO VON GIERKE (1935). Other continental writers on the political functions of groups are J . PAUL-BONCOUR, LE FEDERALISME
EC0NOMIQUE (2d ed. 1901); E . DURKHEIM, DE LA DIVISION DU TRAVAIL SOCIAL (1893) i T .
LAURIN , LES INSTITUTUERS ET LE SYNDICALISME (1908). Cf. H. J. L . LASKI, THE PROBLEM
OF SOVEREIGNTY (1917), AUTHORITY IN THE MODERN STATE (1919), A GRAMMAR OF POLITICS
(1925), and The Early History of the Corporation in England (1918) 30 HARV. L. REv.
561; also G. D . H. COLE, SOCIAL THEORY (1920); J . N . FIGcis, CHURCHES IN THE MODERN
STATE (1913); and R . DE MAEZTU, AUTHORITY, LIBERTY AND FUNCTION IN THE LIGHT OF
THE WAR (1916).
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upon freedom of association. The concept of the "private corporation"
is hollow and comparatively meaningless as it stands, when measured
by the broad needs of a true association theory.
The lack of a sound theory of corporate autonomy is not traceable
entirely to the so-called Anglo-Saxon distrust of principle as contrasted
with precedent. It is explainable in part by our economic history. The
century of laissez-faire which was ushered in by the Dartmouth College
case began to draw to a close at the World War; for then, the comfortable autonomy of business entities, whose alleged right to go their
own way without legislative interference had begun earnestly to be questioned in the eighties and nineties, was swallowed up by the overwhelming necessities of a nation unified by great emergency. Post-war reaction
was not, as many seemed to think, a return to "normalcy" in this
respect. Not only in the soviet regime, but in totalitarian states as well,
radical dislocations of world economy resulting from war swept into
power men who could no longer disregard the dangers of economic
anarchy. For the old laissez-faire was a doctrine of limited anarchy.
The power of the state was ideally non-existent in precisely the field
where some harmonizing control was imminently needful. Let the
state coerce with vigor those individuals and societies which threatened
the institution of property, so the theory ran, but on no account must
it enter the realm of business associations except as a traffic policeman.
The concept of the "private corporation" in our constitutional law contributed powerfully to this doctrine. Regrettable enough, the defense
of private associations has been colored by our preoccupation with business affairs, and particularly with the attempt to hedge corporate enterprise about with impenetrable barriers against public control. This ·is
regrettable because a doctrine of corporate autonomy requires a broader
base than economic laissez-faire. Business corporations are by no means
the only corporations that deserve autonomy, and perhaps they deserve
it less than some others such as churches, universities and minority
defense groups. But the fact is that the corporate autonomy which is
known to our constitutional laws was largely the work of corporation
lawyers intent upon thwarting "dangerous" encroachment upon their
economic privileges via popular legislative assemblies.
The defense of corporate autonomy none the less brought to the
service of those who resisted governmental encroachments some of the
most distinguished legal talent this country has produced. 76 The wealth
and prestige of the men who ranged themselves against the power of
"See B. R. Twiss, Lawyers Against Government (unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Princeton University , 1938) .
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government was enough to assure that at least this phase of associative
freedom would never lack the hall mark of eminent respectability. At
least this struggle against etatisme in America has never been stamped
as subversive.
Yet the dubious reasoning by which the private character of corporations was ushered into our law has hindered the cause of freedom of
association in several respects. It has postponed until very recently
any true historical inquiry by lawyers into the real sources of business
autonomy. 77 Today we are beginning to realize that the concession
theory was a mere fai;ade behind which irrepressible enterprisers built
their vast empires despite the stern dogmas of the books. The sham
"private corporation" was a poor substitute for a sound historical reply
to the claims of the concession theory. In the second place, it has
relieved the jurists of having to probe into the deeper issues of associational jurisprudence; the comfortable authority of Story and Marshall
was felt to be adequate. Finally, the emphasis upon corporate rights
has worked a corresponding diminution in emphasis upon the rights of
the individual. It has left quite unanswered the fundamental problem
of subserving the right to associate freely to the more elemental protection of human individuality.
,..Goebel and Livermore, note 1, supra; and DuBois, note 24 , supra.

THE EXTENT OF THE TREATY-MAKING POWERt
ERNEST R. FEIDLER* AND RALPH
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EVER since the debates in the Constitutional Convention and in the
state conventions on the ratification of the Constitution the extent
to which the treaty-making power given by Article II, Section 2, clause
2, of that instrument may be used by the Federal Government has furnished a fertile subject for controversy. 1 This was so because of the
provision in Article VI, clause 2, that all treaties made, or which shall
be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme
law of the land. 2
tThe statements made in this article represent only the personal views of the authors;
they do not in any way reflect the official views of any Government department or officer.
•Bachelor of Education, Superior State Teachers College (1930), LL.B., Law School
of the University of Wisconsin ( 1934) ; Attorney in the Office of the General Counsel for
the Treasury Department since 1935; Member of the Bar of Wisconsin and of the Bar
of the Supreme Court of the United States; Co-author of The Federal Statutes-Their
History and Use (1938) 22 MINN. L. REV. 1008.
**A.B., University of Minnesota (1922), LL.B., id. (1925) , S.J.D., Harvard Law School
(1926) ; Formerly Professor of Law, University of Minnesota; Member of the Bar of
Minnesota and the Bar of the Supreme Court of the United States; Author: MinneS'ota's
Statute of Charitable Trusts (1930) 14 MINN. L. REV. 587; Charities for Definite Persons
(1933) 82 U. OF PA. L. REV. 12; Workmen's Compensation and the Conflict of Laws (1935)
20 M INN. L . REV. 19; Co-author, Th e Federal Statutes-Their History and Usei (19~8)
22 MINN . L . REV. 1008.
1
3 DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES (U. S. Dep't.
of State 1900) 535, 536, 686, 752; 1 ELLIO'r's DEBATES (2d ed. 1836, Repr. 1907) 491, 495;
2 id. at 409, 553; 3 id. at 499 et seq.; 4 id. at 115; 2 STORY, CoMMWTARIES\ ON THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES (3dl ed. 1858) 1514.
0
At this point, it is thought advisable to collect for ready reference the various provisions of the Constitution of the United States which are relevant to the discussion. The
provisions are as follows :
1. Art. II, § 2, cl. 2: "He [the President] shall have Power, by and with the Advice
and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present
concur; .. .."
2. Art. VI, cl. 2: "This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall
be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the
Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges
in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any
State to the Contrary notwithstanding."
3. Art . I, § 10, cl. 1: "No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or C'onfederation; . . . ."
4. Art. I, § 10, cl. 3: "No State shall, without the Consent of Congress, . . . enter into
any Agreement or Compact with another State, or with a foreign Power, . . . . "
5. Art. I, § 8, els. 1 and 18: "The Congress shall have Power . . . To make all
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Thus, in the Virginia Convention, Patrick Henry attacked the treaty
power as a device by which the president and the Senate might deprive
the people of their liberties and rights.3 The proponents of the Constitution in the Virginia convention were apparently highly desirous of
quieting fears along that line, for they went to considerable lengths to
show that the treaty power did not give the president and the Senate
unlimited law-making power. 4 George Nicholas voiced a theory that
was destined to be used again and again by those who were ardent states'
rights men. 5 He argued first that the president and the Senate could
Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing
Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United
States, or in any Department or Officer thereof."
6. Art. X of the Amendments : "The powers not delegated! to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively,
or to the people."
7. Art. IV, § 3, cl. 2: "The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all
needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to
the United States; and nothing in this C onstit1,tion shall be so construed as ta Prejudic,e
any Claims of the United Stat es, or of any Particular State." (Italics supplied.)
The italicised portion of this provision is sometimes considlered relevant to inquiries
similar to the instant one, but it was apparently introduced to cairn certain apprehensions
that had been aroused by including in the Constitution the provision in Art. IV, § 3,
cl. 1, to the effect that new states could not be erected within the jurisdiction of any other
state without the consent of the legislature of the latter. It was thought by some that
Art. IV, § 3, cl. 1, might favor the claims of some state to vacant lands ceded to the
United States by the Treaty of P eace with Great Britain. WARREN, THE MAKING OF THE
CONSTITUTION (2d ed. 1937 ) 600 ; 3 DOCUMENTARY HlSTORY OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES (U. S. Dep't. of State 1900) 649-651. Thus, it is clear that "claim" refers
to "claim to land", not "claim to particular power or jurisdiction". See also 3 ELLICYr's DEBATES (2d ed. 1836, Repr. 1907) 504.
Article IX of the Amendments of the Constitution is also sometimes considered relevant.
It provides : "The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed
fo deny or disparage others retained by the people." It is submitted, however, that it is
nothing more than a provision that the rule expressio unius est exclusio alterim shall not
apply to the rights of the people stated in the Constitution .
3
3 ELI.IOT's DEBATES (2d ed. 1836, Repr. 1907) 502-504.
'Id. at 463 .
'"The worthy member says, that they can make a treaty relinquishing our rights, and
inflicting punishments ; because all treaties are declared paramount to the constitutions and
laws of the states. An attentive consideration of this will show the committee that they
can do no such thing. The provision of the sixth article is, that this Constitution, and
the laws of the United States which shall be made in pursuance thereo•f, and all the
treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be
the supreme law of the land . They can, by this, make no treaty which shall be repugnant
to the spirit of the Constitution, or inconsistent with. the delegated powers. The treaties
they make must be under the authority of the United States, to be within their province.
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make no treaty which would be "repugnant to the spirit of the constitution. 5 " Exactly how it was to be determined what was and what was
not repugnant to the spirit of the constitution ' was a matter on which
icholas carefully remained silent. However, he added that treaties
could not be made which were "inconsistent with delegated powers."
He arri ed at that conclusion apparently from the fact that only treaties
made under the authority of the nited States" shall be the supreme
law of the land coupled with the notion that the "authority of the United
States" can be exercised only through powers delegated to the United
States.• It follows if one accepts icholas reasoning that the treaty
power is nothing but an auxiliary power to be exercised only in respect
to those matters over which the Federal Government is given jurisdiction
by other powers. 6 The Nicholas theory of the extent and nature of the
treaty-making power e entually found its way into the concurring opinion of fr. Justice Daniel in the License cases 1 and into a report on the
question of the annexation of Texas made by the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations. 8
The adherents of the 1 icholas theory overlook some interesting historical data to be found by an examination of the debates in the Constitutional Convention. The resolution which finally became Article VI,
clause 2, of the Constitution was moved by Luther Martin.9 The form
of that resolution was "all treaties made and ra'tified under the authority
of the nited States (Italics supplied) should be the supreme law.
The same language was used in the so-called Patterson Resolutions. 10
It is sufficiently secured because it only declares that, in pursuance of the powers given,
they shall be the supreme law of the land , notwithstanding any thing in the constitution
or laws of particular states." Id. at 50 . (Italics supplied.)
... Holden v. Joy 17 Wall . 211 , 243 ( . S. 18 2) . The treaty-making power does not
extend to objects " inconsistent with the nature of our government".
SJ:t is possible by strained analysis of .t 1cholas' statement to argue that since the treatymaking power is one of the delegated powers, Nicholas did not mean to contend for an
interpretation of the Constitution that would make the treaty power a mere auxiliary
power. Such an argument, however, overlooks the purpose of the statement, and imputes
to Nicholas an intent to define the treaty-making power by the treaty-making power. It
is submitted that icholas intended no such nonsense.
'5 How . 504, 613 (U . S. 1847 ) . See also the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Daniel in
the Passenger cases, How. 283 , 507 (U. S. 1849). The language of Mr. Justice Daniel is
quoted with approval in People ex rel. The Attorney General v . aglee, 1 Cal. 232, 246247 (18-0). ( Quaere : How much of that part of the Nagke case is left in view of The
People ex rel. The Attorney General v. Gerke and Clark, 5 Cal. 381 (1855 ) ?).
-Z4 SEN. Doc.
o . 231, 56th Cong., 2d Sess. (1901) 82.
'3 DocUYENTARY IlrsroRY OF rIIE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED Suns (U. S. Dep't. of
State 1900) 353.
10
ld. at 127.
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There is no reason to believe that it was intended to change the meaning
of the phrase "under the authority of the United States" when the words
"and ratified" were deleted. It is somewhat difficult to conceive how a
treaty could be "ratified" "under the authority of the United States"
if the latter phrase meant more than ratification in proper form by the
authorized officials. In fact, Richard Henry Lee, writing as the Federal
Farmer, on October 12, 1787 , took the view that "under the authority
of the United States" was used in contradistinction to "in pursuance of
the Constitution.ni 1 Chief Justice Taney suggested in Doe v. Braden12
that the phrase meant no more than that the proper authorities must
make treaties, and Mr. Justice Holmes in Missouri v. H olland1 8 considered it questionable whether the phrase meant more than the formal
acts necessary to make a treaty. 14
There are other authorities who have maintained that, whatever may
be the extent of the treaty-making power, there is excepted from its purview the rights reserved to the states. 15 Exactly what those authorities
mean when they maintain that the treaty-making power cannot be used
to invade the reserved rights of the states is somewhat difficult to understand. The Tenth Amendment is of little aid in resolving the matter.
It reserves to the states and to the people only those "powers" not
uunited States v . Thompson, 258 Fed. 257, 259 (E. D. Ark . 1919) .
16 How. 635, 657 (U. S. 1853) .
11
252 u. s. 416, 433 (1920).
"The argument sometimes used against a restrictive interpretation of the treaty-making
power is that such interpretation makes it impossible for this nation to make treaties which
other nations may make. It is pointed out, by those who so argue, that under Art. I,
§ 10, cl. 1, of the Constitution no state may enter into a treaty, alliance, or confederation.
Thus, it is reasoned that if the Federal Government may not make certain treaties no one
may make them. It is thought, however, that such reasoning overlooks Art. I, § 10, cl. 3,
which apparently contemplates that the states, with the consent of Congress, may enter into
"agreements" and "compacts" with foreign powers. It also overlooks the fact that under
Art. X of the Amendments the power to make certain kinds of treaties may be reserved
to the "people". On the meaning of the terms "agreement" and "compact" as used in
this Article see Holmes v. Jennison , 14 Pet. 540 , 571-573 (U. S. 1840) .
"See Holmes v. J ennjson, 14 Pet. 540, 569 (U. S. 1840) ; Passenger cases, 7 How. 283,
465-466 (U . S. 1849) (dissenting opinion); id. at 425-426 (concurring opinion); see language in Geofroy v. Riggs, 133 U. S. 258 , 267 (1890) , as explained in Jordan v. Tashiro,
278 U. S. 123, 125-126 (1928); see Holden v . Joy, 17 Wall. 211, 243 (U. S. 1872); United
States v. Cisna, 25 Fed. Cas. No. 14,795 (C. C. D. Ohio 1835); Siemssen v. Bofer, 6 Cal. 250,
252-253 (1856); cf. United States v. Bailey, 24 Fed. Cas. No. 14,495 (C . C. Tenn. 1834);
Lowry v. Weaver, 15 Fed. Cas. No. 8,584 (C. C. D. Ind. 1846); 41 CONG. REC. 299 (1906);
CUMMINGS AND McFARLAND, FEDERAL JUSTICE (1937) 170 ; THOMAS JEFFERSON, MANUAL
OF PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE (McKee ed. 1899) 186.
12
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delegated to the United States, and it is obvious that the treaty-making
power has been so delegated. After the extent to which the treaty-making
power may be exercised has been defined, the Tenth Amendment decrees
that all other power which cannot be found in the Federal Government
is in the states or in the people, but it is obvious that that is no aid in
defining the treaty-making power itself. It is suggested that the true
meaning of the authorities who maintain that the reserved rights of the
states are exempt from the purview of the treaty-making power is similar
to that of Nicholas when he stated that no treaties could be made which
are repugnant to the spirit of the Constitution. They apparently have
in mind certain fields over which the states commonly exercise control
or regulation or over which, under our system, only "the people" exercise
control or regulation. To them it is repugnant to the spirit of the Constitution whenever the Federal Government attempts to exercise control or
regulation in the same fields pursuant to the treaty-making power. Ergo,
they say, the treaty-making power may not be used to exercise control
or regulation in those fields. It is clear that such a theory finds its basis
not in what appears in the Constitution, but in what the propounders of
the theory think should be read into it.
If the foregoing is the correct interpretation of the meaning of those
who maintain that the treaty-making power may not be constitutionally
used to invade the reserved rights of the states, it is submitted that, in
view of the great preponderance of decided cases, it can definitely be
said that they have fallen into error. In 1824, Chief Justice Marshall,
in the course of his opinion in Gibbons v. Ogden,1 6 recognized that in the
nature of our form of government, measures enacted by states in the
exercise of their "acknowledged State powers" would have to yield to a
conflicting treaty. Beginning with the early case of Georgia v.
Brailsford,1 1 there is a long line of decisions in which state statutes and
laws dealing with matters over which states normally exercise jurisdiction
have been held ineffective as in contravention to some treaty. A detailed
1

•9 Wheat. 1, 209-211 (U. S. 1824) .
3 Dall. 1 (U. S. 1794) . In this case a treaty made under the Articles of Confederation
and a Georgia statute sequestering debt's owed to British subjects were involved. It is
submitted that the fact that the treaty was made under the Articles of Confederation is not
material. Art. VI, cl. 2, of the Constitution refers to treaties made, as well as treaties
which shall be made. Certainly a cursory examination of the history of the period shows
that there was no intention to give the Federal Government less authority to make treaties
under the Constitution than was enjoyed under the Articles of Confederation. See 3
E LLI OT'S DEBATES (2 d ed . 1836, Repr. 1907 ) 514.
17
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consideration of those cases would serve no useful purpose here. They
are collected for ready reference in the footnote. 18
At the opposite pole from those who believe in the very restricted
extent of the treaty-making power are some who doubt that it has any
limitations. It is often stated that the Supreme Court of the United
States has never declared a treaty unconstitutional. Argument from
such a fact, of course, has lost much of its persuasive quality since the
Supreme Court demolished a similar argument with respect to the delegation of power by the Congress in the so-called Hot Oil case. 19 On the
other hand, there are certain judicial pronouncements, clearly dicta,
which suggest that a court may possess no authority to declare treaties
"void" or unenforceable" .20 It need only be answered that there are a
"'Ware v. Hylton, 3 Dall. 199 (U. S. 1796) (involved a treaty with Great Britain made
under the Articles of Confederation and a Virginia statute providing for the sequestration of
debts due to British subject's); Hopkirk v . Bell, 3 Cranch 454 (U. S. 1806) (involved treaty
with Great Britain made under Articles of Confederation and a Virginia statute of limitations. Validity of treaty not specifically argued though counsel referred fo Ware v. Hylton,
supra); Fairfax's Devisee v . Hunter's Lessee, 7 Cranch 603 (U. S. 1813 ) (treaty with Great
Britain and right of Virginia to secure title to certain land by inquest of office involved.
Vali,dity of treaty not discussed ) ; Chirac v . Chirac, 2 Wheat. 259 (U. S. 1817) (treaty with
France made under Constitution and Maryland law of escheat involved. Validity of treaty
not discussed); United States v. Forty-three Gallons of Whiskey, 93 U. S. 188, 197-198
(1876); Hauenstein v . Lynham, 100 U . S. 483 (1879) (treaty with Switzerland of 1850
and Virginia statute and Virginia common law of escheat involved) ; Blythe v . Hinckley,
180 U. S. 333, 340 (1901) ; Missouri v . Holland, 252 U. S. 416 (1920) (treaty with Great
Britain concerning the protection of wild birds involved) ; Asakura v. Seattle , 265 U. S.
332 (1924) (treaty with Japan of 1911 and ordinance of City of Seattle governing licensing
of pawnshops involved); Nielsen v. Johnson, 279 U. S. 47 (1929) (treaty with Denmark
of 1826 and Iowa tax statute involved); Santovincenzo v. Egan , 284 U. S. 30 (1931)
(treaty with Persia of 1856 and New York escheat law involved); In re Ah Fong, 1 Fed.
Cas. No . 102 ( C. C. D . Cal. 1874) ; In re Ah Chong, 2 F ed . 733 ( C. C'. D. Cal. 1880) ;
In re Tiburcio Parrott, 1 Fed . 48 1 (C. C. D . Cal. 1880); see Hughes v . Edwards,
9 Wheat. 489, 496 (U. S. 1824) (treaty with Great Britain made under Constitution and
Kentucky statute forbid<ling aliens to hold laad. Validity of treaty not' discussed) ; Ward
v. Race H orse, 163 U. S. 504, 507 ( 1896) (treaty with Bannock Indians, and Wyoming
statute governing hunting of game) ; Baker v. Portland, 2 Fed. Cas. No . 777 (C . C. D .
Ore. 1879 ); 1 OP. Arr'Y. GEN . (1 824) 659 (Wirt); 2 OP . ATT'Y. GEN. ( 1831) 426 (B errien); 2 OP. Arr'Y. GEN . (1831) 475 , 476 (Taney ); 8 OP. Arr'Y. GEN . ( 1857 ) 411 ( Cushing); 22 OP. Arr'Y. GEN. (1898) 214 (Griggs). See a letter by Jefferson when he was
Secretary of State in 3 WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON (Washington ed. 1853) 401-406.
This should be considered in connection with his statement in his MANUAL OF PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE, cited in note 15, supra.
lPI'anama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U. S. 388 (1935).
"°See Ware v. Hylton , 3 Dall. 199,237 (U.S. 1796).· (Mr. Justice Chase, in whose opinion
the dicta appear, had a penchant for exaggeration in his legal statements. His charge to
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large number of judicial pronouncements and inferences to the contrary. 21
The statement that the Supreme Court of the United States has never
declared a treaty unconstitutional should be subjected to closer scrutiny.
In a technical sense, it is true, but in Th e Mayor, Aldermen and Inhabitants of New Orleans v. The United States, 22 the Court did something
similar to declaring a treaty provision unconstitutional. The case is not
often discussed in dissertations on the extent of the treaty-making power.
The unanimous opinion of the Court was rendered by Mr. Justice
McLean. The case arose on a petition by the United States for an
injunction against the mayor, aldermen, and inhabitants of New Orleans
to restrain them from selling certain lands on the "quay", a public area
along the Mississippi River bank in that city. It appears that the King
of France and the King of Spain had exercised a certain police power
over such "quay" to the extent of permitting buildings to be constructed
thereon and of regulating occupancy thereof. Among other contentions,
the United States maintained that the first and second articles of the
1803 treaty of cession of Louisiana, made with France, transferred to
the United States the entire right of the sovereign of Spain with respect
to the "quay".23 The treaty provided for the cession to the United States
of "all public lots and squares, vacant lands, and all public buildings,
fortifications , barracks, and other edifices which are not private property." The Court refused to interpret the treaty so as to give to the
United States the rights exercised by the King of Spain. The Court said:
"The government of the United States, as was well observed in the argument,
is one of limited powers. It can exercise authority over no subjects, except those
which have been delegated to it. Congress cannot, by legislation, enlarge the federal jurisdiction, nor can it be enlarged under the treaty-making power.
" If the common in contest, under the Spanish crown, formed a part of the
public domain or the crown lands , and the king had power to alien it, as other
the grand jury in Baltimore in 1803 and his legal rulings in the Fries trial in 1800 led to
his impeachment in 1805. 1 WARREN, THE SUPREME COURT IN UNITED STATES HISTORY (2d
ed. 1937) 276-277, 282, 289-291) ; United States v. Reid, 73 F . (2d) 153, 155 (C . C. A. 9th,
1934).
21
United States v. Schooner Peggy, 1 Cranch 103, 110 (U. S. 1801); Doe v. Braden, 16
How. 635, 657 (U. S. 1853); The Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wall. 616, 620 (U. S. 1870);
Geofroy v . Riggs, 133 U. S. 258, 267 (1890) ; Thomas v. Gay, 169 U. S. 264, 271 (1898) ;
Asakura v. Seattle, 265 U.S. 332, 341 (1924); cf. Missouri v . Holland, 252 U . S. 416, 433
(1920).
23
10 Pet. 662 (U. S. 1836) .
18
lt will be remembered that though the purchase of Louisiana was made from the
French Republic, the French had secured the territory from Spain. The transfer to the
United States occurred so soon after the transfer from Spain to France that there was no
interruption of the Spanish law.
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lands, there can be no doubt that it passed under the treaty to the United States,
and they have a right to dispose of it, the same as other public lands. But if the
king of Spain held the land in trust, for the use of the city, or only possessed a
limited jurisdiction over it, principally, if not exclusively, for police purposes,
was this right passed to the United States under the treaty?
"That this common, having been dedicated to public use, was withdrawn from
commerce, and from the power of the king rightfully to alien it, has already
been shown; and, also, that he had a limited power over it, for certain purposes.
Can the federal government exercise this power? If it can, this court has the
power to interpose an injunction or interdict to the sale of any part of the common by the city, if they shall think that the facts authorize such an interposition.
"It is insisted that the federal government may exercise this authority, under
the power to regulate commerce.
"It is very clear, that a_s the treaty cannot give this power to the federal government, we must look for it in the constitution; and that the same power must
authorize a similar exercise of jurisdiction over every other quay in the United
States. A statement. of the case is a sufficient refutation of the argument." 23 •
(Italics supplied.)

From the quoted language, it may fairly be considered that it was the
ruling of the Court that, assuming the interpretation of the treaty provision urged by the United States to be sound, the provision was unconstitutional to the extent that it supported the claim of the United States.
The authorities on constitutional law seem fairly well agreed on
certain limitations on the treaty-making power. It is usually said that a
treaty cannot change the Constitution, 24 or authorize what the Constitution forbids. 25 This last limitation is an intriguing one. Does it apply
only to those matters entirely forbidden as, for example, the infringement
of the right of the people to keep and bear arms (Article II of the
Amendments) or the quartering of soldiers in time of peace in a house
without the consent of the owner (Article III of the Amendments)?
Does it have no application where the prohibition is merely against the
Congress, as in Article I of the Amendments, where that body is prohibited from making laws respecting the establishment of a religion or
abridgment of the freedom of speech or of the press? Considering the
limitation together with the repeated statements by the authorities that
18

"10 Pet. 662, 736-73 7 (U. S. 1836).
"'The Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wall. 616, 621 (U. S. 1870); Geofroy v. Riggs, 133 U. S.
258, 266-267 (1890) i 2 STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
(3d ed. 1858) § 1508; 1 WORKS OF JOHN CALHOUN (Cralle ed. 1876) 204.
""Geofroy v. Riggs, 133 U.S. 258 (1890); Asakura v. Seattle, 265 U.S. 332, 341 (1924);
The People ex rel. The Attorney General v. Gerke and Clark, 5 Cal. 381, 383 (1855); 1
WORKS OF JOHN CALHOUN (Cralle ed. 1876) 203.
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the treaty-making power extends to any matter which is properly the
subject of negotiation between nations,26 it would seem that an argument can be made that the questions may be answered in the affirmative.
Certainly the matter of religion has been the subject of treaty, and ,
considering the modern bent toward censorship and controlled propaganda in many countries together with the ease of modern communication , it cannot be said that nations in the future will not consider
restriction of freedom of speech and of the press a proper matter for
treaty. John C. Calhoun thought, however, that the treaty-making power
is limited by all provisions of the Constitution which prohibit certain
acts from being done by any of the departments of the Government. 27
It has been said that a treaty may not be used to appropriate money
out of the treasury. 28 Why this restriction should be generally accepted
is difficult to see. Certainly the payment of money by one country to
another is a common subject of treaties. Article I , Section 9, clause 7,
forbid s the drawing of money from the treasury save in consequence of
appropriations made by "law" . It does not provide that the appropriations must be made by Congress. Certainly a treaty, made and ratified,
is " law" .
From time to time other limitations have been mentioned . Thus, Chief
Justice Taney tells us that "certainly a treaty . . . could not divest rights
of property already vested in the State." 29 The " rights of property"
concerning which this dictum was made were rights of a state to a tax.
Mr. Justice McKinley informs us that where territory is acquired by
the United States by treaty, that treaty cannot give the United States
any royal prerogatives with reference to the territory. 30 He was considering whether the United States could grant land under navigable
waters when the territory in which the waters ran was acquired from a
foreign sovereign with a prerogative so to grant. Mr. Justice Field was
of the opinion that the cession of any part of the territory of a state
without its consent could not be done by treaty.31 If he be right, it
""H olden v. J oy, 17 Wall. 211 , 243 (U . S. 1872); Uni ted States v. F orty-three Gallons of
Whiskey , 93 U. S. 188, 197 (1876) (The treaty- making power is "ample to cover all th e usual
subjects of diplomacy") ; Geofroy v. Riggs, 133 U. S. 258, 266-267 ( 1890) ; In re Ross, 140
U . S. 453,463 ( 189 1); Asakura v. Seattle, 265 U. S. 332,34 1 ( 1924); Santovincenzo v. Ega n,
284 u. s. 30, 40 (193 1).
""1 WORKS OF J OHN CALHOUN (Cralle ed . 1876) 203 .
»rurner v. American Baptist Missionary Union, 24 Fed. Cas. No . 14,25 1 (C. C. D. Mich.
1852 ); 1 WORKS OF J oHN CALHOUN (Cralle ed . 1876) 203.
211
Prevost v. Greneaux, 19 H ow. 1, 7 (U. S. 1856).
9>J>ollard , Lessee v. Hagan, 3 H ow. 212 (U. S. 1845).
"'Geofroy v . Riggs, 133 U . S. 258 (1 890).
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would be most difficult to end an unsuccessful war, should the United
States be unfortunate enough to wage such a conflict, and should the
hostile power demand the cession of the territory of some state as a
term of the treaty. Jefferson was of the opinion that even the territories
of the United States could not be ceded. 32 In his message to Congress
on December 6, 1910, President Taft stated that there were grave doubts
of the constitutionality of The Hague Convention for the establishment
of an International Prize Court because of the provision in the Convention for an appeal to the proposed court from the national courts. 33
Similar doubts were expressed by Attorney General Wirt, in President
Monroe's administration, with respect to a proposed agreement setting
up international tribunals to enforce national laws against slavers of
each country. 34
Now that the negative side of the treaty-making power has been
examined, what can be found relative to its affirmative side? The
Supreme Court of the United States has said that the treaty-making
power is broad enough to cover all matters which pertain to our foreign
relations .35 In his Commentaries, Mr. Justice Story said:
"The power 'to make treaties' is by the constitution general; and of course it
embraces all sorts of treaties , for peace or war; for commerce or territory; for
alliance or succors; for indemnity for injuries or payment of debts; for the
recognition and enforcement of principles of public law; and for any other
purposes, which the policy or interests of independent sovereigns may dictate in
their intercourse with each other." 36

Chief Justice Hughes once said, when he was a member of the Permanent Court of International Justice, that it is a power to deal with
foreign nations with regard to matters of international concern. 37 Given
a matter of international concern not falling within any of the limitations mentioned above, there is apparently no agreement that the Federal Government may not make by way of treaty. In United States v.
Curtiss-Wright Export Corporation, 38 the Court took the position that
""9 WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON (Washin gton ed. 1854) 135-138.

But · see Holden

v. Joy, 17 Wall. 211 , 247 (U.S. 1872).
83

10 COMPILATION OF MESSAGES AND PAPERS OF THE PRESIDENTS (B. N. L. 191 2) 7873.
"'Cu11n.rrNGS AND McFARLAND , FEDERAL J USTICE (1937) 163.
:r;Santovincenzo v . Egan, 284 U .S. 30, 40 (1931) . Accord: Holden v . Joy, 17 Wall 211,
243 (U. S. 1872).
311
2 STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES (3d ed. 1858)
§ 1508.
37
23 PROCEEDINGS OF AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (1929) 194-195.
38
299
304 (1936).

u. s.
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the Federal Government is limited in its activity to the delegated powers
only when dealing with internal affairs. That should forever lay to rest
the ghost of Nicholas' argument that the treaty-making power is an
auxiliary power. But the Court went further in the Curtiss-Wright case;
it stated that the investment of the Federal Government with the powers
of external sovereignty did not depend upon grants of such power in
the Constitution. It was said that had the treaty power never been
mentioned in the Constitution, the Federal Government would still have
had it. 39
After having thus broadly defined the range of external activity in
which the Federal Government may engage, the Court subsequently
sounded the death knell of the contentions of those who seek to limit
the use of the treaty-making power to fields in which the states have not
ordinarily exercised jurisdiction. In United States v. Belmont,4° it was
said:
" In respect of all international negotiations and compacts, and in respect

of our foreign relations generally, state lines disappear. As to such purposes the
State of New York does not exist. Within the field of its powers, whatever the
United States rightfully undertakes, it necessarily has warrant to consummate.
And when judicial authority is invoked in aid of such consummation, state constitutions, state laws, and state policies are irrelevant to the inquiry and decision.
It is inconceivable that any of them can be interposed as an obstacle to the
effective operation of a federal constitutional power." 40 • (Italics supplied.)

It will be noted, however, that the broad scope and paramount nature
of the federal power discussed above is carefully limited to external
matters involving subjects of international concern. If the Federal
Government should seek to use the treaty-making power as a mask for
regulating internal affairs over which it would otherwise have no authority, the way is still open for the courts to adopt the procedure used
in connection with the taxing power. Thus, it has been ruled that a
measure which bears the name of a tax and which has passed Congress
and has been signed in the fashion in which taxing measures are usually
passed and signed is not always a tax. 41 Similarly, that which bears the
name of a treaty and in regard to which the proper treaty-making
•1d. at 318.
'°301 u. s. 324 (1937).
"'•Jd. at 331-332.
1
• Child Labor Tax case, 259 U. S. 20, (1922); Hill v. Wallace, 259 U. S. 44 (1922);
United States v. Constantine, 296 U. S. 287 (1935); United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1
(1936). In some cases the courts have refused to look behind the tax form. Sonzinsky
v. United States, 300 U. S. 506 (1937).

~
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authorities have gone through the treaty-making procedure may not
always be a treaty. The test may well be: is it a matter of international
concern ( although also involving, perhaps, things of local significance)
or one of purely internal concern? Obviously such a test is rather
amorphous. It is possible to imagine cases which clearly fall into one
or the other of the two categories, but the dividing line between the
two is vague. It, like the much discussed line with regard to the due
process clause, will probably have to be pricked out as the cases arise.
The line will probably be made more obscure by the fact that there
will of ten be an intermingling of matters ordinarily of internal concern
with matters of international concern. In cases where the international
matter cannot be properly dealt with except by dealing with the internal
matter as well, it would seem that the treaty-making power is broad
enough to deal with the internal matter .41 " And this much is ventured
as a guess: while the courts may, as time goes on, gradually move the
line further into the field now generally recognized as internal, no sudden
flowering of new federal regulation under the treaty-making power may
be expected. From the earliest days of our Government, those who have
considered the problem have been struck by the apparent anomaly of
permitting the president and part of the Senate42 plus some Indian chief
or foreign prince to accomplish that which the president, Senate, and
House of Representatives, acting unanimously, cannot do. 43
The case of Missouri v. Holland 44 was one where apparently something of that sort was permitted. For that reason and for the further
reason that, notwithstanding several more recent cases, the Missouri
case is considered by many as the last word on the treaty-making power,
that case should be subjected to careful scrutiny. The facts in the case
are common knowledge among students of constitutional law, but it will
do no harm briefly to recall them. Many species of wild birds, in their
annual migrations, traveled from Canada to the United States and
vice versa. They were valuable to both countries because they constituted a source of food and because they killed insects. Congress passed
an act in which it was attempted to regulate the killing of such migratory
birds within the states. That act was held bad by the federal district
<1•23 PROCEEDINGS OF AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (1929) 194-195. A
similar circumstance exists in connection with the interstate commerce power. Minnesota
Rate cases, 230 U. S. 352, 399 (1913) .
..It will be noted that Art. II, § 2, cl. 2, of the Constitution requires the advice and
consent of only two-thirds of the senators present.
"'JEFFERSON, MANUAL OF PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE (McKee ed. 1899) 186.
"252 u. s. 416 (1920).
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court. The United States and Great Britain then entered into a treaty
reciting the situation with respect to the birds and providing for closed
seasons and other forms of protection. The treaty further provided that
the two powers should take, or propose to their law-making bodies, the
necessary measures for carrying out the treaty. Congress passed an act
to give effect to the treaty. Missouri sued to enjoin a United States
game warden from enforcing the act or the regulations made pursuant
thereto . The state argued that since the act was unconstitutional as
beyond the power of Congress when made without the treaty, it was
also beyond the power of Congress when made with the treaty because
the treaty itself was invalid as an invasion of the powers reserved to
the states by the Tenth Amendment. The Court, speaking through Mr.
Justice Holmes , did not determine whether the federal district court
was correct in ruling that the first statute was unconstitutional, but
assumed such unconstitutionality arguendo. It ruled that the extent of
the treaty-making power could not be determined by determining what
the Federal Government could not do under other powers. In final
analysis, the case stands for only two propositions: ( 1) The exercise
of the treaty-making power is not limited by those matters with which
the states may deal without interference from the Federal Government
under any other federal power. ( 2) The treaty-making power may be
exercised so as to control the killing of birds whlch by themselves fly
to Canada and back and in the return of which both Canada and the
United States have an interest. The first proposition was already well
established and has been reaffirmed since the Missouri case. The second
proposition is no more than a finding that the conservation of birds that
migrate from one country to another and back again is a subject properly pertaining to foreign relations and a matter of international concern.
It is of value only as an analogy in determining whether other fact
situations present a matter of international concern properly a subject
of foreign relations.
It is interesting to note that twenty-one years before the decision in
Missouri v. Holland, 45 John W. Griggs, Attorney General of the United
States, advised the Secretary of State that a treaty with Great Britain
for the protection of fish in the waters contiguous to the territory of
Canada and the United States along the international boundary would
be constitutional. 46 His reasoning is very similar to that in the Missouri
case. The fish, like the birds, were not respecters of national boundaries .
..Ibid .
'°22 OP .

A TT'Y

GEN . (1898) 214.
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The Missouri case raises another point which should be considered
in connection with the treaty-making power. Many treaties are not
self-executing. They provide for legislation to be enacted and have no
regulatory force recognized in the courts until such legislation is enacted.4 7
But if the treaty is one which may be validly made, there can be no
question whether the subsequent legislation to carry out the treaty is
constitutional. 48 Article I , Section 8, clause 18, of the Constitution
gives to Congress authority to make all necessary and proper laws for
carrying into execution all powers vested " in the Government of the
United States."
" Foster and Elam v. Neilson , 2 P et. 253, 314 (U. S. 1829); see Uni ted States v. F ortythree Gallons of Whiskey, 93 U . S. 188, 196 ( 1876); H ead M oney cases, 11 2 U. S. 580, 598
(1884); United States v. Rauscher, 119 U. S. 407, 41 8 ( 1886); W hitney v. R obertso n, 124
U. S. 190, 194 (1888). The q uestion of how t o determine when a treaty is self-exec uting
is beyo nd the purview of this article.
H owever, attention is di rected, to H enry, When I s
a Treaty Self E xecu.ting (1929) 27 MICH. L . R EV. 776, and Dicki nso n , Are the \Liquor
Treaties Self-Executing (1926) 20 AM.. J. I NT . L . 444 . See also R obertso n v . General
Electric Co., 32 F . (2d) 495 ( C. C. A. 4th , 1929), cert . denied, 280 U. S,. 57 1 ( 1929) ;
Cameran Septic T ank Co. v. Kn oxville, 22 7 U . S. 39 ( 1913).
'"Neely v . Henkel, 180 U . S. 109 (1901) ; Missouri v. Holland , 252 U . S. 416 (1920) .
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THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

QN THE last day

1

of the October 1938 Term, the Supreme Court,
in its decisions in Coleman v. Miller and Chandler v. Wis e,8 turned
its attention to a relative stranger4 in the Court-Article V5 of the
Federal Constitution. The question presented on the merits was whether, under the circumstances presented, the amending process of the
Federal Constitution was subject to judicial surveillance.
More significant of the two is the Coleman case. There the Legislature of Kansas in January 1925 had rejected the Child Labor Amendment6 which had been proposed by Congress in June 1924. Subsequently
-in 193 7-a resolution was introduced in the Kansas Senate ratifying
the proposed amendment. Twenty senators voted for the resolution,
and twenty against, whereupon the Lieutenant Governor, the presiding
officer of the senate, cast the deciding vote in favor of the resolution.
Thereafter the state House of Representatives adopted the resolution.
At that point the twenty senators who had voted against the resolution
joined with other members of the state legislature in the prosecution of
an original proceeding in mandamus in the Supreme Court of Kansas
to prevent the Secretary of the Senate from indorsing the resolution
as adopted and to make impossible eventual transmittal of the resolution to the Federal Secretary of State. The contentions were that the
proposal by Congress of the amendment had lost its vitality through
1

June 5, 1939.
59 Sup. Ct. 972 (June 5, 1939) .
3
59 Sup. Ct. 992 (June 5, 1939).
" 'The amendment of the Federal Constitution, while politically a subject of great importance, has given rise to few legal adjudications." 1 WILLOUGHBY, THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE UNITED STATES (2nd ed. 1929) § 327.
""The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures of two
thirds of the several States, shall call a Convention for proposing Amendments, which, in
either Case, shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, when
ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or by Conventions in
three fourths thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification may be proposed
by the Congress . ..." U. S. CONST., ART. V.
0
"Section 1. The Congress shall have power to limit, regulate, and prohibit the labor
of persons under eighteen years of age.
"Section 2. The power of the several States is unimpaired by this article except that
the operation of State laws shall be suspended to the extent necessary to give effect to
legislation enacted by the Congress." 43 STAT. 670 ( 1924). Proposed Amendments to the
Constitution, 1924.
2
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lapse of time, but that even if this wel'\ not so, there no longer was
an amendment open for Kansan ratification because of the previous
rejection. 7 The Supreme Court of the United States granted certiorari8
after the state court had assumed jurisdiction but had, on the merits,
denied the writ of mandamus.
The skirmish on the question of federal jurisdiction, in which the
petitioners succeeded by a five to four margin/ was quite interesting ( and
is perhaps equally significant). The majority of the Court was of the
belief that the petitioners had placed themselves within the appellate
jurisdiction of the Court and staked the claim of the senators "on their
plain, direct and adequate interest in maintaining the effectiveness of
their votes." Specifically, its decision was based upon the cases of
Hawke v. Smith10 and Leser v. Garnett. 11 In these cases the Court
entertained jurisdiction, the petitioners suing as state "electors" who
had brought their grievances initially to the state courts attacking the
ratification of Amendments to the Federal Constitution. 12
7
The right of the Lieutenant Governor to cast the deciding vote was also challenged by
the bill; but the state court held this action proper. When this matter was taken up by
the Supreme Court the Justices found themselves "equally divided" on whether a "political"
or "justiciable" issue was presented by the objection. Since apparently the full Court
participated in the disposition of the case, the fact that the Court could be "equally
divided" on one issue was too much for the Yale Law Journal commentator, who wondered in print: "What really did happen? Did a Justice refuse to vote on this issue?
And if he did, was it because he could not make up his mind? Or is it possible to saw a
Justice vertically in half during a conference and have him walk away whole?" Note (1939)
48 YALE L. J. 14S5. A glance at the Journal of the Supreme Court reveals the absence
from the bench of Mr . Justice McReynolds on the day of the decision. It appears that
the Justice left Washington sC1on after the May 29th session. Consequently he was not
present at the last conference of the Court held on Saturday, June 3rd, and it might
well be that somehow the question as to the right of the Lieutenant Governor to cast
the deciding vote did not come up until that last conference. But even if a fifth vote
would have held this a "justiciable" issue, the opinions of the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice
Black (representing seven votes) strongly presage a vote against the petitioner.
8
303 u. s. 632 (1938).
0
Mr. Justice Frankfu rter disagreed, in which concurred Mr. Justice Roberts, Mr. Justice
Black and Mr. Justice Douglas.
10
253 U.S. 221 ( 1920).
11
258 u. s. 130 (1922).
"'In the Hawke case the petitioner, suing as a citizen and elector of the State of Ohio,
sought to enjoin state authorities from submitting the ratification of the Eighteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution to a referendum. The highest court of Ohio affirmed
the judgment of the lower court sustaining a demurrer to the petition. The Supreme Court
took jurisdiction.
In the Leser case jurisdiction was entertained by the Supreme Court where the petitioners, as qualified voters of the State of Maryland, brought suit in the state court to have
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To the minority these two cases did not establish the standing in
court of the present petitioners. Indeed, its dissent merits consideration:
"These legislators have no more standing on these claims of unconstitutionality to attack (the resolution) than they would have standing here to attack
some Kansas statute claimed by them to offend the Commerce Clause. By as
much right could a member of the Congress who had voted against the passage
of a bill because moved by constitutional scruples urge before this Court our
duty to consider his arguments of unconstitutionality." 13

The L eser case, argues the minority, vindicated the voter's right to protect his franchise, predicated on a well-established theory that interf erence with that right results in actionable " private damage_ n1 4 Thus, the
opinion continues, in the two cases relied on by the majority, it was
proper to entertain jurisdiction, but, in the instant case, those authorities
are inapplicable because it cannot be said that a legislator sustains
"private damage" when his right to vote in parliament is interfered
with. The legislator's right is of a " political" nature. 15
This viewpoint opens our eyes to what appears to be an extension
of the appellate jurisdiction of the Court. Certainly the majority in its
the names of certain women stricken from the list of qualified voters on the ground that
the Maryland Constitution limited suffrage to men and that the Nineteenth Amendment
to the Federal Constitution had not been validly ratified.
13
Frankfurter, J ., in Coleman v. Miller, 59 Sup. Ct. 972, 987 (J une 5, 1939).
"The historic source of the "private damage" doctrine is the case of Ashby v . White, 2
Ld. Raym. 938 ( 1703), a case of more than two hundred years standing where it was
held by Lord Holt that the "private damage" sustained by infringement of the voter's
franchise is sufficient to sustain a cause of action.
Where a suit was brought by an individual for $5,000 damages for refusing to permit
the plaintiff to vote at a primary election, it was said: "Of course the petition concerns
political action, but it alleges and seeks to recover private damage. That private damage
may be caused by such political action and may be recovered for in a suit at law hardly
has been doubted for over two hundred years since Ashby v. White . . . and has been
recognized by this Court." Holmes, J., in Nixon v. Herndon, 273 U. S. 536, 540 (1927).
10
"The reasoning of Ashby v. White and the practice which has followed it leave intraparliamentary controversies to parliaments and outside the scrutiny of law courts. The
procedures for voting in legislative assemblies-----who are members, how and when they
should vote, what is the requisite number of votes for different phases of legislative
activity, what votes were cast andi how they were counted-surely are matters that not
merely ccncern political action but are of the very essence of political action if ' political'
has any connotation at all. (Citations.) In no sense are th ey matters of 'private damage'.
Th ey pertain to legislators not as individuals but as political representat.ives executing the
legislative process. .. If the doctrine of Ashby v. White vindicating the private rights of a
voting citizen has not been doubted for over two hundred years, it is equally significant
that for over two hundred years Ashby v. White has not been sought to be put to purposes
like the present." (Italics supplied.) Frankfurter, J. , in Coleman v. Miller, 59 Sup. Ct.
972, 989 (June 5, 1939).
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lengthy and thorough review of cases does not marshal even one decision in which the Supreme Court has lent an ear to the cries of unconstitutionality by a legislator,1 6 and that the majority intentionally
took a step forward appears when it compares the "private damage"
sustained by the present petitioners with that in the numerous instances
where the Court has granted jurisdiction to state officials charged with
the enforcement of statutes assailed as unconstitutional by state courts.17
That the majority considered this a special case---and hence secure
from the attack of the minority-there can be no doubt. It seems
probable that the rule was relaxed on the ground that the legislators,
specifically given a role in the amending process by Article V, were
in reality the agents 18 of the Federal Government and therefore acquired
a special interest, sufficient for jurisdictional purposes. 19 But yet the
16
Heim v . McCall, 239 U. S. 175 (1915) (Court took jurisdiction on writ of ernor sued
out by property owner and taxpayer charging that state decision affirming constitutionality
of statute would involve "irreparable loss to the city") ; Federal Trade Commission v.
Curtis Pub. Co ., 260 U. S. 568 (1923) (Commission granted jurisdiction for a review of
decisions setting aside its orders) ; Blodgett v . Silbermann, 2 77 U. S. 1 ( 1928) (jurisdiction
granted Commissioner who sought review of state court decision denying a right in the
Commission created by statute); Smiley v. Holm, 285 U. S. 355 (1932) (jurisdiction granted
to petitioner suing as an "elector", "citizen", and "taxpayer" of a State); Koenig v. Flynn,
285 U. S. 375 (1932) (same); Interstate Commerce Commission v. Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation Co., 288 U. S. 14 (1933) (Commission as an "aggrieved, party"
granted jurisdiction on appeal from a decree setting aside an order of that body);
Boynton v. Hutchinson Gas Co., 291 U.' S. 656 (1934) (Attorney General of Kansas granted
jurisdiction to review decision of state court holding unconstitutional a state statute) ;
Morehead v . New York, 298 U. S. 587 (1936) (jurisdiction entertained on application by
warden of city prison to review decision of state court on habeas corpus ruling the state
minimum wage law repugnant to Federal Constitution); Kelly v. Washington, 302 U. S. 1
(1937) (jurisdiction granted on application of state authorities charged with enforcement
of state law to review decision of state court holding Jaw unconstitutional) ; National Labor
Relations Board v. Jones & Laughlin Corp., 301 U. S. 1 (1937) (Board granted jurisdiction
to review decrees of the circuit court of appeals declining to enforce an order) ; South
Carolina State Highway Department v. Barnwell Bros., Inc., 303 U. S. 177 (1938) (Commission granted jurisdiction on appeal from a decree enjoining enforcement of its orders).
17
"This class of cases in which we have exercised our appellate jurisdiction on the
application of state officers may be said to recognize that they have an adequate interest
in the controversy by reason of their duty to enforce the state statutes the validity of
which has been drawn in question. In none of the'se cases could it be said that the state
officers invoking our jurisdiction were sustaining any 'private damage'." Hughes, C. J.,
in Coleman v. Miller, 59 Sup. Ct. 972, 978 (June 5, 1939).
18
" lt is clear that when the States ratify proposed amendments to the Federal Constitution, they act, quoad hoc, as Federal agencies; that is, their power to do so is derived
wholly from a Federal source." 1 Willoughby, op. cit. supra note 4, § 328.
19
"This is not a mere intra-parliamentary controversy but the question relates to Jegis-
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fact remains that the majority has not shown us one case in which
a legislator, qua legislator, has been given a standing in the Court.
Did the majority grant jurisdiction to make possible a decision on the
merits? Or were there other reasons?
Of more political interest is the disposition of the merits of the case.
Could a state ratify a proposed amendment once it had rejected it?
Could a proposed amendment die through lapse of time? To decide that
it was for Congress, in the exercise of its control over the promulgation of the adoption of the amendment, to determine the efficacy of
ratification by state legislators in light of previous rejection, the
majority leaned heavily on history--on the "historic precedent" of the
adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment. 20 After the Civil War three
Southern States first rejected, later ratified, that amendment. Subsequently Congress, counting these three States (necessary for the requisite
three-fourths) adopted a resolution declaring the Fourteenth Amendment a part of the Federal Constitution. Since this action of the political department had never been challenged, since the Constitution spoke
in terms of "ratification" and not "rejection", since also neither Constitution nor statute provided basis for the contention that a justiciable
rather than a political question was involved,21 the Court felt amply
justified in leaving this question with Congress.
Whether the proposed amendment had lost its vitality through lapse
of time 22 presented a more serious question. The contention of the
petitioners attained plausibility when Dillon v. Gloss 23 was drawn in
line. There the Court held that Article V impliedly required proposed
amendments to be ratified in a reasonable time and that therefore the
action of Congress providing that the proposed Eighteenth Amendment
lative action deriving its force solely from the provisions of the Federal Constitution . . . "
Hughes, C. J., in Coleman v. Miller, 59 Sup. Ct. 972 , 976 (June 5, 1939).
20
Another "historic precedent" was furnished by the rejection but subsequent ratification
of the Thirteenth Amendment by the legislature of New Jersey. The question did not
brcome important however as ratification by the requisite number of states had already
been proclaimed.
""We find no basis in either Constitution or statute for such judicial action. Article 5,
speaking solely of ratification, contains no provision as to rejection. Nor has the Congress
enacted a statute relating to rejections." Hughes, C. J., in Coleman v. Miller, 59 Sup. Ct.
972, 980 (June 5, 1939).
""'While the average time for the proclamation of Amendments since the first ten has
been but one year, six months and thirteen days, and while three years, six months and
twenty-five days has been the longest time, the Child Labor Amendment has been progressing at a snail's pace. It was proposed by Congress in June, 1924 and still requires
ratification by eight states to become part of the Federal Constitution.
""256 U. S. 368 (1921).
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should be inoperative unless ratified in seven years, was proper. But
the majority had no trouble distinguishing that case. It was made
clear that the Dillon case decided only that Congress, in proposing an
amendment might fix a reasonable time for ratification 24 and, following through with his argument, felt justified in also laying this question
in the lap of Congress for its final determination in controlling the promulgation of the adoption of the constitutional amendment, because:
"In short, the question of a reasonable time in many cases would involve, as
in this case it does involve, an appraisal of a great variety of relevant conditions, political, social and economic, which can hardly be said to be within
the appropriate range of evidence receivable in a court of justice and as to
which it would be an extravagant extension of judicial authority to assert
judicial notice as the basis of deciding a controversy with respect to the validity of an amendment actually ratified. On the other hand, these conditions are
appropriate for the consideration of the political departments of the Government.
The questions they involve are essentially political and not justiciable. " 25

Having settled these matters the majority rested. 26 But to Mr.
Justice Black it seemed that there was still unfinished business. 27 His
grievance took root in the fact that the majority had only distinguished,
not repudiated, the Dillon case-and that that case was bad because
""'But it does not follow th at, whenever Congress has not exercised that power, the
Court should take upon itself the responsibility of deciding what constitutes a reasonable
time and determine accordingly the validity of ratifications. That question was not involved in Dillon v. Gloss and, in accordance with familiar principle, what was there said
must be read in the light of the point decided." Hughes, C. J ., in Coleman v. Miller,
59 Sup. Ct. 972, 981 (June 5, 1939) .
""Id. at 987. Other questions under the Federal Constitution which have been held to
be "political", and hence removed from judicial determination are: (1) Whether a legislative act has been lawfully enacted is conclusively evidenced by certain formalities of
record and the enrolled act can be questioned only by the legislators themselves, Field v.
Clark, 143 U. S. 649 (1892); (2) Questions involving the international relations of the
United States and the propriety of what may be done in this regard are not for the
courts, United States v. Palmer, 3 Wheat. 610 (U. S. 1818); (3) Whether a technical
state of war may be maintained after cessation of actual hostilities rests also with Congress,
Commercial Trust Co. of New Jersey v. Miller, 262 U. S. 51 (1923); (4) Whether the
government of a State is " . . . a Republican Form of Government. .. " under Article IV,
Section 4 of the Federal Constitution is a "political'', not a "judicial", question, Luther v.
Borden, 7 How. 1 (U. S. 1849); Pacific States Telephone and Telegraph Co . v. Oregon,
223 U. S. 11 8 (1912). On this general problem see Weston, Political Questions (1925) 38
H ARV. L . R F-v. 296.
00
Dissent by Mr. Justice Butler in which concurred Mr . Justice McReynolds, on the
strength of th e Dillon case.
"'Since the dissenting opinion represented two votes and the concurring opinion of Mr
Justice Black, four, there could only have been three votes supporting "the Court" on
the merits. Why, therefore, the opinion of Mr. Justice Black should be "concurring" is
confusing.
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the Court there had assumed a power to interfere in the amending
process. 28 The argument of Mr. Justice Black was that:
"If Congressional determination that an amendment has been completed and
become a part of the Constitution is final and removed from examination by
the Courts, as the Court's present opinion recognizes, surely the steps leading
to that condition must be subject to the scrutiny, control and appraisal of none
save the Congress, the body having exclusive power to make that final
determination. " 2 9

Of course it must be admitted that the opinion of the majority
was sufficient for the purpose. Yet considering the laudable inclination
of the Court of late to "clear the air" where decisions had left doubt
and tonfusion, one wonders why the amending process too was not
granted a clear standing. It would have been refreshing to know that
the interpretation of the amending process, like the determination
whether a state government is "republican" in form, rests solely with
the political departments of our Government. 30
The Chandler case, 31 companion to the one discussed above, began in
the Kentucky state courts when respondents, advancing contentions
similar to those urged in the Coleman case, brought suit to prevent state
officials from forwarding certifications of the state resolution to the Federal Secretary of State. A restraining order was granted upon the filing
of the petition but before the Governor could be served the certificate
was already en route to Washington, D. C. Though the state court
decreed the resolution c:void", the Supreme Court dismissed the writ
on the ground that:
" . . . while the state court had jurisdiction in limine, the writ of certiorari
should be dismissed upon the ground that after the Governor of Kentucky had
forwarded the certification of the ratification of the amendment to the Secretary
2
""The Court here treats the amending process of the Constitution in some respects
as subject to judicial construction, in others as subj ect to the final authority of the
Congress ... No such division between the political and judicial branches of the government
is made by Article 5 which grants power over the amending of th e Constitution to Congress
alone. Undivided control of that process has been given by that Article exclusively and
completely to Congress." Black, J ., in Coleman v. Miller, 59 Sup. Ct. 972, 984 (June
5, 1939).
29
/d. at 984.
"°The net effect on Congressional action of a judicial pronouncement on the amending
process is thus put by Mr. Justice Black: ". . . any judicial expression amounting to
more than mere acknowledgment of exclusive Congressional power over the political
process of amendment is a mere admonition to the Congress in the na ture of an advisory
opinion, given wholly with constitutional authority." Ibid.
31
Chandler v. Wise, 59 Sup. Ct. 992 (June 5, 1939).
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of State of the United States there was no longer a controversy susceptible of
judicial determination. " 32

The Coleman and Chandler easer leave the impression that the Court
has washed its hands of the amending procedure and that those desiring
to attack proposed amendments had better contact their Congressmen in
an attempt to block promulgation. It would have been better had the
Court taken a stand that would have dispelled all doubts.
FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT-DISCRIMINATION AGAINST NEGROES

Almost a quarter of a century after the Supreme Court had declared
invalid33 an amendment to Article III of the Oklahoma Constitution,
the effect of which was to limit the franchise of negroes, the same tribunal reached a similar conclusion concerning the statute34 which was
passed to replace the outlawed provision. 35 In Guinn and Beal v. United
States, 36 the Court had found that an amendment to the fundamental
law of Oklahoma, requiring that prospective voters pass a literary test
in order to be found qualified to vote, worked a discrimination against
negroes, in violation of the Fifteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution. The most obnoxious part of the amendment was the "grandfather clause" which granted exemption on the basis of the eligibility
of the registrants' ancestors to vote on or before January 1, 1866. When
the Guinn case was decided, a general election had already been held
in 1914 under the proscribed amendment. The Oklahoma legislature
sought to utilize this circumstance to its advantage by enacting a statute
which required registration only of persons who had not taken part in
the 1914 poll, set an extremely limited registration period, and made
registration permanently definitive of the right of persons to vote in
the future.
Petitioner was ref used registration, in 1934, because he had not been
registered in 1916, although he was eligible to register. He then sued
the election officials concerned for damages, in the amount of $5000,
for depriving him of rights, privileges and immunities secured under the
Constitution and laws of the United States, in violation of the Civil
Rights Acts. 37 The District Court for the Eastern District of Oklahoma
withdrew the case from the jury. On appeal, the Circuit Court of
"'Id. at 993 (Hughes, C. J.).
""Guinn and Beal v . United States, 238 U.S. 347 (1915).
"'OKLA. STAT. (Harlow, 1931) § 5654.
""Lane v. Wilson, 307 U. S. 268 ( 1939).
80
238 U. S. 347 ( 1915).
87
17 STAT. 13 (1871), 8 u. s. C. § 43 (1934).
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Appeals for the Tenth Circuit affirmed the action of the trial court, and
held that there was no proof of discrimination against negroes. It
further ruled that the statute under attack was not repugnant to the
Fifteenth Amendment. 38 The Supreme Court granted certiorari. 39
Respondents contended that if the petitioner's allegations that the
statute was invalid were granted, there thus existed no legislation under
which he could register so that no right had been denied him. In an
attempt to support this view Giles v. Harris 40 was cited. Mr. Justice
Frankfurter, for the Court, found this argument to be groundless since
the Civil Rights Act refers specifically to persons who, under color of
any statute, subject any citizen of the United States to deprivation of
rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws.
The opinion of the Court emphasized the fact that the form of action
here chosen was selected because this argument had been effective in
the Giles case and, further, had led to the application of the principle
that equity will not intervene, by use of the injunction process, in
matters purely political.
To the argument that it was necessary for the petitioner to have
exhausted the remedies available in the state courts the Supreme Court
replied that, in the absence of statutory requirements or the existence
of special circumstances, there is no prerequisite that judicial remedies,
as distinguished from administrative remedies, be exhausted before
recourse is had to federal agencies.
Finally, it was held that the statute governing registration was invalid under the Fifteenth Amendment. After reviewing the provisions
of the law and the manner in which it operated, the Court concluded
that this substitute for the invalidated amendment containing the "grandfather clause" operated unfairly against the precise class on behalf of
which the protection of the Constitution had been invoked in the
Guinn case. 41
TAXATION-NATIONAL FIREARMS ACT OF

1934

42

In United States v. Miller, a decision under the National Firearms
Act of 193443 control of traffic in a "criminal" commodity by the imposi8898 F. (2d) 980 (C. C. A. 10th, 1938) .
""305 U. S. 591 (1938) .
..189 U. S. 475 (1903).
"No minority opinion was rendered although Mr. Justice Butler and Mr. Justice
McReynolds dissented. Mr. Justice Douglas took no part in the consideration or decision of
the case .
..307 u. s. 175 (1939) .
'"48 STAT. 1236, 26 U. s. C. § 1132 (1934).
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tion of a tax was further extended by the Court. The decisions under
the Harrison Anti-Narcotic Act of 191444 best illustrate the gradual
development of this regulation incidental to taxation which the principal case continues to perhaps the most extreme length yet sanctioned.
In United States v. Jin Fuey Moy 45 the Court held that the act must
be narrowly construed as a revenue act and that penalties under the
act were therefore applicable only to persons mentioned in the first
section as required to be registered. It excluded all others, thus limiting the police powers exercised under the act to those necessary for the
enforcement of the revenue measures.
United States v. Doremus 46 was the first step away from the narrow
construction of the Jin Fuey Moy case. Section 2 of the act required
that all persons obtaining drugs from licensees legally possessing them
should have certain order forms . This accomplished a regulation of the
sale of the drugs closely bordering on an exercise of the reserved police
power of the states. 47 These provisions were held to be constitutional
on the grounds that " they tend to keep the traffic above board and subject to inspection by those authorized to collect the revenue." 48
In Linder v. United States 49 the Court, though not in any way overruling the prior narcotic decisions, held that the Harrison Act could not
regulate the dispensing of drugs by a physician during the course of a
bona fi de medical practice. " Congress cannot," Mr. Justice McReynolds wrote, " under the pretext of executing delegated power, pass
laws for the accomplishment of objects not intrusted to the federal
government. '' 50
In 1919 the act was amended 51 to make federal control more certain.
This was accomplished by making it unlawful for anyone to buy or sell
any narcotics not contained in a package bearing a tax stamp. In
Alston v. United States52 the Court upheld this provision on the grounds
that it was a legitimate exercise of the congressional power to levy taxes.
Mr. Justice McReynolds, writing for a unanimous Court stated : "These
provisions ( imposing a stamp tax on certain drugs and declaring it un..38 STAT. 785 ( 1914), 26 U. S. C. § 1040 ( 193 4).
"24 1 u. s. 394 (1 916).
'"249 u. s. 86 ( 1919).
"Chief J ustice W hite and Justices M cKenna, Van D evanter, and McR ey nolds dissented believing th is to be an invasion of th e rese rved police po wers of the states.
48
249 U. S. 86, 94 ( 1919).
0
' 268 U. S. 5 ( 1925).
"'Id. at 17.
01
40 STAT. 1057 ( 1919), 26 U. s. C. § 1696 ( 193 4).
0
' 274 U . S. 289 ( 1926).
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lawful to sell or purchase them except in the original stamped packages)
are clearly within the power of Congress to lay taxes and have no necessary connection with any requirement of the Act which may be subject
to reasonable disputation." 53
In Nigro v. United States54 the Court took another step towards increasing federal control of traffic in narcotics by liberalizing the strict
construction of the act to which it had earlier adhered in the Jin Fuey
Moy case. The Court held that the act applied not only to persons required by the act to be registered but to all persons within the jurisdiction. Chief Justice Taft being of the opinion that: "It would seem to be
admissible and wise in a law seeking to impose taxes for the sale of an
elusive subject to require conformity to a prescribed method of sale
and delivery calculated to disclose or make more difficult any escape
from the tax. " 55
Consequently, federal control of the narcotic traffic has been so firmly
established by means of the taxing power that no one can obtain or
possess narcotics unless he be a registered dealer or doctor, or a patient
of the latter.
The National Firearms Act of 1934,5 6 which attempts to restrict
traffic in certain weapons , presents interesting developments in the
Supreme Court's views in this field . Section 2 of the act levies taxes of
$500 a year on importers and manufacturers, $200 on dealers and $300
a year on pawnbrokers. Section 3 imposes a special ·stamp tax of $200
on every transfer of a firearm . Section 4 of the act makes it unlawful
to transfer a firearm except with a stamp-affixed written order form .
In Sonzinsky v. Unit ed States51 section 2 of the act was upheld by the
Court. The defendant contended that the levy was not a true tax but a
penalty imposed for the purpose of restricting traffic in certain weapons,
and that it attempted to usurp the police power reserved to the states.
Mr. Justice Stone answered by saying: " A tax is not any the less a tax
because it has a regulatory effect. .. . Here the annual tax of $200 is
productive of some revenue. We are not free to speculate as to the
motives which moved Congress to impose it, or as to the extent to which
it may operate to restrict the activities taxed. As it is not attended by
an offensive regulation, and since it operates as a tax, it is within the
national taxing power." 58
The Court emphasized the fact that the decision involved only sec..,Id. at 294.
or,Id. at 345 ,
°'276 U . S. 332 (1927) .
'"48 STAT. 123 6, 26 U . S. C. § 11 32 (1934 ) .
"'300 U . S. 506 (1936) .
""Id. at 513 .
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tion 2 and expressly reserved comment on sections 3 and 4 relating to
the transfer tax with its incidental regulations. "Full effect may be
given to the license tax standing alone, even though all other provisions
are invalid." 119
In the most recent decision under the act, United States v. Miller00
section 3 and 4 are brought before the Court. Without discussion of the
merits of the challenge the Court contented itself with a citation of the
six Harrison Act cases discussed above and concluded summarily, "the
objection that the Act usurps police power reserved to the States is
plainly untenable." 61 Hence the Court has added another to the sequence
of decisions defining control by the imposition of a tax with so-called
incidental regulation in an opinion whose peremptory nature clearly
points the trend of future decisions.
CARY MC N. EUWER*
09

1d. at 512.
307 U. S. 175 (1939) .
61
307 u. s. 175, 178 (1939 ) .
*Comments on Child Labor Amendment cases written by Carl Schuck, comments on Fifteenth Amendment written by Harry B. Medcan, comments on Taxation and the National
Firearms Act written by Laidler B. Mackall, Jr.
80

FEDERAL LEGISLATION
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1939

THE Social Security Act1 established a federal old-age insurance program offering the states federal cooperation and financial assistance
in nine federal-state programs, namely, unemployment insurance, aid to
the needy aged, aid to the needy blind, aid to dependent children, services
for maternal and child health, child welfare, treatment of crippled children, public health, and vocational rehabilitation. The act is divided
into eleven titles, which, for the purpose of reference in connection with
the balance of this article, are set forth below.1"
At the time of enactment of the Social Security Act, it was recognized
that although the broad foundations of a permanent system of social
security had been laid therein, the program was still unfinished. It was
therefore expressly provided in the Social Security Act that the Social
Security Board should study and make recommendations of methods for
providing more effective economic security. 2 An Advisory Council on
Social Security was created in May 193 7 composed of outstanding citizens representing employers, employees, and the public. The Advisory
Council after more than a year of study and deliberation, transmitted
its final report and recommendations to the president on December 19,
1938. The recommendations of the Social Security Board, based upon
three years of intensive study were also transmitted to the president on
December 30, 1938,3 and by him transmitted to the Congress, with a
special message, on January 16, 1939.4
The recommendations relative to amendments to the Social Security
Act were ref erred to the House Ways and Means Committee which held
hearings from February 1, 1939 to April 7, 1939. After passage by the
1

1st Sess., 49 STAT. 620 (1935), 42 U. S. C. § 301 et seq. (Supp. 1938).
1aTitle I-Grants to States for old-age assistance; Title II-Federal old-age benefits;
Title III-Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration; Title IVGrants to States for aid to dependent children; Title V-Grants to States for maternal and
child welfare; Title VI-Public health work; Title VII-Social Security Board, establishment and administration; Title VIII-Taxes with respect to employment; Title IX-Tax
on employers of eight or more; Title X-Grants to States for aid to the blind; Title
XI-General provisions.
2
SoCIAL SECURITY Acr § 702, 49 STAT. 636 (1935), 42 U. s. C. § 902 (Supp. 1938).
"Social Security Board, Proposed Changes in the Social Security Act; A Report of the
Social Security Board to the President and the Congress of the United States, 1939.
'84 CONG. REc., Jan. 16, 1939, at 501, 506.
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House,5 the bill 6 was referred to the Senate Finance Committee which
held hearings thereon from June 12, 1939 to June 29, 1939. 7 A deadlock
in conference almost prevented the passage of the amendments , but they
finally were agreed to and were approved by the president on August 10,
1939. 8

The amendments were not intended to effect any great innovations in
the existing plans or to introduce new plans but rather to perfect the
programs already in existence. The total number of changes made, however, is considerable. Quantitatively, this may be demonstrated by a
mere physical comparison of the original Social Security Act with the
Social Security Act Amendments of 1939. The official print of the original Act covers 3 2 pages whereas that of the amendments covers 48
pages.
AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

A.

Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance.

The obvious purpose of the Old-Age Insurance program is to prevent
old-age dependency. This purpose necessitates the recognition that the
benefits to the annuitant who has a wife or children to support must be
larger than the benefits to the annuitant who has no dependents, and the
recognition that the benefits of the annuitant who had low wages must
be larger in proportion to his contributions in the form of employment
taxes than the benefits of other annuitants. This is accomplished under
the amendments in two ways: ( 1) benefits are related to average wages
rather than accumulated wages , thereby increasing the amount payable
in early years and relating the benefits more closely to the wage loss
suffered ; 9 and ( 2) supplementary benefits related to the annuitant's own
benefit are provided for his wife if over 65 and for his children if under
18. 10 This recognizes the greater need of families in which the wageearner has dependents.
"84 CONG. R Ec., June 10, 1939, at 9811 .
"H. R. 6635, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. ( 1939) .
•considerable time during the course of th e hearings in both committees was devoted
to testimony on proposed bills to set up altern ative, non-contributory old-age pension
plans. The outstanding non- contributory schemes were embodied in H . R . 2 (Townsend
Plan ) and H . R . 11 (General Welfare Bill ). For excellent comments on the fallacies of
these plans see the testimony befo re the H ouse Ways and M eans Committee by Dr. J . Frederick Dewhurst-I Hearings before Com mittee on W ays and M eans on H. R . 6635, 76th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) 785.
8
84 CONG. REC., Au g. 14, 1939, at 15806.
'Pub. L. No . 379, 76th Cong ., 1st Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 209 (e).
10
/d. at § 202 (b ) (c).
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The scope of the protection is further increased by a change in the
treatment of payments made in the event of death. Under Section 203
of the original Act, the insurance against the wage loss resulting from
the death of the wage-earner was inadequate in most cases, and in all
cases was payable in a lump-sum. The death benefit was not related to
social adequacy but was based on a "money-back" or banking principles,
assuring to the survivors of the contributing worker total cash benefits
somewhat greater than the amount which he himself had paid in taxes.
The amendments eliminate most of the lump-sum benefits and substitute comprehensive protection for those survivors of the deceased
employee whose probable need is greatest. The new plan gives the assurance of monthly benefits to widows over age 65, 11 widows caring for
dependent children of the deceased individual, 12 children under 18,1 3
and dependent parents over 65 in those cases where no widow or children
under 18 survive the deceased wage-earner. 14 Monthly benefits payable
to these survivors are related to what the deceased would have received
in "primary insurance benefits",15 which in turn are based on the average
earnings and length of coverage of the deceased. Thus, the benefits
partially compensate for the wage loss suffered by reason of an individual's premature death. 16
Except for the provision of a small "burial benefit" in the case of
individuals who die leaving no dependents eligible for survivors benefits,17 the lump-sum benefits under the original Title II are discontinued
in favor of continuing monthly benefits designed to meet actual needs.
This change is effective for all cases of death occurring after December
1, 1939. Similarly, lump-sum payments upon attainment of age 65 are
u-Jd. at § 202 (d).
"'Id. at § 202 (e).
13
/d. at § 202 (c). "Child" is defined in section 209 (k) in a restricted sense so as
to exclude foster children. In the absence of such restricted definition, foster children
would probably have been held to be covered. Victory Sparkler & Specialty Co . v . Gilbert,
160 Md. 181, 153 At!. 275 (1931); Newark Paving Co. v. Klotz, 86 N . J. Law 690, 92 At!.
1086 (1914); In re Duryea's Estate, 128 App. Div. 205, 112 N. Y. Supp. 611 (2d Dep't
1908); Ransom v. New York A. & St. L . R . Co., 93 Ohio St. 223, 112 N. E. 586 (1915);
Hummel v. Supreme Conclave, 256 Pa . 164, 100 At!. 589 (1912) .
"Pub. L. No. 379, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 202 (f). The definition of
parent contained in section 202 (f) (3) will exclude individuals standing in loco paremis
to the deceased .
"'As defined in id. at § 202 (e).
10
For a technical analysis of the old-age and survivors insurance provisions see Schmitter
and Goldwasser, The Revised Benefit Schedule under Federal Old-Age Insurance, (Sept.
1939) 2 SOCIAL SECURITY BULLETIN, No. 9, p. 3.
17
Pub. L. No . 3 79, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 202 (g) •
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discontinued, effective immediately. 18 In the case of an individual who
bad already received a ·1ump-sum payment under Section 204 of the
original Act, and who later becomes eligible for monthly benefits under
Title II, as amended, it is provided that deductions shall be made from
benefits payable to such individual equal to the amount of such lumpsum payment. 19
Other important changes in the old-age benefit provisions are the advancement of the date of payment of benefits from January 1, 1942, to
January 1, 1940,20 and liberalization of the employment requirements so
as to permit those who have already attained age 65 or will do so in
1940 or 1941 to qualify for benefits in 1940 or shortly thereafter. 21
B.

Establishment of a Trust Fund.

It bad been planned at the outset of the Social Security program to
establish the old-age insurance plan on an actuarial basis by making
provision for a reserve fund of equal magnitude to one which might have
been set up by a private insurance company engaged in a similar program. It bas been estimated that this reserve fund at its peak would
have reached 4 7 billion dollars. This reserve fund system was criticized
from its inception on numerous grounds. 22 There was, therefore, no
objection to its elimination when this was suggested by the Secretary of
the Treasury. Section 201 of the Social Security Act Amendments of
1939 establishes in lieu of the reserve fund a trust fund on the books
of the Treasury Department to be known as the "Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund" . This trust fund is to be administered
by a Board of Trustees composed of the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Secretary of Labor, and the Chairman of the Social Security Board, all
ex officio. The Secretary of the Treasury shall be the managing trustee.
There is provision for a report to Congress when the amount in the
trust fund is unduly large or unduly small and for periodic reports on
the operation and status of the trust fund. 23 The provisions relating to
the investment of money in the fund are modified so as to permit greater
flexibility. 24
u.Id. at § 902 (g).
'"Id. at
21
.,Id. at § 203 (a).
Id. at
20
J. D . Brown, Some Inherent Problems of Social
1, 4; Kuep, Appraisals of American Provisions for
So-me Aspects of the Reserve Program, id. at 184.
23

Pub. L.

§ 203 (h).
§ 203 (d) .

Security, (1939) 202 ANN. AM. ACAD.
Old-Age Sewrity, id. at 66; Linton,

o. 379, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 201 (b) (2) (3).

"'Id. at § 201 (c) and (d).
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Administrative Changes.

The rule-making power of the Social Security Board is extended by
Section 205 of the amendments. The duties of the Board relative to the
maintenance of wage records and the conduct of hearings are also defined
in this section. Witnesses may be subpoenaed, and contumacious witnesses, upon application by the Board, may be ordered by a United
States district court to appear and testify. Any failure to obey the court
order may be punished as a contempt of the court. A witness may not
be excused from testifying before the Board on the ground of selfincrimination, but it is provided that after having claimed his privilege
against self-incrimination the witness shall not be prosecuted for or on
account of any transaction , matter, or thing concerning which he has
been compelled to testify. 25
After a hearing the findings and decisions of the Board shall be binding upon all individuals who were parties to such hearing. 26 Provision is
made however for appeal from any final decision of the Board, irrespective of the amount in controversy, by a civil action brought in a United
States district court. As part of its answer the Board shall file a certified
copy of the transcript of the record, including the evidence upon which
the findings and decision complained of are based. The court shall have
power to enter, upon the pleadings and transcript of the record, a judgment affirming, modifying, or reversing the decision of the Board, with
or without remanding the cause for a rehearing. The findings of the
Board as to any fact, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive. The court shall, on motion of the Board made before it files its
answer, remand the cause to the Board for further action.27
AMENDMENTS TO TITLES I , III, IV , V , VI , AND X

Interesting amendments to these titles are the provisions requmng
that after January 1, 1940 a merit system be instituted in each of the
state agencies charged with the administration of the federal-state programs covered by such titles. 28 Such a change will no doubt result in
increased efficiency in the operation of the state agencies concerned.
The Social Security Board has consistently advocated that the states
adopt an effective merit system in their public assistance and unemploy""Id . at § 205 ( f) .
"'Id. at § 205 (h ) .
-nid. at § 205 (g) .
•Id. at §§ 2 (a) (5) , 303 (a) (1) , 402 (a) (5), 503 (a) (3) , 51 3 ( a) ( 3), and 1002
( a) (5) .
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ment compensation programs, and many states have voluntarily availed
themselves of the expert assistance offered by the Board in instituting
such programs. 29
It is also required that the records of the state agencies concerned
with the administration of the state programs of old-age assistance, aid
to dependent children, and aid to the blind be safeguarded, so as to
restrict the use of such records to purposes directly connected with the
administration of the programs. 30 The obvious purpose of this requirement is to protect recipients of public assistance from humiliation and
political exploitation. Another provision which states are required to
insert in their statutes relating to the three public assistance programs
will establish a needs test for recipients of such assistance. 31 Formerly
such a requirement was optional on the part of the states.
The amendments also increase the amount of federal money available
to match state expenditures for aid to the needy aged, the needy blind,
and dependent children. 32 More federal money is also appropriated for
grants to the states to aid them in strengthening and extending their
public health, vocational rehabilitation, maternal, and child welfare programs.33
AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

The taxing provisions of the Social Security Act were contained in
Titles VIII and IX. Section 801, Title VIII, 33 • imposes an income tax on
every employee measured by the amount of wages received by him on
and after January 1, 1937, with respect to covered employment on and
after such date. Section 802 (a) of the Act34 requires that this tax shall
be collected by the employer of the taxpayer by deducting the amount
thereof from the wages as and when paid. The employer is made liable
for the payment of this tax whether or not it is collected from the
employee.
Section 804, Title VIII, of the Social Security Act35 imposes an excise
tax upon every employer (irrespective of the number of individuals em""Third Annual Report of the Social Security Board, 1938, page 13.
"°Pub. L. No . 379 , 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) §§ 2 (a) (8), 402 (a) (8) , 1002 (a) (9).
These provisions are to become effective July 1, 1941.
81
/d. at §§ 2 (a) ( 7), 402 (a) ( 7), and 1002 (a) (8) .
82
/d. at §§ 3, 402 , 1003.
33
/d. at §§ 50!, 502, 511, 512, 521, 531, and 601.

.,,. Ibid.
a.49 STAT. 636 (1935), 42 U. S. C. § 1001 (Supp. 1938).
/d. at § 1002 (a).
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ployed), measured by the amount of wages paid by him on and after
January 1, 1937, with respect to employment on and after such date.
The employees' and the employers' taxes under Title VIII are each
imposed at the rate of 1 % for the calendar years 193 7, 1938 and 1939;
1.½ % for the calendar years 1940, 1941 and 1942; and automatically
increase by one-half of 1 % at three-year intervals until a permanent
rate of 3 % for each tax is reached in 1949.
Section 901, Title 1X, of the Social Security Act36 imposes an excise
tax upon employers with respect to having eight or more individuals in
their employ on each of some twenty days during the calendar year, each
such day being in a different calendar week, based upon the total wages
paid or payable by them with respect to employment during the calendar
year. The tax rate under Title IX was 1 % for 1936, 2 % for 193 7, and
3% thereafter. Section 902 of the Act 37 permits credits against the Title
IX tax, not to exceed 90 % thereof, for contributions paid into state
unemployment funds before the due date of filing the return under
Title IX, that is, before January 31 next following the close of the
taxable year.
Titles VIII and IX of the Social Security Act correspond to, and as
of April 1, 1939 and January 1, 1939, respectively, were superseded by
Subchapters A and C of Chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code. 38
Subchapter A of Chapter 9 of the Code 39 may now be r:ef erred to as the
Federal Insurance Contributions Act, 40 and Subchapter C of Chapter 9
may now be referred to as the Federal Unemployment Tax Act. 41 The
amendments to the Internal Revenue Code, and certain amendments to
Titles VIII and IX of the Social Security Act, in so far as such titles
are applicable to periods prior to the effective dates of the corresponding
subchapters of the code, are contained in Titles VI and IX of the Social
Security Act Amendments of 1939 .
..Id. at § 1004.
"'Id. at § 1101.
•53 STAT. pt. 1 (1939). The Internal Revenue Code is intended to include all the
United States statutes of a general and permanent nature relating exclusively to internal
revenue, in force on January 2, 1939. All laws and parts of laws codified therein are
repealed, effective the day following the date of enactment of the code. Unlike the United
States Code, 1934 edition, which is only prima facie the law, the Internal Revenue Code is
conclusive evidence of the law, and in this respect resembles the U. S. Revised Statutes.
In the event of discrepancy between a provision of the Internal Revenue Code and such
provision as originally enacted, the code would prevail.
39
53 STAT. pt. 1, c. 9 (a) ( 1939).
'°INT. REv. CooE § 1432 (1939).
"Id. at § 1611.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS ACT

As a result of the abnormal business conditions now obtaining, there
has been much objection on the part of taxpayers to the increase in
the rates of the employees' and employers' taxes which, under Sections
1400 and 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code, would have become automatically effective January 1, 1940. This has resulted in amendments to
the above sections of the code freezing the tax rate at 1% for an additional three years. In 1943, however, unless hereafter further amended,
the tax rate will automatically jump to 2 %.42 The effect of the amendments, therefore, is merely to eliminate one step in the eventual increase
of the tax rates under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act to the
permanent level of 3 % for each of the two taxes imposed thereby.
Sections 1400 and 1410 of the code are also amended so as to make
the rate of tax applicable to any wage payment the rate in effect at the
time such wages are paid rather than the rate in effect at the time the
services were performed, as originally provided by such sections. The
effect of this amendment is to forestall complications which would have
been certain to arise in later years when the tax rate is increased ...3
Thus if in 1943, when the tax rate is increased to 2 % , an employee
should be paid $3,000, $ 1,000 of which was for services performed in
194 2 and the balance for services performed in 1943, under the original
provisions the 1 % rate of employees' and employers' taxes in effect during 1942 would have been applied to $1 ,000 and the 2% rate in effect
during 1943 applied to the balance. The complications which would arise
in computing the tax and auditing the returns under such circumstances
are obvious. Under the amendments, however, these difficulties are eliminated, and in the example given above, the 2% rate in effect in 1943
when the wages were paid would be applied to the entire $3 ,000.44
Provision is made for a special refund of the employees' tax in the
case of an employee who renders service for more than one employer
during the calendar year and receives from such employers a total amount
of wages in excess of $3 ,000. 45 As defined in Section 14 26 (a) of the
'Federal Insurance Contributions Act, taxable wages are limited to the
'"Pub. L . o. 3 79, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) §§ 601, 604.
~- R. REP. No. 728, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. ( 193 9) 57.
"From the point of view of the taxpayer, the benefits derived from this simplification
of the procedure are somewhat doubtful. Most employers would probably be willing to
make the additional computations called for by the provisions prior to their amendment
in order to effect the considerable saving in tax which would result from applying the
lower tax rate.
"'Pub. L . o. 379, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 602 (b) .
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first $3,000 of wages paid by an employer to his employee. The Treasury
Regulations in effect before the passage of the amendments provided that
if the employee has more than one employer during the calendar year,
the limitation of wages to the first $3 ,000 of wages received applies to
remuneration received from each employer with respect to employment
during that year. 4 6 Clarification of this point was necessary, since although additional tax is paid by an employee under such circumstances,
he is not entitled to a commensurate increase in his old-age benefits.
This clarification is effected by the amendment ref erred to. There is
no provision, however, for a similar pro-rata refund of the employers'
tax. 47
There is an added provision requiring every employer to furnish each
of his employees with a statement, in a form suitable for retention by
the employee, showing the taxable wages paid to the employee after
December 31 , 1939. A civil penalty of not more than $5.00 is provided
for each willful failure to furnish the required statement. 48
Effective January 1, 1940, the term "wages" , as used in the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act, is redefined so as to exclude from the
former definition certain types of payments which were theretofore taxable. In addition to the $3 ,000 limitation, which is retained, there are
now excluded certain payments made under private insurance plans
maintained by employers, payments by the employer of the employees'
tax without reimbursement by the employee, and dismissal payments
which the employer is not legally required to make. 49
The redefinition of the term "employment" effects extensive changes
in coverage under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the
corresponding old-age and survivors insurance provisions of the Social
Security Act. The definition of "employment" given in the original act
excluded the following classes of services: ( 1) Agricultural labor;
( 2) Domestic service in a private home; ( 3) Casual labor not in the
course of the employer's trade or business; ( 4) Service performed by
an individual who has attained the age of 65 ; ( 5) Service performed
as an officer or member of the crew of a vessel documented under the
'"U. S. Treas. Reg. 91, Art. 14.
"Compare the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937, 50 STAT. 435 ( 1937) , 45 U. S. C. § 261
et seq. (Supp. 1938) , which provides that both the employees' and employers' taxes levied
thereby shall be prorated in the case of an individual having more than one employer, so
that neither tax shall be paid with respect to an amount in excess of $300 per month.
"'INT. REV. CODE § 1403 (1939) . A similar statement was required under the original
act by U. S. Treas. Reg. 91, Art. 206.
'"Compare INT. REV. CODE § 1426 (a) (1939), with U . S. Treas. Reg. 91 , Art. 16.
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laws of the United States or of any foreign country; ( 6) Service performed in the employ of the United States Government or of an instrumentality of the United States; (7) Service performed in the employ
of a state, a political subdivision thereof, or of an instrumentality of
one or more states or political subdivisions; ( 8) Service performed in
the employ of a corporation, community chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to
children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the
benefit of any private shareholder or individual. 50
The changes in this definition, and certain of their implications, will
now be considered.
EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE

The definition of employment applicable to services rendered on and
after January 1, 1940, continues unchanged the exemptions accorded to
casual labor and to services performed for religious, charitable, scientific,
literary or educational organizations ( with a slight clerical change). The
domestic service exemption is extended to include employees performing
such service in local college clubs or local chapters of college fraternities
or sororities. A new definition of "agricultural labor" is included which
considerably broadens the scope of the exemption for such service by
excluding numerous types of activities considered to be intimately related to farming operations, but which have heretofore constituted covered employment. A new exception, similar to that already contained
in the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, exempts family employment.
The coverage of employees of certain non-profit organizations exempt
from income tax is narrowed. Services of certain students, of student
nurses and internes, and of newsboys under 18 are also specifically
excepted.
There was no provision in the original Social Security Act indicating
an intent on the part of Congress to grant any exemption from the taxes
imposed thereby with respect to services performed within the United
States by an employee of a foreign government or of an instrumentality
or agency thereof. The Congressional Committee reports on the Social
Security bill 51 are silent on this point. Neither is there any recognized
principle of international law which exempts from taxes imposed by the
""SOCIAL SF.ClJRITY Acr § 811 (b), 49 STAT. 639 (1935), 42 U. S. C. § 1011 (b) (Supp.
1938), INT. REV. CODE, § 1426 (b) (1939).
01
H. R. REP. No. 615 and SEN. REP. No. 628, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935) .
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laws of the United States foreign consulates, or officers or employees of
foreign consulates, or agencies of foreign governments not of a diplomatic character. Therefore, in the absence of a statutory exemption , or
treaty provisions granting exemption , non-diplomatic representatives or
agencies of foreign governments in the United States were subject to
the taxes imposed by the Social Security Act. Statutory exemption is
now supplied by the amending act, which excepts from covered employment services performed in the employ of a foreign government (including service performed as a consular or other officer or employee , or as
a non-diplomatic representative). Also excepted , on a reciprocity basis,
is service performed in the employ of an instrumentality wholly owned
by a foreign government. These exemptions from employment taxes are
made retroactive to the date of enactment of the Social Security Act,
and provision is made for refund of any taxes heretofore paid. 52
EXTENDED COVERAGE

Several large groups of employees , formerly excluded from coverage
will, effective January 1, 1940, be included under the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act and will be eligible for benefits under Title II of the
Social Security Act. A great portion of the group performing maritime
services, formerly excepted , will be covered. Also covered will be employees performing services for federal instrumentalities which are not
wholly owned by the United States nor exempt from employment taxes
by virtue of any other provision of law. This will mean the inclusion of
national banks, member banks of the Federal Reserve System, Federal
Savings and Loan· Associations, and other similar organizations and their
employees.53 With respect to instrumentalities of states, all such instrumentalities were formerly excluded , without distinction between those
exercising functions of a governmental nature and those exercising f unctions of a proprietary nature. 54 Under the amendments, the exemption
"'Pub. L. No . 379 , 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 902 (f) .
"'In a ruling by the Commissioner of Intern al R evenue, S. S. T . 109, INT. REV. BULL.
No . 1, at 421 ( 193 7), it was held th at certain members of the F ederal H ome Loan Bank
System , including Building and L oan Associations, Savings and Loa n Associations, banks,
and insurance companies, were federal instrumentalities exempt fro m social security taxes.
Several decisions construing st ate unemployment compensation laws containing exemption
provisions similar to the federal law have held such orga ni za ti ons to be sub ject to stat e
tax. Capitol Building and Loan Assn . v . Commission of Labor & Industry, 148 Kan. 446,
83 P. (2 d) 106 (1939); Unemployment Compensation Commission v. J efferson Standa rd
Life Ins. Co., 215 N . C. 479, 2 S. E . (2d) 584 (·1939); Unemployment Compensation
Commission v. Wachovia Bank & Trust Co ., 215 N . C. 49 1, 2 S. E . (2d) 592 ( 1939).
54
U. S. Treas . Reg. 91, Art. 11.
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accorded to instrumentalities of states is more restricted and such instrumentalities are now exempt only if they are wholly owned by the state
or, irrespective of ownership, they are constitutionally immune from tax.55
Effective January 1, 1939, the exemption of service performed by an
individual over age 65 is repealed, and liability for the employees' and
employers' taxes under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act is imposed with respect to employment on and after such date.66 Since the
effective date of the taxes is prior to the enactment of the amending act,
certain provisions to effect collection of the taxes retroactively are
included.
An examination of the new definition of employment does not cast
any additional light on the meaning of the term "employee" as used in
the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. One of the most difficult problems which has arisen in connection with the administration of the
employment taxes has been the determination in particular instances
whether the relationship of employer and employee necessary for incidence of the taxes exists. The Social Security Act itself was practically
silent with respect to what was meant by the term "employee". The
Treasury Department Regulations, in effect, restate the common law
rules generally applied by the courts in master and servant cases.
Article 3 of Regulations 91,57 promulgated under Title VIII of the
Social Security Act, provides, in part, that the legal relationship of
employer and employee exists "when the person for whom services are
performed has the right to control and direct the individual who performs
the services, not only as to the result to be accomplished by the work
but also as to the details and means by which that result is accomplished.
That is, the employee is subject to the will and control of the employer
not only as to what shall be done but how it shall be done. In this
connection, it is not necessary that the employer actually direct or control the manner in which the services are performed; it is sufficient if
he has the right to do so.... In general, if an individual is subject to
the control or direction of another merely as to the result to be accomplished by the work and not as to the means and methods for accomplishing the result, he is an independent contractor. An individual performing services as an independent contractor is not as to such services an
employee."
""The extent of this constitutional immunity is somewhat problematical at the present
time. Helvering v. Gerhardt, 304 U. S. 405 (1938).
""Pub. L. No. 379, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 905.
"'Made applicable to Subchapter (a) of Chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code by
Treasury Decision 4885, 393 C. C. H . 1939 Fed. Tax Serv. ~ 6133 .
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The definition of "employee" as contained in the Treasury Regulations has been criticized by some as being too restricted. It has been
argued that it was the intent of Congress in enacting the Social Security
Act to cover as many individuals as possible, and that the term employee
should be given a broader interpretation in the administration of the
Act than it had theretofore been given by the courts in other applications.68
An examination of the legislative history of a proposed amendment
to the Social Security Act which did not reach the light of day may be
helpful in determining the intent of Congress in this regard. The proposed amendment would have included any individual who secures applications or orders "as a salesman for a person in furtherance of such
person's trade or business (but who is not an employee of such person
under the law of master and servant)". This proposed amendment was
commented upon favorably in the report of the House Committee on
Ways and Means,69 and was passed by the House. The Senate Committee report 60 had this to say: "The House proposal to extend coverage
to salesmen who are not employees has been stricken out by the committee. It is believed inexpedient to change the existing law which limits
coverage to employees." It may be gathered from the above that
"employee" as used in the Social Security Act and in connection with
the employment taxes was intended by Congress to receive a definition
equivalent to that of "servant".
AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX ACT 61

The changes in the unemployment compensation tax provisions made
by the amending act do not affect the basic structure of the tax, which
rests upon imposition of a federal tax on employers against which credit
may be taken with respect to contributions required to be made to state
unemployment funds. A number of changes are made, however, which
are specifically directed toward bringing the Federal Unemployment Tax
Act in closer conformity with the Federal Insurance Contributions Act.
Thus, effective with the tax for the year 1939, the basis for determining
unemployment tax liability is changed from "wages payable" to "wages
""Buscheck, Life Insurance Solicitor-Employee or Independent Contractor, (1937) 25
894.
""H. R. REP. No. 728, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939).
"°SEN. REP. No. 734, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. ( 1939).
01
INT. REV. CooE § 1600 et seq. (1939).
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paid." 62 The term "wages" is redefined in a provision 63 almost identical
to that applicable to the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. Under
the new definition, the unemployment tax will be applicable only to the
first $3,000.00 of remuneration paid to an employee by his employer
with respect to employment during any calendar year. 64 A new definition
of "employment" 65 is given, which accords substantially to the one discussed above in connection with the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act. The only major difference in the two definitions is in the exemption
of insurance agents rendering service on a commission basis. Such agents,
if they meet the "employee" test, are covered by the Federal Insurance
Contributions Act.
The provisions relating to credit against the federal tax for contributions paid into state unemployment funds are considerably liberalized,
effective with the tax for the year 1939. 66 Under the law as it existed
prior to the amendments, a number of restrictions in the credit provisions
made it difficult for employers to obtain credit under certain circumstances. Some of these restrictions are now removed. Thus, a limited
credit may now be obtained even for contributions to state unemployment
funds paid as late as June 30 next following the due date for the federal
return. 67 The provisions permitting additional credit against the federal
tax with respect to reductions in the amount of contributions of employers
under certain provisions of the state unemployment compensation acts
are simplified and extended.68 The total amount of credit and "additional
a'JJNT. REV. CODE § 1600 ( 1939), as amended by Pub . L . No . 3 79, 76th Cong., 1st Sess.
(Aug. 5, 1939) § 608. The "wages payable" basis was difficult of application in the case
of employees paid by commission or bonus who might receive payments over a period of
several years for services performed in one year. In such cases it was necessary for the
employer to estimate in advance the total amount which would eventually be paid and
pay the tax on such total. Several years thereafter, when the correct amount was determinable, it would be necessary for the employer to pay any additional tax due, plus
interest, or to file a claim for refund of any overpayment made .
..INT. REV. CODE § 1607 (b) (1939), as amended by Pub . L . No. 379, 76th Cong., 1st
Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 614.
&<The amendments are somewhat obscure as to the application of the $3,000.00 limitation
to remuneration for employment during the year 1939 which may be paid to the employee
in subsequent calendar years .
..INT. REV. CODE § 1426 (b) (1939), as amended by Pub . L . No . 379, 76th Cong., 1st
Sess. (Aug. 5, 1939) § 614.
""Id. at § 1601, as amended by id. at § 609 .
e'!January 31 next following the close of the taxable year, unless the time for filing is
extended. The commissioner may now grant extensions up to ninety days.
""INT. REV. CooE § 1602 (1939), as amended by Pub. L. No . 379, 76th Cong., 1st Sess.
(Aug. 5, 1939) § 610.
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credit" against the federal tax may not exceed ninety per cent thereof.
The amendments provide for the substantial liberalization of the
conditions for credit against the federal tax imposed by Title IX of the
Social Security Act for the calendar years 1936, 193 7, and 1938, and
grant relief to taxpayers who failed to pay timely contributions to the
states with respect to employment during these years. 69 As originally
provided, such contributions must have been paid into the state funds
before the due date for filing the federal return. During the first few
years in which the provisions of Title IX were in effect there were many
taxpayers who failed to pay contributions to state funds before the due
date. As a result, these taxpayers were liable for the full amount of
the federal tax, and, in addition, were liable for the state contributions.
Section 810 of the Revenue Act of 1938,70 which became law without
the signature of the president on May 28, 1938, extended relief to such
taxpayers for the calendar year 1936 by providing for the allowance of
credit against the tax under Title IX for such year with respect to
contributions paid before July 27, 1938, into an unemployment fund
under a state law. Similar relief is now again extended with respect to
late contributions for 1936, 1937, and 1938.
Relief is also afforded in cases in which the highest court of the state
has held contributions paid under the state law with respect to the taxable year 1936 or 193 7 not to have been required payments. 71 It is also
provided that no part of the tax imposed by Title IX of the Social
Security Act or by the Federal Unemployment Tax Act shall be deemed
to be a penalty or forfeiture within the meaning of Section 5 7 (j) of the
Bankruptcy Act, as amended. 72 This effects no substantive change in
the law.
"'Id. at § 902 .
70
52 STAT . 447 , 26 U. S. C. § 1 (Supp. 1938).
71
1n the case of Employment Compensation Commission v. Wachovia Bank & Trust Co.,
215 N. C. 491, 2 S. E . (2d) 592 ( 1939), the Supreme Court of North Carolina held the
North Carolina Unemployment Compensation Law to be void in so far as it attempts
to require the payment of contribution for the year 1936.
72
1n In re Royal Wilhelm Furniture Company, 23 Fed. Supp. 993 (W. D . Mich . 1938) ,
it was held that the ninety per cent credit was not a penalty. Contra: In rn Standard
Composition Company, 23 Fed. Supp. 399 (E. D. Mich . (1938).
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TO PREVENT DISCRIMINATION IN SELECTION OF
GOVERNMENT ATTORNEYS

1'HE movement for higher standards in the legal profession has been
readily adopted by the leaders of the bench and bar. 1 In its campaign to improve the requirements for education and training of future
attorneys, the American Bar Association has sought to suppress discrimination on the one hand and maintain standards of approval on
the other. This task has not always been easy because many times
there is room for an honest difference of opinion. Such is the case
with the so-called Sheppard Bill (S. 1610). 2
This measure, passed by the Senate on July 21, 1939,3 and now on
the House Calendar, provides: "That in appointing, or fixing requirements with respect to the appointment of, persons to any position in the
Government service, if the qualifications required of applicants for such
position include legal training or legal experience, no officer or employee
of any executive department, independent establishment, or agency ( including Government-owned Government-controlled corporations) of the
United States shall discriminate against any applicant, or deny to any
applicant the privilege of taking any competitive examination held for
the purpose of determining the qualifications for such position, because
such applicant ( 1) has not been graduated from a particular law school;
( 2) has not been graduated from a law school which is of a particular
class or which has been approved or accredited by any association,
organization, or group; or ( 3) has not had college training in addition
to law-school training, or who acquired his legal education in a law
office." 4
Today, perhaps more than ever before, the Federal Government needs
well-equipped lawyers if democracy is to be efficient. Public law has
enjoyed a prodigious growth within the last few years. 5 The legal aspects of government regulation of business and the phenomenal expan1

For a_ concise discussion of the subject see Progress in Admission Standards (1939) 8
Bar Examiner 15.
"Introduced by Senator Morris Sheppard in the Senate February 27, 1939. Reported in
Senate June 1, 1939 by Civil Service Committee, SEN. REP. No. 533. Passed! Senate
July 21, 1939. Referred to House Civil Service Committee July 22, 1939. Reported
August 2, 1939, H. R . REP. No. 1442. Now House Calendar No. 184.
'The bill (S. 1610) was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the third
time and passed . 84 Cong. Rec., July 21, 1939, at 13480.
'S. 1610, 76th Cong. 1st Sess. ( 1939) § 2, provides a penalty for violation of the act.
The penalty consists in the Joss of appropriations for the salaries and expense accounts of
Government officers who have disobeyed.
"For an interesting discussion of the subject see Letter from Dean Albert J. Harno to
the Law Alumni of the University of Illinois, (1937) 6 BAR EXAMINER 90.

,
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sion of administrative and taxation Law has created a demand for
the best legal help the Government can obtain. The problem is how
to fix the requirements for federal service.
In the Report of the Senate Committee on Civil Service on the Sheppard Bill, it was stated that the evidence adduced upon the hearing
demonstrated that at least one important department of the Government6
°The Department referred to was the Department of Agriculture. The policy of that
Department in hiring attorneys was clearly expressed in the letter of Secretary Wallace
which follows:
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
Washington, December 21, 1937.
HON. MORRIS SHEPPARD:

United States Senate.
MY DEAR SENATOR : This acknowledges your letter of December 4, 1937, relative
to the requirement of this Department that, in order to be eligible for appointment to
a professional position as an attorney, an applicant must be a graduate of a law
school approved by the American Bar Association or accredited by the Association of
American Law Schools.
The requirement to which you refer in your communication was adopted by the
Department solely because of a belief that the persons who are appointed to fill
positions as lawyers in the Government service should be qualified!, by virtue of
sound training in the law , competently to conduct the legal business of the Government. Since it is the policy of the Department to fill legal positions in the higher
grades by promotion within the service, most of the appointments by the Department
of persons to professional legal positions are made in connection with the filling
of vacancies in the subordinate grades. Consequently, because of the salaries which
are paid in these grades, the Department must usually select attorneys of limited
experience in the practice of law. This being so , the quality of the training which the
applicants have received in law school is a very important factor to be considered
in passing upon their qualifications for appointment.
This Department possesses neither funds nor adequate facilities for investigating the
quality of the instruction and training given by all the law schools in the United
States. The 'mere fact that an applicant has been admitted to the bar would not
seem to be a sufficient recommendation as to the adequacy of his training, because
in many jurisdictions the requirements for admission are not very high. However,
there are two agencies of recognized standing which investigate and pass upon the
quality of the work done by the law schools of the country; namely , the American
Bar Association and the Association of American Law Schools. In its effort to obtain qualified employees for legal work, the Department has accepted the approval
of law schools by either the American Bar Association or the Association of American
Law Schools. If the Lawyers' Guild will undertake to make similar investigations, we
shall be glad to accept its recommendation also. We have no desire to be arbitrary,
but we do want qualified employees and we are unable to make these investigations
ourselves, for the reason above stated.
We have addressed a letter to the Carnegie Association for the Advancement of
Teaching asking whether it has any method of evaluating law schools.
At least 94 law schools, widely scattered throughout the Unitedl States, are approved
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has adopted and observes an unfair, unsound, and undemocratic rule
of determining the eligibility of those who seek appointments as attorneys in the federal service. The Report then went on to comment that
"The effect of this objectionable rule is, indirectly, to substitute the
stamp of approval of the American Bar Association for merit and the
label of the Association of American Law Schools for officially determined qualifications for federal service.m
The proponents of the Sheppard Bill believe that by repudiating the
adoption by any Government agency of the approved standards of private associations, they are correcting a condition which if left unchecked
will effect the establishment of a class system destructive to equal opportunity.8 It is their contention that the measure is justified primarily to
abolish and suppress special privilege in a republican form of government. This viewpoint is shared by the United Federal Workers of
America,9 the American Federation of Labor 10 and the Council for Industrial Organization,11 all three having endorsed the legislation.
The wording12 in the pending bill is undoubtedly aimed at the list of
by the American Bar Association or the Association of American Law Schools, or
both . Your State of Texas, for example, includes the following approved law schools:
University of Texas, School of Law.
Southern Methodist University , School of Law.
Baylor University Law School.
The letter fo you from a group of your constituents, which accompanied your
communication, is returned.
Sincerely yours,
H. A. WALLACE, Secretary .
Hearings B efore a Subcommittee of the Committee on Civil Service of the United States
Senate on S . 1610, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) 4.
'SEN. REP . No . 533 , 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) 1.
"In his remarks on the proposed bill, Senator Morris Sheppard of Texas, its author,
said : "The purpose of S. 1610 is to keep open the paths of opportunity to all American
citizens who have the energy and initiative to prepare themselves for the legal profession
by studying law , either at home, in a law office, or in a school, until qualified to pass
the necessary examination and be adimitted to the bar of one of the States so far as the
jurisdiction of the Federal Government is concerned. Any attempt to restrict employment in the Federal Government to a class, no matter how such a class is set up, is contrary to the democratic principles on which the Government was founded and to the
best interests of the Government." 84 Cong. Rec., July 18, 1939, at 13145.
'Hearin gs Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Civil Service of the United States
Senate on S. 1610, 76th Cong. , 1st Sess. (1939) 7.
10
/d. at 5.
uld. at 7.
12
One of the express provisions of the measure provides that no applicant shall be
discriminated against because such applicant . . . "has not grad!uated from a law school
which is of a particular class or which has been approved or accredited by any association, organization, or group ; . .." S. 1610, 76th Cong. , 1st Sess. ( 1939) § 1.
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approved law schools 13 prepared by the American Bar Association after
a consideration of its standards which were adopted in 1921, and were
later approved by a convention of state and local bar associations. 14
These standards are not arbitrary. They require that a regular student
must have a minimum of general education, defined as two years of
college work. The school must have at least one full-time teacher for
each 100 students or fraction thereof, and at least three such teachers.
There are minimum requirements for the library. The course for the
degree must be not less than three years for full-time students and not
less than four years for part-time students. These rules are for the
benefit of the student so that he may be adequately prepared for the
profession and in the interest of the public so that it may have greater
confidence in him as a result of his training.
At a meeting of the Board of Governors of the American Bar Association, in Washington on May 10, 1939, the bill introduced by Senator
Sheppard to prevent any discrimination being made in filling legal positions in Government departments between persons with college education
and without, and between persons with one type of legal training and
those with another, was disapproved. The sentiment of the Association
was precisely presented by one of its most distinguished members 1 c;
when he stated:
"The pending bill, however, prohibits the requirement of any such adequate
preparation as has been fixed either by the American Bar Association, or by the
Association of American Law Schools, or by these 41 States. 16 Why should depart18A list of the Law Schools approved by the American Bar Association may be consulted
in Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Civil, Service of the United
States Senate on S. 1610, 76th Cong., 1st' Sess. (1939) 60.
uStandard Rules for Admission to the Bar were adopted by the American Bar Association on September I, 1921. These standards were endorsed by the National Conference
of Bar Associations at a special conference held at Washington , D. C., F ebruary 23, 24, 1922 .
Section 6 of the Resolution adopted by the National Conference of Bar Associations
provided that: "We endorse the American Bar Association's standards for admission
to the bar because we are convinced that no such monopoly will result from adopting
them. In almost every part of the country a young man of small means can , by energy
and perseverance, obtain the college and! law-school education which the standards require.
And we understand that in applying the rule requiring two years of study in a college,
educational experience other than that acquired in an American college may, in proper
cases, be accepted as satisfying the requirement of the rule , if equivalent fo two years
of college work." RULES FOR ADMISSION TO THE BAR VI (1937).
"Senator Theodore Francis Green of Rhode Island . Senator Green was very active
as a member of the Council of Legal Education of the American Bar Association , 1924-3 7.
1
'There are now 41 states, including Maryland , which has just acted, which either now
or in the near future require for admission to the bar two years of college education in addition to legal education. In the District of Columbia, both the District Bar Association and
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ments of the Federal Government, who need the best-trained lawyers in the
defense of the rights of the Nation and its citizens, have lower standards than
the great majority of the States of the Union? We might justify a bill which
fixed minimum requirements. It is hard to justify a bill which provides
maximum requirements and penalizes public officials who require more than this
low maximum." 17

What is the practice of the Civil Service Commission in recruiting
applicants for legal positions in the Government service? The Commission accepts as recognized law schools, schools authorized by the
political subdivision in which they are located to confer legal degrees.
Bar admission is a requirement in examinations where the positions are
those of attorney. But where specialized training is desirable, the Commission may find that such training has not been obtainable in certain
law schools and in certain law offices. Thus, provisions of the bill
would operate to impair examining and recruiting procedure to the disadvantage of the service. 18
It would not be opportune to have this measure passed in a day of
higher educational standards. The legal profession has been making
steady progress and yet doctors and engineers, for example, are spending not twice or three times what lawyers are spending in connection
with the promulgation of standards for legal education, but five and
ten times as much. 19 Private litigants today can employ better-trained
counsellors. Why should the Government in its struggle to maintain
and protect the rights of all citizens be placed at a disadvantage?
Lastly, some reactionaries feel that because many of the great lawyers
in our history were not law school graduates, any regulation requiring
an aspirant to a legal position in the Government today to be a law
graduate is against the public interest. It is true that Patrick Henry,
Abraham Lincoln or John Marshall could not qualify under such a
regulation. But it is elemental that in their day the opportunity for
study was not great nor was the profession itself so exacting of its
members. Many men have overcome hardships and poor education and
gone on to great success at the Bar. But it is fundamental that on the
average we will get efficient and honest administration of justice in
the Federal Bar Association have gone on record in favor of this step, and in the District
both the Court of Appeals and the District Court have gone on record in favor of this step
at a future fixed time. 84 Cong. Rec., July 21, 1939, at 13478. Cf. Shafroth, Address
of the Adviser of the Section on Legal Education (1939) 9 AM. L. SCHOOL REV. 359.
17
84 Cong. Rec., July 21, 1939, at 13479.
18
H. R. REP. No. 1442, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939) 2.
':"This subject was developed in full detail in the address of the then chairman of
the Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the American Bar Association, James
Grafton Rogers, (1937) 8 AM. L. SCHOOL REV. 919 .
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proportion to the standards set for the selection of attorneys. 20 In
the long run those who have had the advantage of better education are
more capable of rendering good service than those who have not. Basically that is the issue.
WOODRUFF J. DEEM*
IO'fhe question of selective procedure for attorneys for Government service is currently
being studied by a committee headed by Justice Reed. ExEC. ORDER No. 8044, January
31, 1939.
*Comment on Social Security Act amendment by H . C. Wilkenfeld.
Comment on Bill to Prevent Discrimination in Selection of Government Attorneys by
Gordon F. Harrison.

NOTES
PREFERRED STOCK AS AN INVESTMENT SECURITY
I.

INVESTMENT VS. SPECULATION

ALTHOUGH the term investment is subject to a variety of definitions

1

even when restricted to the field of corporate securities, there are
nevertheless certain concepts of the term which, though by no means
precise, are generally held-especially when contrasting it with the
term speculation. The investor primarily looks for safety of principal
with the intention of avoiding all substantial risks when he parts with
his funds, and secondarily for a steady rate of return from the employer
of his funds. The rate of return will vary in proportion to the degree
of risk assumed, and to the knowledge of the investor. The speculator,
on the other hand, deliberately assumes risks in his commitments in
order to obtain a higher return on his principal, mostly through appreciation, and at the same time is conscious of a greater possibility for
loss of principal. 2
1

On one extreme are such definitions as " . . . the fundamental principle of investment
lies in its definition : 'Investment is parting with the control of wealth (usually funds)
during a fixed period of time, for the consideration of a fixed periodic rental, commonly
called interest.' A pure investment is always a loan." CHAMBERLAIN AND HAY, INVESTMENT
AND SPECULATION ( 1931) 8; and "Investment is generally defined as the commitment of
funds in the form of a loan, in which the income to be received is fixed and the principal
is returned intact at the end of a predetermined period:." SHAFFNER, PROBLEM OF INVESTMENT

(1936) 12.

For a more liberal definition, see GRAHAM AND Dooo, SECURITY ANALYSIS (1934) 54: "An
investment operation is one which, upon thorough analysis, promises safety of principal and
a satisfactory return. Operations not meeting these requirements are speculative." For
discussions on the theory of investment, see 8 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
( 1930) 263, and Wrr.us AND BOGEN, INVESTMENT BANKING ( 1936) 245 . These dissertations and the Graham & Dodd definition would permit certain equities as well as loans
to be comprehended: by the term investment.
"For example, the conservative investor would put his funds in a first mortgage bond
of an enterprise whose earnings were fairl y stable, such as a public utility or perhaps in
government bonds. He thus assumes a minimum risk of loss, and because of the small
risk involved, he undoubtedly would receive a low, but steady rate of retu rn on his investment. Furthermore, his principal should be returned to him at maturity of the issue.
The speculator, on the other hand, would probably seek out a good common stock of
an industrial company, and on the basis of present circumstances anticipate the future
business of the company. If he thinks the earnings of the company will increase, and that
the stock market in general (which is very important) is due for a sustained rise, he will
purchase the stock at its present price with the intention of selling it at an advanced
price, the difference between the two prices comprising his profit. He is not as interested
in dividends as he is in appreciation of the value of his principal. He also realizes that
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From these general concepts, it may be deduced that in order to
determine whether a specific commitment of funds is an investment or
speculation, paramount consideration should be given to the type of
security in which the commitment is made. But it does not follow that
the type of security in and of itself decides this question. Common stock,
for instance, might in certain cases be regarded by the security purchaser as an investment. Many a lonely widow treasures her few
shares of American Telephone and Telegraph Company3 more than
she would government bonds, and well she might when their impressive
dividend history is considered. There are some who consider bank
stocks 4 as investments. In the twenties during the time when the stock
market was rising to unknown heights, an attempt was made to prove
that common stock was a better vehicle for investment than bonds 5 on
account of the decreasing purchasing power of the dollar. This was
an extreme view and has been generally disproved 6 since the 1929
debacle.
Conversely, a fixed obligation of a corporation may be accorded no
higher dignity than is given to a pure speculation. Witness the speculative activity during the depression when corporate bonds defaulted
in their interest payments and sold off far below par value. Most of
these operations were made with the intention of reselling at a profit
and were based on the speculator's knowledge and analysis of the issuer's
condition. Convertible debentures have been offered as speculations, 7
and occasionally a corporation will have the temerity to offer a fixed
obligation security 8 which fails to meet the standards of a good
speculation.
the price movement of his stock might run contrary to his expectations, in which case
he might be forced to sell at a loss, both of principal plus the interest which the amount
of money with which he speculated would have earned if it had been invested at a
modest yield.
'A. T. T. Common Stock paid a regular $9 dividend every year for the past seventeen
years, which include the depression years of 1930 to 1935, when for a few years the
dividends were not earned. See report of Federal Communications Commission on the
Investigation of the Telephone Industry, H. R. Doc. No. 340, 76th CoNG., 1st SEss. (1939).
'GRAHAM AND DODD, op. cit. supra note I, at 52 .
0
EDGAR LAWRENCE SMITH, COMMON STOCKS AS LoNG TERM INVESTMENTS (1924).
"E.g., see CHAMI!ERLAIN AND HAY, op. cit . supra note 1, at 34-56; see also GRAHAM AND
Dooo, op. cit. supra note 1, at 312.
'In the latter part of 1935, Auburn Automobile Co . offered $2 ,809 ,125 of three-year
4¾% Convertible Debentures to the public, notwithstanding a large operating deficit. See
SEC file No. 2-1736.
"A lumber company still in its promotional stage registered $250,000 of Five-year 6%
Non-Negotiable Collateral Trust Notes with the S.E .C., R egistration No. 2-3640. The
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It would thus appear that the intent9 of the purchaser, provided it
does not spring from ignorance, plus the soundness and financial history
of the corporation, are important factors to be dealt with in determining
what is and what is not an investment. Nevertheless, a fixed income
security with remote probabilities for loss of principal, and common
stock whose market value should ordinarily fluctuate in accordance
with the earnings of the issuer, are, by and large, the best media for
investment and speculation respectively.
II.

THE NATURE OF PREFERRED STOCK

In the light of the foregoing propositions, the typical 10 preferred
stock, without participating,1 1 conversion,1 2 or option18 features, might
plausibly be deemed an investment security. 14 Its characteristics are
( 1) fixed 15 rate of income and ( 2) safeguards against loss of principal
by way of covenants with respect to liquidation16 and redemption. 17
security pledged consisted of no more than an option to acquire property, which option
cost the promoters nothing other than time and effort. The registration statement was
later withdrawn.
•An investment in bonds may result in loss of principal and interest, whereas a speculation may evolve into a fixed income security with a high degree of convertibility. In
this connection, see WILus AND BOGEN, op. ci.t. supra note 1, at 361.
10
1n this paper, no consideration is given to the "Non-Cumulati_ve" preferred stock
because it is believed to be no longer important. Cf. SEC Release No. 208, Feb. 16, 1939
(Statistical Series) . Perhaps the Supreme Court decision in Barclay v. Wabash R. R., 280
U. S. 197 (1930) has contributed to its present paucity.
nThe right to participate with the common stock in earnings after the preferred fixed
dividend has been paid. See DEWING, CORPORATION SECURITIES (1934) 181.
12
The right to change the preferred into one or more shares of common stock. Cf. id.
at 376.
UUsually a transferable warrant attached to the preferred stock giving the holder the
right to buy shares of common stock at a given price for either a limited or indefinite
duration. Cf. id. at 414.
"It is usually sold around par and bears a fixed dividend rate at approximately one
or two points higher than the interest rate would be if the same corporation were to
offer evidence of indebtedness. There is very little opportunity for appreciation in value
of the security, unless, of course, it is subsequently purchased substantially below par.
It, therefore, is hardly a speculative security.
,,.E.g., "The holders of Cumulative Preferred Stock . . . shall be entitled to receive,
when and as declared by the Board of Directors, dividends in an amount equal to $4.50
per share per annum, and no more (before any dividends are paid to the Common Stock).
Such dividends shall be payable on the first days of December and June of each year
and shall be cumulative from the date of issue of each share." Taken from page 10 of
the prospectus of Monsanto Chemical Co., filed with S.E.C., Registration No . 2-3871.
This is a representative dividend provision.
10
E.g., "The holders of the Cumulative Preferred Stock of each series are entitled, in
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It may provide that no stock either equal or senior to it may be authorized without the consent or vote of a certain percentage of the preferred
stock outstanding-sometimes two-thirds,1 8 other times a bare majority,
in order to give further assurance that neither the dividends nor principal will be jeopardized. The right to have a voice in the management
in the event of failure to pay dividends on two or more dividend dates19
is a normal covenant with preferred stock. This feature is obviously
intended to resemble the right of bondholders to move against the corporation in default of interest payments. In a few cases there is a
sinking fund provision to retire small amounts of the stock periodically.
Thus it is seen that a very definite effort has been made to give preferred stock the appearance of having bond-like qualities.
In numerous cases, however, these charter provisions have been
notoriously wanting when put to the test, 20 and if they fail in achieving
what they were ostensibly intended to accomplish, there is legitimate
room to question the investment21 merit of this class of stock. If it
preference to . . . any other class of stock ranking junior to the Cumulative Preferred
Stock, to receive an amount equal to the redemption price of such series upon voluntary
liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the affairs of the Company, and $50 per share
upon involuntary liquidation , dissolution or winding up of the affairs of the Company,
plus, in each case, an amount equal to accrued and unpaid dividends" . Taken from Item
17 of S.E.C. Registration of American Investment Co . of Illinois, file No. 2-4073 . This is
a normal liquidation covenant.
11
E.g., "The Company may, at the option of the Board of Directors, redeem the whole
or any part of the outstanding Convertible Preferred Stock on any dividend payment
date after the issuance thereof up to April 1, 1946, by paying $105 for each share thereof,
and thereafter by paying $103 for each share thereof, together with a sum equivalent to
all unpaid cumulative dividends accrued thereon, upon thirty (30) days' written notice
mailed to the holders of record thereof." Taken from page 4 of the prospectus of
Holland Furnace Co., filed with S.E.C., R egistration No. 2-1894. This is a representative redemption provision.
lilCf. page 9 of prospectus of Fairchild E ngine and Airplane Corp., fil ed with S.E .C.,
Registration No . 2-4000. In some issues this covenant may be broadened to preclude the
right to issue prior obligations without the approval of the required percentage.
11>Cf. page 13 of prospectus of Wisconsin Gas & Electric Company, filed with S.E .C.,
Registration No. 2-4114. In nearly all cases the preferred stock is deprived of the
right to vote for the election of directors, except for this sort of contingency . The case
of Wisconsin Gas & Electric Company is an exception to the general rule, and presumably
it was even in this case a condition of issuance suggested by the S.E .C. under t he Holding
Company Act. See Holding Company Act, SEC Release No . 1646.
"°See S.E.C ., Report on the Study and Investigation of the Work, Activities, Personnel
and Functions of Protective and Reorganization Committees ( 1938) P art VII , for a general survey of case histories and examination of existing state laws with respect to this
subject.
nsee note 1 suP,a.
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is to be shunned as an investment security, it is in the anomalous position of being neither an investment nor a speculation security, 22 and
so becomes anathema.
III.

THE PROBLEM

There have been some authorities in corporate finance who have
recommended either expressly or impliedly that corporations issue stock
rather than bonds in their future financing on the ground that bond
interest, because of its inflexibility, is a burdensome fixed charge, which
during depressions precipitates bankruptcies. 23 So also has the Twentieth
Century Fund24 as a result of a study of our national debt. In both
instances, the appeal was made on broad social grounds and also on
the grounds that the issuing corporations would so increase their ability
to weather economic storms. 25 Elsewhere it has been contended that both
corporations and investors would better serve their own self-interests by
turning away from debt and towards preferred equities. Without questioning the soundness of these recommendations as to the beneficial
effect such changes in financing would have upon the national economy,
they do, nevertheless, help in shaping the problem, namely-what influence should they have upon the investor in his attitude towards preferred
stock as a medium for investment.
Notwithstanding these interesting arguments against the use of
debt securities, 26 it is very doubtful whether many bond 2 7 investors
22

See note 14 supra.
~or example, it is generally accepted that the staggering interest charges paid by the
railroads on their funded debt was the principal reason for their widespread collapse
during the depression.
"'See TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND, DEBTS AND RECOVERY (1937) 253-272.
~Ibid.
""The general tenor of these arguments is that dividends on equities may be withheld
or suspended when the prospects for future earnings are none too bright. The interest
charges on funded debt, however, are fixed obligations and must be paid when due under
penalty of foreclosure.
"'Life insurance companies, for instance, are large investors in bonds. A well-known
authority on life insurance has stated, " There are four principal considerations in investing life insurance funds. In order of their importance, these considerations are (1)
security of principal, (2) adequacy of yield, (3) necessity of diversification , and (4)
ready convertibility," and also "The nature of life insurance funds renders security of
principal by far the most important consideration." See MACLEAN, J. B ., LIFE I NSURANCE
(1932).
It is believed by some that a modification of existing state laws would find insurance
companies investing to a greater extent in equities. Cf. TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND, op.
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would consider preferred stocks unless they became absolutely convinced
that such securities would as a general rule reasonably assure them of
a steady rate of return plus safety of principal, without much greater
risk than would debt securities. This is only natural. Moreover, unless
they do become so convinced, there is small likelihood that corporations
will make any substantial modifications in their present financial policies.28 Consideration should also be given to the fact that some corporations, having good credit positions, might prefer to issue bonds
because of the lower rate 29 they would be required to pay for the use
of capital funds, and because of the savings they would effect both in
state and federal income taxes. 30
In view of the fact that the demand of investors is an important
factor in determining the type of security which corporations will issue,
it may be useful to know what is the proportion of debt securities to
equities with respect to new issues. From 1933 through 193 7, net
issues of bonds, largely due to U. S. Government issues, increased by
approximately $14,000,000,000 whereas stocks only rose by nearly
$1,000,000,000. During the period 1923-1930, nearly one-half of the net
domestic issues consisted of common and pref erred stock. 31 With respect
to corporate securities the great majority of all new issues offered for
cash from 1933 through 193 7 were in the form of bonds and debentures,
issues of pref erred stock amounting to only about seven percent of the
total, while issues of common stock ( excluding investment companies)
aggregating not much over five percent of the total. 32 Practically all
the buying of corporate fixed-interest-bearing securities during this.
cit. supra note 24, at 255. But see the statement made by Mr. T. A. Phillips, President,
The Minnesota Mutual Life Insurance Co. in an address delivered before The Association
of Life Insurance Presidents in New York City on December 2, 1938: "The foundation
of all life insurance investment policy is the desire for safety of principal. . . . It is
traditional in the life insurance business that all money is invested so as to seek the
highest degree of safety of principal, the company then arranging its affairs so that it
can operate and meet its obligations on whatever rate of interest may be returned
from such an investment policy ." This is a generally accepted principle of life insurance
investment policy.
""See DEWING, CORPORATION SECURITIES (1934) 133, where it is stated that demand of
the investor will to a considerable extent govern the type of security the corporation
will issue; cf. DEWING, FINANCIAL POLICY OF CORPORATIONS (1934) 310, 744.
""See note 14 supra.
30
Bond interest is a proper charge against gross earnings , whereas dividends are paid
out of net income or surplus. In this connection, see TWENTIETH CENTURY FuNo , op. cit.
supra note 24, at 259.
msee S elected Statistics on Securities and on Exchange Markets, R eport to S .E .C. by
the Research and Statistics Section of the Trading and Exchange Division (1939) 4.
,,,Id. at 7.
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period was done by the large institutional investors. 38 Although most
of the bond issues since 1933 have been made for refunding at lower
interest rates in order to take advantage of "easy" money conditions,
there is no reason why the outstanding bonds could not have been redeemed from the sale of preferred stock other than ( 1) the inability to
place issues of preferred stock larger in amount than ten or fifteen
million dollars,34 and (2) the higher cost of financing to the issuer.a~
It, therefore, might be safe to venture that if corporations should be
forced by legislative compulsion to issue more equities and less debt in
the future, the professional investors would probably concentrate in government and municipal bond issues, unless, as heretofore stated, preferred stock can be made to meet the standards of their investment
policies. 36
In the attempt to ascertain the probable extent to which preferred
stock will measure up to strict investment standards-( 1) steady rate
of return, and ( 2) safety of principal-in the future, it would do well
to follow the pattern used by investors when considering securities for
investment. Its past record and present status in relation to these two
prime requisites will first be examined, and then on the basis of such
examination and in the light of experience and circumstances an
appraisal will be made of its probable future as an investment security.
IV.

FIXED RATE OF RETURN

One of the most attractive features of cumulative pref erred stock is
the promise to pay a fixed dividend rate, 37 plus all accrued and unpaid
dividends before any may be paid to the common stock.as In order to
reassure the pref erred stockholders that they will have a definite remedy,
in the event the corporation should fail to pay dividends for too long a
time, the right to vote for directors, and at times for a majority of them 1
33

/d. at 19-20.
"'Great reliance is made by the underwriters on sales to institutional investors, i.e.,
insurance companies, banks, etc., which, of course, means that their demand (or debt
securities must be satisfied. Then again, institutional investments are largely restricted
by state and national laws.
""See notes 29 and 30 supra.
80
See note 27 suf>ra.
"'See note 1S suf>ra.
""The corporation may pass a dividend on the preferred stock either because it was
not earned, or because the management wished to keep a comfortable margin of surplus
for working capital or other purposes. When dividend payments are resumed, the preferred stock is entitled to the dividends which were not paid on their due dates, plus
the current dividend, before payment may be made to the common stock.
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until all accrued plus the current dividends are paid, is a standard
covenant. 89 After these payments have been made, the preferred stock
then relinquishes its right to vote for directors. Too often, however r
these provisions have proven to be nothing more than illusory.
The Securities and Exchange Commission in a recent report'0 to
Congress has made a superb analysis of various recapitalization plans
which were designed to eliminate arrear ages of accumulated preferred
stock dividends. These dividends accumulate for the most part during
times when there are insufficient earnings from which to pay them. When
there is a resumption of normal earnings, the accrued dividends must
be paid to the pref erred stock before the common stock is entitled to
a distribution of earnings. But the common stockholders who normally
elect the directors are impatient to wait until the arrearages are paid
on the pref erred, so the directors 41 who rely on the votes of the common
stock, and who, if they own any stock in the corporation, usually own
common, 42 will very often propose a plan of recapitalization for the
approval of the stockholders. The means employed in achieving such a
plan is usually the charter48 amendment, although there are other less
convenient methods which may be used to accomplish the same purpose,
such as a merger, consolidation or sale of assets.
This type of charter amendment may be adopted in nearly every
state by the vote or consent of a majority ( sometimes a higher percentage) of the outstanding shares of stock. 44 In most of these states, the
vote or consent of each class of stock affected by the proposed amendment must be obtained,45 whether or not such class ordinarily enjoys
voting privileges. In view of the fact that many of the protective
features of preferred stock are either impaired or destroyed through
charter amendments requiring the approval of a majority or more of
the outstanding stock, an examination of voting rights will be separately treatoc because of their importance. Suffice it to say now, the
management can usually obtain the necessary votes by making good
use of the means at its disposal, such as the proxy machinery and the
resources of the corporation. 46
The charter amendment will either take one of two forms. The first
alternative calls for the authorization of a new class of pref erred stock
5

See note 19 supra.
"'See S.E.C. op. cit. supra note 20, at 109-197.
"See note 63 infra.
"See S.E.C., op. cit. supra note 20, at 148-187.
"Id. at 114.
"Id. at 464 and 467 .
"'Id. at 474.
' 0/d . at 114-115.
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having priority over the existing class. The second alternative provides
for a substitution of a new class of preferred stock in lieu of the
existing class. According to the first form of plan, the holders of the
outstanding stock with its accrued and unpaid dividends will be offered
shares of the new prior preferred in exchange for the old shares having
the accumulated dividends. 47 Under the second, the holders of the
outstanding shares will be given new certificates after the amendment
is adopted, and the old shares together with the arrearages will be
cancelled out.
Some rather recent decisions 48 in the Delaware Supreme Court might
have the tendency to minimize the use of the second form of charter
amendment for this purpose, particularly with reference to Delaware
corporations. More recently, two decisions have been handed down by
the Delaware Chancery Court which bear on the same question, i.e., the
rights of dissenting stockholders with respect to plans looking towards
the elimination of arrearages of accrued dividends on pref erred stock.
Both decisions pertained to the same parties-Hav ender v. Federal
United Corp. 49 In two main respects the Hav ender cases differ from the
cases of Keller v. Wilson & Co. 50 and Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
v. Johnson. 51 First, the former cases pertain to a merger under Section
59 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, 52 and the latter pertain to
charter amendments pursuant to Section 26 of the Delaware General
"For example, A corporation bas outstanding 6% cumulati ve preferred stock, $100 par
value, having accumulated dividends amounting to $30 per share. By amending its
charter, A corporation creates a class called $5 cumulative prior preferred stock, without
par value. It might then offer the new prior preferred stock share for share to the
holders of the 6% preferred stock, and perhaps a share of common having little or no
value, in exchange for the 6% preferred with its $30 accumulated dividends .
..Keller v. Wilson & Co. , Inc., 190 At!. 115 (Del. Sup. Ct. 1936); Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc. v. Johnson, 197 Atl. 489 (Del. Sup. Ct. 1937). The Keller case is discussed in (1937) ILL. L . REV. 661; (1937) 35 MICH. L. REV. 620; (1937) 85 U. OF PA.
L. REV. 537; Note (1937) 46 YALE L. J. 985. Both cases are discussed in Note (1938)
44 W. VA. L . Q. 125 .
••2 A. (2d) 143 (Del. Ch. 1938); and 6 A. (2d) 618 (Del. Cb. 1939). In the first
decision, it was held that a corporation could not accomplish by a technical merger
what it could not do by a charter amendment, and that no dividends could be paid on
the common stock .until the accumulated dividends were paid on the old preferred
stock still outstanding in the hands of the dissenters. In the second case, the court went
still further and held that no dividends could be paid on the new prior preferred stock
until the accumulated clividends on the old preferred were paid. The first decision is
discussed in (1939) 27 GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL 371.
00
190 At!. 115 (Del. Cb . 1936).
01
197 At!. 489 (Del. Sup. Ct. 1937) .
"'DEL. REV. CODE (1935) § 2091.
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Corporation Law. 53 Secondly, the plan of recapitalization proposed in
the H avender cases provided for the creation of a new class of ,prior
preferred stock, whereas in the other cases, the plan called for the
elimination of the old preferred stock. The general effect of these cases
is that the right to accumulated and unpaid dividends is a vested right
which, in the case of dissenting stockholders, cannot be destroyed by a
vote of the majority.
The first H av ender decisiorn would indicate that inexcusable mergers
which obviously are intended to eliminate dividend arrearages on preferred stock54 are taboo in Delaware insofar as the rights of dissenters
are concerned. The second decision would seem to indicate that dissenters' rights to accumulated dividends cannot be indirectly destroyed
by the coercive character of the "voluntary" exchange of the old for
the new prior preferred stock. Two points must be borne in mind,
however, in considering the effect of the Havender cases. One is that
the points involved have not been ruled on by the Delaware Supreme
Court. 55 The other is that the merger statute and not the statute
enabling a corporation to amend its charter was involved in these
decisions. Courts have insisted on strict compliance with merger statutes;
accordingly, the court in this case found that the procedure followed
by the defendant corporation was not within the contemplation of the
statute and " ... therefore not binding on objecting stockholders ....56
The extent to which these decisions will serve as a deterrent to
future plans for the elimination of accrued and unpaid preferred stock
dividends is somewhat conjectural. After the Keller case, a number of
plans calling for the direct elimination of preferred stock having accrued
dividends were abandoned, 57 but presumably future plans to be accomplished by charter amendment will provide for a prior preferred stock
and the seduction by devious means, 58 of holders of the outstanding pre03

/d. at § 2058 .
.."If what the defendant did will stand the test of legal legitimacy . . . all a corpora-

tion needs to do to escape the results of the law as laid down by our Supreme Court,
is to create a subsidiary for itself and then proceed to absorb it by merger." Havender v.
Federal United Corporation, 2 A. (2d) 143, 145 (Del. Ch. 1938) .
..The case has been appealed .
..Havender v. Federal United Corp., 6 A. (2d) 618, (Del. Ch. 1939).
"'See S.E.C., op. cit. supra note 20, at 188.
08
Oftentimes a cash dividend will be declared on the new prior stock shortly after it
is issued in exchange for the old stock with arrearages held by the assenters. None, of
course, is declared on the old stock held by dissepters. This sort of thing together with
other pressure devices are generally too much for the average stockholder to resist.
Id. at 133 and 498.
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f erred stock with arrearages. It must also be borne in mind that these
decisions apply only to Delaware corporations, although their influence
will undoubtedly be felt outside this state. Moreover, even if the Delaware Supreme Court affirms the lower court decisions in Havender v.
Federal United Corporation/' 9 the use of the charter amendment might
still be availed of for the reason stated in the preceding paragraph. On
the other hand, if the effect of these decisions is found to mean that
dissenters have a "vested" right in their accrued and unpaid dividends
which must be satisfied before dividends may be paid to a newly created
class of stock under a charter amendment, then we may expect to see
a widespread diminution of corporation domiciles in the State of Delaware.
Albeit the rights of dissenters provide a very definite problem to
management when one of these plans is contemplated, the fact remains
that the principal thing to accomplish is the affirmative vote of a
majority or more of the outstanding stock. If the requisite number
of votes is obtained, it is possible that stock held by dissenters may be
redeemed, if not ignored, depending on the amount of cash made available to the corporation for such a purpose. If the amount of money
necessary to "buy off" the dissenters is more than the corporation is
able to afford, or if a majority of the preferred stockholders were
conscious of their rights as enunciated by the latest court decisions, to
such an extent that they were ready to stand on them, the plans of
management would obviously be thwarted. Otherwise, management will
in all probability succeed. 60
It is unnecessary to dwell at length on the methods used in wooing
the majority to support the plan, because the principal significance of
these particular plans of recapitalization, for our purposes, is to point
out how meaningless the promise to pay a fixed rate of income has been
in the past, and whether under existing state laws and recent decisions 61
there is anything to preclude a continuance of such plans at the present
time. The technique usually employed is, first, to solicit proxies for
the necessary votes. The solicitation literature will present cogent
arguments in favor of the plan such as the desirability of reestablishing the corporation's credit which, until the arrearages are removed,
will prevent the corporation from raising new capital on favorable
terms; 62 or that in order to remove an existing deficit, which until
•2 A. (2d) 143 (Del. Ch. 1938); and 6 A. (2d) 618 (Del. Ch. 1939).
'°See note 46 supra.
91
For a collection of the leading cases and representative state laws on this subject, see
S.E.C., op. cit. supra note 20, at 464-525.
id. at 126.
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removed will prevent under state law a resumption of dividend payments in spite of renewed earnings, it will be necessary to obtain the
consent of the common stockholders, and this consent will not be obtained unless the preferred stockholders are willing to make certain
sacrifices. 68 Secondly, a small cash dividend is declared on the new
prior preferred stock almost immediately, whereas the old preferred
stock, which has now become a second preferred receives neither a dividend nor hope of one for some time to come. There are innumerable
means used to achieve the same end, and in the past, they have proved
to be quite efficacious. The foregoing propositions are merely illustrative
of the many ingenious inducements with which preferred stockholders
are confronted on these occasions.
It was previously stated that the right to vote for directors, at times
a majority of them, when there is a default in two or more dividend
payments, is a standard covenant. 64 One may well wonder then why it
is that there could be so many instances of plans for recapitalization
designed at the behest of the directors to eliminate the accumulated dividends of pref erred stock, if the pref erred stockholders had elected the
directors. The truth of the matter is that either the number of votes
exercised by them is insufficient to elect the directors, or else when
there is supposed to be a shift in control, the directors elected by the
common stock will continue in office65 due to the inability of the unorganized preferred stockholders to avail themselves of the proxy
OSJn the case of International Paper and Power Company, Holding Company Act, SEC
Release Nos . .641, May 5, 1937; 642, May 5, 1937; 770, Aug. 3, 1937; and 850, Oct. 13,
193 7, the preferred stock.holders surrendered $36 ,000,000 in accrued dividends (about $40
per share) and accepted a So/o preferred stock with a par value of $100 together with one
share of common stock with a par value of $15 in place of a 7o/o preferred stock with a par
value of $100, plus accrued and unpaid dividends of approximately $40. During the two
years before the plan was adopted , the corporation had earned $14 ,000,000, but there was
still a sizable deficit which it was estimated would take three more years at the current rate
of earnings to eliminate completely. It was made clear, however, that to wait three more
years would subject the income during that period to the undistributed profits tax, which it
was estimated would amount to $5,000,000. Dividends could be resumed at once if the
deficit were removed. The only way this could be done was by reducing the capital
account of the common stock and crediting the difference to surplus. But this step required the consent of the common. In this case, the principal interest of the directors
was in common stock. See S.E.C., op. cit. sut>ra note 20, at 160-172.
°'See note 19 suf>ra.
""The persons in control of R. Hoe & Co., Inc., remained there until 1934, despite the
fact that the holders of Class A stock had earned the right to elect a majority of directors as early as 1927 because of dividend defaults. See S.E .C., op. cit. supra note 20, at
Ill. Also see note 67, infra.
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machinery in order to nominate directors as bona fide representatives
of their interests. Voting rights and proxies will be more fully discussed
elsewhere, but it may be well to assert at this point that whoever has
control of the proxy machinery is most apt to remain in control, both
of it and the corporation, and moreover will have the resources of the
corporation behind him. 66 And even when a large owner of preferred
stock is able to oust the old management, there is no assurance that the
best interests of all the preferred stockholders will always be served. 67
Because of the conflict of interest between management which is
elected by, and which normally owns shares of, common rather than
preferred stock, and the preferred stockholders, it is easy to understand
why so many of these plans of recapitalization have been proposed.
Dividend payments on pref erred stock have very often been suspended
on the first indication of hard sledding, because there is least fear of
serious repercussions from its holders. 68 Even when the preferred stockholders have reason to question the need for suspension of dividend payments, there is little chance they will be able to compel management to
pay the dividends. 69 In short, there has been very little remedy available
to pref erred stockholders to insist on a vigorous enforcement of their
contractual rights to a fixed rate of income, nor even to be in a position
to dictate the terms upon which they will be suspended or reduced. This
treatment of preferred stock is not peculiar to the last depression, 70
..In 1929, Col. Stewart, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Standard Oil Co . of
Indiana rebelled against the domination of the Rockefeller interests. Thereupon one of
the most hotly contested proxy fights in American financial history ensued. In the end,
the Rockefeller interests were victorious but only because they held a strong minority interest to begin with, and what is very important, they had sufficient funds to wage a
campaign to the finish . See BERLE & MEANS, THE MODERN CORPORATION A..>ro PRIVATE
PROPERTY (1932) 82-83.
"In 1936, Phoenix Securities Corporation purchased a controlling interest in the preferred stock of Certain-teed Products Corporation .
o dividends had been paid on this
stock since October 1928, and by virtue of charter provisions had the right to elect a
majority of the board of directors since October 1930. With the collusion of the former
management, Phoenix foisted a plan of recapitalization calling for the elimination of
accumulated dividends amounting to approximatley $50 per share, upon the holders of
the remaining shares of preferred stock. See S.E .C., op. cit . supra note 20, at 176-186.
""On the other hand, management will unbend every effort to continue bond interest
payments because of the dread of losing control to the bondholders.
""The courts will very rarely interfere with the internal management of a corporation
with respect to the declaration of dividends. Directors are al.lowed a broad discretion in
such cases. New York, Lake Erie, and Western R . R . v . 1ckals, 11 9 . S. 296 ( 1 6);
11 F LETCHER, CYc. CORP. ( perm . ed . 1932) § 532 5.
'""'During the period of the Great War and immediately following, the gas and electric
utilities, both local and holding companies, fared ilL Many of them were in arrears on
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and there is no reason to suppose it will be any different in the future
without greater restrictions being imposed on corporate management.
V.

SAFETY OF PRINCIPAL

In addition to a steady rate of income the investor also desires a
minimum of risk as a characteristic of his investment in making a commitment. To attract his attention, therefore, the preferred stock simulates the various protective features of a fixed obligation. Thus it is
that provision is made not to issue senior or equal securities without
the consent of a majority or two-thirds of its holders ; 71 to pay at least
par value plus accrued and unpaid dividends on liquidation; 72 to redeem
it at a premium over par plus accrued and unpaid dividends; 73 and to
be represented on the board of directors in event of failure to pay dividends when due.74 These provisions will be evaluated in order.
(a)

Priority as to Assets and Earnings

The provision not to issue senior or equal securities without the consent of the majority of pref erred stockholders is an attempt to resemble
the standard covenant in a bond indenture prohibiting the issuance of
bonds having a priority over those proposed to be issued. But the
covenant in the bond indenture is absolute and does not allow senior
securities to be issued on the vote of a majority in face amount. 711
Although this is a substantial distinction it is by no means certain that
preferred stock should be protected in this respect by an absolute
covenant. 76 What is significant, however, is that the preferred stockholder, unlike the bondholder, does not have an absolute right to this
kind of protection. His right rests entirely on the will of the majority,
which majority may not always perceive the extent to which its interest
their preferred stocks. In the succeeding period of prosperity, many of these companies
made compromise offers to their preferred shareholders in order to give substantial value
to the common shares. In the majority of cases, these 'adjustment offers' consisted of the
superposition of a new 'prior preferred' preferred stock issued ahead of the old preferred
stock and the distribution of this new issue in lieu of money in the liquidation of the
unpaid dividends." DEWING, CORPORATION SECURITIES (1934) 171-172.
71
72
See note 18 supra.
See note 16 supra.
"See note 17 supra.
"See note 19 supra.
'"In the case of debentures or general mortgage bonds, additional obligations may often
be issued, but only on condition that the existing obligations will be secured pari passu
with the subsequent issues. E.g., see Article Five , Section 5 of Indenture dated August 1,
1938, securing Debentures of Lone Star Gas Corporation , S.E.C. Registrati on No. 2-3773,
Aug. 5, 1938.
"See W . H . S. Stevens, Voting Rights of Capital Stock and Shareholders, (1938) 11 J.
Bus. OF THE U. OF CHI. 331-332.
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in the corporation will be jeopardized by the issuance of a prior security.
In most cases where this type of provision is made, it only prohibits
the issuance of stock having prior or equal rights to the presently authorized stock. Although there are a few cases where a majority vote
of the pref erred stock is necessary to authorize the issuance of fixed
obligations, it is quite apparent that the lack of such an additional
proviso renders the protective character of the normal provision even
more questionable.
Perhaps the most glaring defect of this type of covenant is the almost
universal omission to place any restrictions on management in creating
floating debts, which, like bonds, necessarily have priority over preferred stock both as to dividends and assets. This defect has been recognized by a leading authority on corporation finance in the following
language:
"The chief weakness of preferred stocks as investment securities lies in the
ease with which an unscrupulous or improvident management may place bonds,
notes, and bank debts ahead of an already existing issue of preferred stock sold
originally on the assumption that there were no prior liens. The preferred stockholders in a corporation are usually investors whose concern in the management
is indirect. In the intent of their position they are partners; in reality they
have ordinarily as little to do with the actual conduct of the enterprise as
bondholders." 77

To illustrate this point the same author states that the American Malting Company began business with more than $2,000,000 cash and free
from debt. In a brief space of time the directors through improvident
expenditures had created a floating debt of $2,800,000. In the inevitable readjustment of capital structure a mortgage of $4,000,000 was
placed on the property ahead of the preferred stock. 78
Very often a corporation finds itself in need of cash for working capital. On such occasions the simplest and most direct method in raising
the necessary funds is to borrow through short-term obligations. This
can be done if the credit of the corporation is satisfactory, yet when
there are first mortgage bonds outstanding, their priority to the pledged
assets is still retained. If there are debentures or other unsecured
obligations outstanding, they will at least rank pari passu with all other
unsecured creditors. Preferred stock, however, will definitely take a
place junior to the general creditors. While it is highly desirable to
place some restrictions on management in the creation of floating debt
without the approval of preferred stock, care must be taken that such
'"DEWING, CORPORATION SECURITIES
78

ld. at 185.

(1934) 183 .
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restrictions do not become too burdensome, lest they confine management to narrow limits in its financial activities. 79
In practically every state there is either specific or general statutory
authority for amending the charter to create stock with preferences over
outstanding stock. 80 In those states having statutes which grant the
majority of stockholders only a general power to amend the charter, it
would seem that the right to amend the charter creating a class of stock
with preferences over outstanding stock has been read into the statutes.
In the cases of In re Sharood Shoe Corp. 81 and Salt Lake Automobile Co .
v. Keith-O'Brien Co. 8 2 it was held that the general power to amend the
charter permitted less than all the stockholders to create a prior pref erred stock. If not, the corporation would undoubtedly raise capital
through the issuance of fixed obligations, which usually can be done
without charter amendment. 83

(b) Liquidation Value
Fixed obligations mature at a specific date from the time of issuance.
On the maturity date the principal is returned to the investor, plus whatever amount of interest is then due. Very often in the case of income
bonds interest payments for one or two years might have accrued at
maturity date. In such a case the principal amount plus the accrued and
unpaid interest are paid to the bondholders. Preferred stock on the
other hand does not mature at any specified date, but in order to assure
the investor that his principal will be protected, it usually provides that
in case of voluntary liquidation of the corporation, the redemption value
(par or paid-in value plus a premium ) plus accrued and unpaid dividends will be paid to him before any payment is made to the common
stockholder. In the event of involuntary liquidation he will be accorded
the same treatment except that instead of redemption value he will
receive the par or paid-in value. 84
Obviously, if this sort of provision has any merit, it will depend largely
"See note 76 supra. Mr. Stevens states that absolute covenants would tend to destroy
elasticity in financing and increase the difficulties of procuring money .
ll)E.g., DEL. REV. CODE (1935 ) c. 65, § 13. See also and compare CoLO. STAT. ANN.
(Mkhie, 1935) c. 41, § 12 (a); MASS. GEN. LAws (1932 ) c. 156, § 14 ; ORE. CODE ANN.
(1930) §§ 25-224; VA. CoDE (1930) § 3792, as amended by Laws 1936, c. 403 ; W. VA.
CODE (1931) c. 31, art. 1, § 22.
11
192 Fed. 945 (D. Minn. 1912).
•45 Utah 218 , 143 Pac. 1015 (1914).
""See 7 FLETCHER, CYC. CORP. (perm. ed. 1931) § 3117 , for a summary of the law,
and a collection of cases on this point .
..See note 16 supra.
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on the extent to which the corporation will, or is bound to, protect and
conserve the assets for such an eventuality. In most well drafted bond
indentures, 85 elaborate provisions with respect to sinking funds, amortization, the maintenance of certain ratios of current assets to current
liabilities, and other restrictions, before the payment of dividends to
stockholders, and to the non-impairment of property accounts, are made
for such a purpose. It is a rare preferred stock, however, which will
receive this much protection. On the contrary, not only will substantial
protective provisions be lacking, but an almost utter disregard for what
may be considered a moral obligation to preserve intact sufficient assets
to repay the liquidation value is of ten the case.
Let us assume that preferred stock is sold at $100 per share. It is
without par value, and when issued $7 S is credited to the capital stock
account and $2 S is credited to paid-in surplus. The redemption and
voluntary liquidation value is $110 per share plus accrued dividends,
and the involuntary liquidation value is $100 per share plus accrued
dividends.
After several years' operation the corporation decides to liquidate,
but in the meantime it has paid liberal dividends to the common stockholders some of which dividends were charged to paid-in surplus. At
liquidation the common stock has little or no value and the corporation
must pay $110 plus accrued dividends on the preferred stock before
any payments may be made on the common stock. Since the paid-in
surplus has been dissipated through dividend payments-which, of
course, amounts to a contribution of capital to the common stockholders,
or if dividends on the preferred stock have been charged to this account,
such dividends represent a return of capital rather than a distribution
of earnings-there is only a capital stock liability of $7 S, which is offset
by an equivalent book value in assets out of which to pay the liquidation value of $110 plus accrued dividends. The common stock, let us
say, was issued mostly for promotional services and other intangibles.
When the assets are sold on liquidation, and the creditors have been
paid their due, it will most likely develop that the price at which the
assets are sold is much less than what their book value is. The pref erred stock's chance for recovering even its capitalized value of $7 S will
depend on how much solid asset value is represented by the common
stock contribution.
The First State Trust Co. 86 in 193 7 proposed to issue 190,000 shares
""E.g., the indenture dated July 1, 1938, securing the First Mortgage Sinking Fund
4½% Bonds, Series A, of Industrial Rayon Corp., S.E .C. Registration No . 2-3 73 5, June
29 , 1938, Exhibit B-1.
86
S.E .C. Registration No . 2-3292, July 13, 1937.
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of Class A (preferred) stock at $2 .2 S per share. This stock has a par
value of $1.00 per share and a liquidation value of $3.00. The corporation was to net $1.60 per share, thus crediting $0.60 to paid-in
surplus and $1.00 to the capital stock account. The corporation's counsel submitted an opinion at the request of the Securities and Exchange
Commission in which it was stated that there was no restriction on
payment of dividends out of this surplus. This meant that the capital
($2.25) contributed in respect of each share was protected only to the
extent of $1.00 per share.
While this is a flagrant illustration of the efforts made to protect the
liquidation value of pref erred stock, it is by no means an isolated case. 87
There have been many opinions of counsel 88 for various corporations
submitted to the Securities and Exchange Commission, representing a
good cross-section of the state laws, to the effect that there are no
restrictions on distributions from surplus in order to preserve the excess
of liquidation value over par or stated value for the benefit of the preferred stock.
In the absence of an express charter or statutory provision restricting
payments from surplus which would impair the liquidation value, but
not the capitalized value, of the pref erred stock it would appear from
the various decisions 89 that no such restriction will be imposed. The
courts when applying common law principles to this subject have held
that the principles of law, applicable to distribution upon liquidation,
have no application to questions involving the payment of dividends by
a going concern. 90
Even in the case of wasting asset 91 corporations, dividends may be
paid on common stock without setting apart adequate reserves for de"'Hearings befo re Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary on S. 10 and S.
3072, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. (1938) 405-422 .

,..Ibid.
""Penington v. Commonwealth Hotel Constru ction Corp., 18 Del. Ch . 170, 155 At!. 514
(Sup. Ct. 193 1); M ellon v . Miss. Wire Glass Co., 77 N. J. Eq . 498 (Ch. 1910), 78 At!. 710;
Fraser v . Great Western Sugar Co., 120 N . J. Eq . 288 ( Ct. Errors and App. 1935) , 185
At!. 60 ; Russell v . Amer. Gas and Elec. Co ., 152 App. Div. 136, 136 N . Y . Supp. 602
(1st Dep't 191 2) ; Equitable Life Assurance Society v . Union Pacific R. R ., 212 N . Y .
360, 106 N. E. 92 (1914).
00
Penington v. Commonwealth Hotel Construction Corp., 18 Del. Ch . 170, 155 At!.
514 (Sup. Ct. 1931); Fraser v . Great Western Sugar Co ., 120 N. J. Eq. 288 , 185 AU. 60 (Ct.
Errors and App. 1935) .
111
Corporations whose business consists of extracting minerals, ores or other valuable
properties such as mining, sand and gravel, granite, salt , etc., are considered wasting asset
enterprises.
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pletion. 92 The Delaware laws were amended to permit such dividends
to be paid after the court had previously ruled to the contrary. 93 In
this type of enterprise the source of raw material is constantly being
reduced so that unless adequate reserves for depletion are established,
there will be no assets left in the course of events.
There is a less subtle way of impairing the liquidation value of preferred stock. When a person becomes interested in tpis class of security
he wants to know how much "cushion", or margin of safety, the common
stock capital account provides. For example, a corporation might have
a common stock capitalization of $10,000,000. It now wishes to issue
50,000 shares of preferred stock at $100 per share for a total of
$5,000,000. The investor makes his purchase feeling reasonably safe
as to his principal because there is a book value of $300 in net assets
to protect his $100 share in the event of liquidation.
Later on, after the corporation has operated at a loss during which
time it has accumulated a deficit of $9,000,000, he discovers that dividend payments cannot be resumed until the deficit has been removed.
It may take several more years of earnings to wipe out this deficit, but
the management points out a short cut. The common stock will be
reduced from $10,000,000 to $1,000,000 and the difference will be
credited to the "earned surplus deficit" account. The deficit is thus
eliminated, and . dividends may be resumed forthwith. But the preferred stock's "cushion" has at the same time been reduced from $200
to $20. Furthermore, the preferred stockholder is deluded if he thinks
that he is going to receive dividends which do not represent an impairment of capital. Certainly if these accounting entries had not been
made the dividends wouid be so considered. 94 It was just this sort of
thing, among others, that was feared in the dissenting opinion in the
Matter of the North American Company. 95
When a corporation is forced to liquidate involuntarily the charter
provision relative to liquidation value in such circumstances is obviously
of slight value. In this connection Mr. Arthur S. Dewing has said:
"A corporation does not liquidate its property unless it is in severe straits,
and after every possible means for continuing the business has been exhausted.
Long before that time, the assets of the corporation have probably been pledged
or mortgaged or remortgaged and securities of all forms have been placed ahead
DEL. CORP. LAw, § 34, DEL. REV. CODE (1935) § 2066; cf. Mellon v. Miss. Wire Glass
Co., 77 N. J. Eq. 498, 78 Atl. 710 (Ch. 1910).
~ittenberg v. Federal Mining and Smelting Co., 15 Del. Ch. 147, 138 Atl. 352 (1927) .
..Cf. S.E.C. op. cit. supra note 20, at 487-488.
""Holding Co. Act, SEC Release No. 1427, Jan. 30, 1939.
02
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of the preferred stock; so that when, finally, the point of liquidation is reached
there are no assets left for either preferred or common stockholders." 96

and again:
"On the whole, therefore, one must conclude that the inclusion of a provision
protecting the preferred stockholders in case of liquidation is of more apparent
than real significance." 97

( c)

Redemption of Privilege

A redemption provision is made for approximately the same reason
it is included in a bond indenture, namely to give the corporation an
option to retire the issue whenever it is deemed propitious to do so. The
redemption price may be arranged on a declining scale, i.e., a high
premium if redeemed within a few years from date of issuance, and a
small one if redeemed at a remote time from issuance.
The corporation, of course, will not exercise this option unless it
believes it can either raise capital more cheaply elsewhere, or that it
has enough in earnings to retire the pref erred and thereby relieve itself
of the necessity of paying a fixed rate of dividends. This provision
nevertheless makes good window trimming.
(d)

Voting Rights

A good deal has already been written about voting rights and proxies,
especially with respect to common stock. 98 Indication has previously
been made that directors once elected and in control of the corporation
are most apt to stay on, especially when the corporation is a large one,
its stockholders are many, and none own a large percentage of stock outstanding.99 What has been said about common stock in this regard
holds equally true with respect to preferred stock. The management,
by controlling the proxy machinery, advances as proxy nominees only
those persons who are perfectly amenable to its will, and in this way
effectuates the reelection of the same board of directors perenially. 100
Although some new issues 101 of pref erred stock provide that the hold'"DEWING, CORPORATION SECURITIES (1934) 154.
rrld. at 156.
'"E.g., see BERLE & MEANS, op. cit. supra note 66 , at 139, and 244-246. "The proxy
machinery has thus become one of the principal instruments not by which a stock.holder
exercises power over the management of the enterprise, but by which his power is
separated from him," id. at 139.
"Id. at 246 and 381.
11 0
' /d. at 245, where the proxy is referred to as a dummy for management.
11
"E.g ., S.E.C . Registration No. 2-4114 of Wisconsin Gas and Elec. Co., Item 17, June 30,
1939. Most issues do not include the right to vote for directors unless there is a default
in dividend payments.
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,ers shall have one vote for each share held, there is no reason to
suppose they will exercise any more control over the corporation than
the widely separated and voting common stockholders. When there is
supposed to be a shift in control after a default in dividend payments,
the same management invariably continues in office. 102 By controlling
the proxy machinery the management offers only its own nominees to
the voting stockholders for the election of directors. 103 There are no
opposing nominees unless an independent committee solicits proxies in
opposition to management. But the well-nigh insuperable barriers which
any such committee must overcome104 have kept such opposition to a
bare minimum.
Moreover, even though a committee is formed, its motives will not
always be altruistic. 105 In fact some committees have been formed
simply as a nuisance to management, frequently resulting in a "settlement," which is paid out of the corporation's treasury. 106 We have
already seen how a large preferred stockholder at first opposed, and
later cooperated with, management to the detriment of the remaining
preferred stockholders, 107 and this is not at all uncommon. 108 It would
thus appear that the acquisition of control of the corporation by the
preferred stockholders, when the contingency occurs which by right
should vest them with it, is at most a matter of conjecture, with the odds
in favor of management's retention of it.
However, there is another class of voting right which belongs to the
preferred stock at all times, and that is the right to vote on certain pro12

See note 65, supra; cf. also the record of the Maytag Company during 1932 -1933 .
Dooo, SECURITY ANALYSIS (1934), 222-223.
1()3In the matter of Wisconsin Gas & Elec. Co., H olding Co. Act, SEC Relea5e No. 1646,
at 6, July 21, 1939, a provision was made that the preferred stock would elect as a
class two additional directors in the event that four dividend payments were in default;
and that when twelve dividend payments were in default, the control would shift to
the preferred stock. Ostensibly, the first two directors elected to represent the preferred
stock would see to it that the proxy nominees would be persons not under the domination
of the presently controlling directors. However, the question arises-who will nominate
the first two directors to be elected by the preferred stockholders? See also note 19 supra.
'°'Such as the opposition of bankers, inertia of investors, organization long after management has presented its plan, financing of solicitation (management is fin anced by the
corporation), and the inaccessibility to stockholders' lists ·and the obstructionist tactics of
management to prevent outsiders from obtaining these lists. See S.E .C., op. cit. supra
note 20, at 9-10.
l("'See S.E.C., R eport on the Study and Investigation of the Work, Activities, Personnel and Functions of Pro tective and R eorganization Committees, Part I ( 1937) 671-862.
""'Id. at 691.
iarsee note 67 supra.
1118
Cf. S.E .C., op. cit. supra note 105, at 671-862.
1<

GRAHAM AND
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posed amendments to the corporate charter. 109 This voting right is to
be distinguished from the contingent right to vote for directors. There
is no struggle for control involved in these cases, but there is the question of adequate disclosure in the material sent to the stockholder for
the solicitation of his vote. Experience has shown that the disclosures
pertaining to the proposed amendment have been far from adequate.11°
The various state statutory requirements with respect to notice are
quite inept. 111 Delaware, among several other states, permits corporations to make their own notice provisions in the by-laws, and sets no
minimum standards both as to content of the notice and as to the number
of days before the stockholders' meeting in which it must be given to
them. 112 In those states which have minimum requirements, the stockholder's position is not much improved, if at all, because of the paucity
of information required to enlighten them, 118 and the shortness of time
between receipt of notice and the meeting which in many cases is only
ten days.11 4 None of these statutes require a disclosure of information
necessary to make an analysis of the proposed amendment, or that the
stockholder be apprised of the significance of the contemplated change.
If perchance a corporation should voluntarily submit sufficient information, the time allowed to study it, and to rally opposition if the plan
is objectionable, is far too short.
Especially when the proposed amendment calls for a recapitalization,
merger, or consolidation, is it essential that complete financial data be
furnished to the stockholder if he is to act intelligently. Yet these data
1

supra.
See S.E.C., op. cit. supra note 20, at 135-148.
u'Jd. at 469-473.
WDEL. REV. CODE (1935) § 26; see also N . J. REV. STAT. (1937) tit. 14, C. 11 , § 2;
cf. CAL. Crv. CooE (Deering, Supp. 1933) § 314; OHIO GEN. Coo-E (Page, Supp. 19261935) § 8623-44.
uaE.g., ARK. Drn. STAT. (Castle, Supp. 1931) § 170lbl; Mo. ANN. CODE (Flack, Supp.
1935) art. 23, § 19; N . Y. STOCK CORP. LAW § 45 , as amended by Laws 1924, c. 441 ,
§ 12; cf. IDAHO CooE ANN. (1932) § 29-132 , and § 29-145 . The type of information required ranges from a statement of the proposed amendment in the language to be used
in the charter to a statement of the "the purpose" of the meeting, or "the business proposed
to be transacted," which obviously are too vague to be of any real value. In this
connection see S.E.C., op. cit. supra note 20, at 4 70-4 71.
11
'These statutes require a ten day minimum: DEL. REV. CooE (1935) § 26; IDAHO CODE
ANN. (1932) § 29-132; ILL. STATE BAR STATS. (1935) c;. 32, § 27; Mo. ANN. CoDE
(F1ack, Supp. 1935) art. 23, § 19; N . J. REV. STAT. (1937) tit. 14, c. 11 , § 2; N. Y .
STOCK CORP. LAW § 45, as amended by Laws 1924, c. 441, § 12; OHIO GEN. CODE ANN.
(Page, Supp. 1926-1935) § 8623-44. Cf. ARK. Die: STAT. (Castle, Supp. 1931) § 170lbl
(5 days); CAL. C1v. CODE (Deering, Supp. 1933) § 314 (7 days); COLO. STAT. ANN.
(Michie, 1935) c. 41, § 4 7 (30 days).
oeE .g., see note 18

110
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are usually quite incomplete and generally unsatisfactory. 1115
Inasmuch as these plans are promulgated by management, whose interests are for the most part in conflict with the preferred stockholders,116
they are, naturally enough, conceived not without bias. They are
drafted by skilled corporation lawyers in such a manner as to obscure
clear analysis, very often unintelligible to professional investors. 117 Ingenious arguments in favor of the plan are presented in seemingly
detached and impartial tones, which to the unsophisticated investor are
most persuasive. Eventually management scores a victory through this
technique by mustering the required majority of assenting votes.
It has been asserted118 that there are two ways of protecting pref erred
stock from attacks designed to weaken its investment status. The first
method is to provide unqualified covenants, such as-no bonds or prior
securities shall be issued while the present pref erred stock is outstanding, etc., and the second method is to give the preferred stockholders
a class vote on these matters. The former method is thought to be too
rigid. 119 If the latter method is the more desirable one from a practical
standpoint, it certainly falls short of its objective when the stockholders
are inveigled into a vote predicated on ignorance.
We have already seen how inadequately state laws help the stockholders in this respect. 120 Perhaps the only effective means of securing
this protection is through federal legislation, and in this connection witness the proxy rules relative to Section 14 of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. 121 The proxy rules, however, are applicable only to securities which are listed on national securities exchanges. Now there are
large corporations whose common stock is listed on an exchange but
whose preferred stock is sold in the over-the-counter market. In such
cases the proxy rules would apply to the common and not to the pref erred stock. In the second place only a small fraction of the total
volume of securities outstanding is traded on exchanges.122 There is a
bill123 now pending in Congress, popularly known as the Federal Corporation Licensing Bill, which, among other things, purports to regulate the financial management of corporations operating in interstate
UOSee S.E .C., op. cit. supra note 20, at 136.
See note 42 supra.
u'See S.E.C. , op. cit. supra note 20, at 116 and 136.
uesee STEVENS, op. cit. supra note 76 , at 331.
u•see note 79 supra.
uosee notes 112, 113, and 114 supra.
121
48 STAT. 881, 15 U. S. C. §§ 78a-78b (1934): Rules X-14A-1 to X-14A-9 .
-See Fed. Legis. (1939) 27 GEORGETOWN LAW JouRNAL 333.
ms. 330, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939).
118
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commerce. It is not intended in this article to examine the provisions
of this bill, but the point is made that the provisions pertaining to stock
voting have been analyzed and found wanting. 1 2-i
The disclosure requirements under the Securities and Exchange Commission proxy rules are quite comprehensive, and should go a long way
in rectifying this weakness of the right to vote, but, as heretofore stated,
their jurisdiction is very limited. Like the Securities Act of 1933,1211
the disclosures made are of ten beneficial to a person who knows little
or nothing of corporate finance. Unlike the Securities Act of 1933, there
is no stop order126 sanction, the application of which suspends the
effectiveness of a registration statement when the Commission has
found that there has been a failure by the registrant to disclose material
facts for the information of the investor.
Dean Landis of Harvard Law School, formerly Chairman of the
Securities and Exchange Commission, has had this to say about proxies:
"In this connection I was interested in your suggestion on page 384 that a
stockholder should be allowed to vote 'yes' or 'no' by mail instead of merely
having the usual alternatives of not sending in his proxy if he disagrees with
any given proposition. Though this would seem to be desirable in many ways,
there is sound doubt as to its real value due to the average stockholders' indifference and his lack of comprehension of corporate questions.
"It is not merely a question of interest in the corporation-many have that,
at least insofar as dividends are concerned. The more difficult question is to
educate the ordinary security holder to an extent where he will be able to appreciate and comprehend corporate problems. Frankly, I do not believe that the
average stockholder is capable of mastering the many involved problems that
arise. I believe that we must recognize that corporate management must be
given certain responsibilities, and that the stockholder must take the risk of the
management's performing their obligations faithfully and to the best interest
of the stockholders. It is a risk which is inherent in our economic system." 127
V.

CONCLUSION

If the past record of performance of a corporation is unsatisfactory,

and the potentialities for a repetition of the same kind of performance
are still present, the conservative investor will be uninterested in speculating about the possibilities for future success of such an enterprise. The
only time he concerns himself with the future is when the corporation's
""See Fed. Legis. (1939) 27 GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL 1092, 1103.
121
48 STAT. 74 (1933) 15 U. S. C. §§ 77a-77aa (1934).
aesection 8 (d), Securities Act of 1933, 48 STAT. 74 (1933), 15 u. s. C. §§ 77a-77aa (1934).
urLetters of Dec. 12, 1934 and Jan. 25, 1935, from the then Commissioner James
M. Landis, later Chairman of the S.E.C. to W. H. S. Stevens. See Stevens, Voting
Righi of Capital Std.ck and Shal'eholders, (Oct. 1938) 11 U. OF Cm. J. Bus. 341.
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past record has been good. Even then his speculation about the future
is of a negative nature, because he is mostly interested in determining
whether there is any likelihood the corporation's business activities will
decrease. In other words his main interest is in the preservation of the
status quo 128 of a successful enterprise.
If it is at all permissible to accord this same treatment to preferred
stock at large, it would appear unnecessary to give any consideration to
its probable future. However, to those persons who continue to have
faith in this type of security, decisions such as K eller v. Wilson & Co. 129
and Havender v. Federal United Corporation130 must have been decided
whether there is any likelihood the corporation's business activities will
triumph in its expected renascence. Others think that unless there is
federal regulation 131 over corporate practises, no material improvement
of its status can be expected, due to the laxity of state corporation laws.
But it has been doubted by some that such regulation as proposed by
the present Senate bill132 for the licensing of corporations will do any
more than scratch the surface, and may even give rise to new evils. 133
One authority has stated134 " • •• that the position of a bond in default
is little better than that of a non dividend-paying preferred stock without bonds ahead of it." The degree to which this statement is challenged should be in direct proportion to what was in the authors' minds
when they used the expression "little better than" .
In the first place, a bond is normally secured by a mortgage on the
corporation's property, and so the proceeds from the sale of such property must first be distributed to the bondholders. If this is insufficient,
the bondholders then share equally with the general creditors until the
deficiency is paid to them. In the second place preferred stock without
bonds ahead of it will be a very rare stock indeed, if there are no general creditors ahead of it, including ordinary accounts payable and
unsecured notes payable to banks and others.135 The general creditors
128

lt is, of cou rse, underst ood that the proceeds fr om th e sale of bo nds a re often used
fo r plant expansion, but even so the purchaser of such bonds will demand adequate
protection of existing property value, and ample coverage of earnin gs over interest charges.
m 190 At!. 11 5 (Del. Sup. Ct . 1936).
130
2 A. (2d) 143 (Del. Ch . 1938), and 6 A . (2d) 618 (Del. Ch . 1939).
i:ncj. H earings bef ore S ubco mmittee of the Committee on the J udiciary on S . 10 and
S . 3072, 75th Cong., 3rd Sess. (1938), especially t estim ony of William Z. Ripley , pp. 263282 . Cf. also testimo ny of Robert H . O'Brien , id. a t 401 -428 .
""S. 330, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (1 939) .
"'"E .g., see Fed . Legis. (1939) 27 GEORGETOWN LAW J OURNAL 1092 .
134
GRAHAM & DODD, SECURITY ANALYSIS (1 934) 154.
196
See note 96 supra.
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must all be paid in full before the pref erred stock is entitled to anything.
In the third place, the apparent effect of Chapter 10 of the new National
Bankruptcy Act1 36 on corporate reorganizations seems to be an adherence
to the doctrine of strict legal priorities,137 which should tend to overcome
the rather widespread belief that the bondholder is very apt to receive a
worse fate than the stockholder in a corporate reorganization which has
been approved by a bankruptcy court.
It is thus clear that under our bankruptcy laws, a real distinction is
made between a stock and a bond. And it is just that distinction which
points at the fundamental weakness of pref erred stock as a vehicle for
investment. It is realizable that a bondholder will not always recover
his principal on the liquidation of a corporation, but he would recover
more than would a pref erred stockholder in the same corporation.
Attempts have been made to give pref erred stock an equal standing with
general creditors,1 38 but the courts in such cases do not accord them
that status.139
It was previously stated 140 in this paper that the T wentieth Century
Fund has recommended that there be a greater use of equity rather than
debt financing by corporations. From a social point of view this might be
highly desirable, but from an individual point of view it seems quite
unlikely to happen. The new Trust Indenture Act 141 as well as the
new National Bankruptcy Act 142 both tend to broaden rather than minimize the distinction between fixed obligation securities and preferred
equities. In other words, the additional benefits bestowed upon the
bondholder as a result of these acts should make debt securities all the
more desirable as an investment security.
13!52 STAT. 840, 11 U. S. C . § 1 (Supp . 1938).
137
The Securities and Exchange Commission is autho rized t o pass upon the fairness of
plans of reorganization submitted to it by the court. In several of its reports to the
courts, the Commission has taken the position that where the value of the co rporation's
property is insufficient to meet the claims of creditors, it wo uld be unfair to them to
allow participation by the preferred or common stock without furth er contribution by
th em. See In the Matter of National Radiator Company S.E .C. Corporate R eorganization
Release No . 10, where it is stated at page 6, "The fairness of not recognizing junior
interests where no value exists for them has been judicially recognized," citing In re 620
Church St. Building Corp., 299 U. S. 24 (1936).
"'"See In re Feckheimer Fishel Co., 212 Fed . 357 (C. C. A. 2d, 1914) .
"'"See 15A FLETCHER, CYc . CoRP. (Rep!. Vol. 1938) § 7482; 11 id. (perm. ed. 1932)
§ 5290 et seq.
0
" See note 24 supra.
mPu b. L. No. 253, 76th Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 3, 1939).
""52 STAT. 840, 11 U. S. C. § 1 (Supp . 1938).
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It is submitted that unless future preferred stock issues are accompanied by a speculative feature, such as warrants to purchase, or the
right to convert into common stock, there will be no substantial weaning
of the investor from debts to preferred equities. In fact, if this is not
done there is very apt to be a decline in its popularity. The preferred
stock might then be deemed a "quasi-investment" security, with no
further pretense of affording the same kind of protection to the investor
as does a bond. An alternative would be a cumulative and participating
pref erred stock. By using one of these features, pref erred stock would
be recognized for what it actually is-an equity security and nothing
more. And as an equity its chief interest should be in increasing profits,
with a right to participate in those profits. There is a class of investor
to which this type of security would have a strong appeal.
If there must be an alleviation of bond interest charges during
economic depressions for the good of our national economy, a solution
of the problem is more likely to be found in measures dealing directly
with the subject than in hoping for a general movement away from bonds
and towards equities on the part of investors. It is no part of this paper
to find a solution to the problem raised by the Twentieth Century Fund.
It is suggested, however, that either a further use of income bonds be
made, or some sort of debt moratorium laws be enacted, which would
become operat,ive after the chief executive found an economic emergency
existed. Such findings might be based upon an abnormal percentage of
bankruptcies. Any corporation which could prove to the satisfaction
of a government body that it should suspend interest payments in order
to survive, would be permitted to do so until the emergency was over.
AUSTIN P. SULLIVAN

RECENT DECISIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW-Appeal To Court-Procedure After Remand
Where a decision of the Federal Communications Commission, including a full
statement of facts and grounds therefor, had been reversed and the cause had been
remanded for proceedings in accordance with opinion and order of court, Held, that
the Commission had the duty to comply with that order, and (unless leave of court
were obtained to reopen the case for some exceptional reason) to reconsider the
matter on the record and in the light of the court's opinion, and that such duty would
be enforced by writ of mandamus. Pottsville Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Communications Commission, 105 F. (2d) 36 (App. D. C. 1939), cert. granted, Oct. 9, 1939, 7
U. S. Law Week 361.
In 1936 the Pottsville Broadcasting Company applied to the Federal Communications Commission for permission to construct a radio station at Pottsville, Pennsylvania.
An examiner recommended granting the application, but upon exceptions by an
intervenor, the Commission reversed the examiner on the grounds that applicant's
showing of financial ability was not satisfactory and that the principal stockholder
of the applicant was not a resident of Pottsville.
On appeal, the Commission was reversed as to applicant's financial responsibility.
Pottsville Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Communications Commission, 98 F. (2d) 288
(App. D. C. 1938). The court stated that heretofore the Commission bad not made a
practice of rejecting applications on the ground of residence of the applicant, and
presumably would not have done so in this case for that reason alone. The case
was therefore remanded for reconsideration as to this matter, the court stating that
the adoption of such a policy was a matter within the discretion of the Commission,
but that it should be applied with substantial uniformity.
Upon remand and without referring to the question of residence of the principal
stockholder the Commission denied the application of the Pottsville B'roadcasting
Company without prejudice, announcing that it would be considered in a new
proceeding along with later-filed applications of two other parties for the same
facility, and that the construction permit would be granted to that applicant who,
in the judgment of the Commission, would best serve the public interest.
Upon application of the Pottsville Broadcasting Company, a writ of mandamus to
compel the Commission to consider its application upon the original record, and upon
the one question remanded, was granted in the principal case.
It is established that after a judgment on appeal in a federal equity proceeding,
with a remand to the lower court, the latter may not reopen the case, nor permit
any new defenses to be entered, nor do anything with the case other than settle
so much as bas been remanded; and such compliance with the judgment of the higher
court may be compelled by writ of mandamus. In re Potts, 166 U. S. 263 (1897).
Appeals from the Federal Communications Commission to the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia are governed by the provisions of the Communications Act of 1934, 48 STAT. 1064, as amended May 20, 1937, 50 STAT. 189, 47
U. S. C. § 402, which provides " ... the Commission shall ... file a full statement of
the facts and grounds for its decision as found and given by it. ... The court ...
shall have power, upon such record, to enter a judgment affirming or reversing the
decision of the Commission" ... and in the latter event ... "shall remand the case to
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the Commission to carry out the judgment of the Court. ... The Court's judgment
shall be final , subject, however, to review by the Supreme Court." It is further
provided that the rev:iew shall be of a judicial character.
The basis for the decision of the principal case is that this statutory appeal can only
be properly carried out under the principles described above for the equity appeal,
and , therefore, the Commission may only consider upon remand what it is permitted
to consider by the court.
The Commission contends that it is bound only by what the court actually decides,
and is free to consider any additional matters after remand. This view finds support
in the statement in Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson Bros. B. & M. Co., 289
U. S. 266 (1933) at page 278 , that " The provision that, in case the Court reverses
the decision of the Commission, 'it shall remand the case to the Commission to carry
out the judgment of the Court' means no more than that the Commission in its
further action is to respect and follow the Court's determination of questions of law."
In view, however, of the actual question at issue in that case, this statement can hardly
mean more than that the court is to confine itself to matters of law and not attempt
to substitute its discretion for that of the Commission.
There seems to be no good reason why an administrative tribunal should not completely adjudicate a case before appeal to a higher tribunal, and the position of the
court in this case appears eminently reasonable. Furthermore, it is supported by the
recent case of Perkins v. Elg, 307 U. S. 325 (1939 ), in which the Secretary of State
was required by decree in a declaratory judgment action to issue a passport which he
had denied solely on the ground of lack of United States citizenship. Both the lower
court and the Supreme Court had found Miss. Elg to be a United States citizen, but
the lower court had refused to issue the decree on the ground that issuance of a passport is an act of a discretionary nature. It is submitted that if a court may compel an
administrative officer to perform a discretionary act which he has refused to perform
because of an error of law, it may compel an administrative body such as the Federal
Communications Commission to consider only those matters which have been remanded to it by an appellate court.
According to the ratio decidendi of the principal case, it is logically immaterial
whether the Federal Communications Commission would originally have been
justified in considering the three applications on a comparative basis. The signiii.cant
fact is tha t it did not so consider them before the application of the Pottsville
Broadcasting Company was finally denied and therefore placed within the jurisdiction
of the court ; or alternatively, that the Commission did not obtain permission from
the court to reconsider the application after the remand. However, a further basis
for the decision in this case is found in the Federal Communications Commission
rule that " the Commission will, so far as practicable, endeavor to fix the same date
. . . for hearings on all applications which ... present conflicting claims ... excepting.
however, applications filed after any such application has been designated for hearing. " While this exception is not in form mandatory, it is not seriously denied that
the Commission has interpreted it as denying the later applicants, unless they file
before the earlier application has been set for hearing ( which neither did in this case)
the right to be considered upon a comparative basis with the earlier application.
In Colonial Broadcast ers v. Federal Communications Commission, 105 F. (2d) 781
(App . D . C. 1939 ), the Commission was sustai,1ed in its refusal to consider the second
application on a comparative basis with the first, when the second was filed after the
first had been designated for hearing.
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It is obvious that a body such as the Federal Communications Commission should,
as far as possible, proceed upon definite and stated principles of adjudication and
rules of procedure applicable alike to all, in order to safeguard against, and avoid
!uspicion of, yielding to political pressure or to " unlawful action in the public interest."
In the Pottsville case, it declined to establish a definite policy as to "absentee owner!hip" of stations, but instead attempted to compare a number of applicants, which it
did not offer to do before appeal, notwithstanding the fact that in the Colonial case,
supra, where it was willing to grant a permit to the first applicant, it excluded the
second from such consideration.
Refusal to adopt definite principles of adjudication is a certain index of arbitrariness.
Adoption of one procedure for a favored applicant and another for a disfavored one is
far from equitable, however well-founded the Commission's preferences may be.
The hi~tory of the Commission's dealings with the Pottsville Company's application
offers an object lesson of the necessity for that finality of appellate determination
insisted upon in the principal case.
It is submitted that the judgment in the instant case is supported by adjudications
of the Supreme Court, and is necessary for a reasonably prompt termination of
proceedings and the securing of respect for and compliance with appellate determinations by administrative bodies.
PAUL FITZPATRICK

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW-Health-Opportunity To Be Heard
A city fire ordinance provided that wooden buildings within the fire limits, which
were damaged to the extent of fifty per cent or more of their value, should not be
repaired but rather should be demolished upon the order of the city council. A
building of this description, insured by the plaintiff, was partially damaged by fire
and, without notice to the plaintiff, a lawfully appointed appraisal committee reported that the damage exceeded fifty per cent of its value. On the basis of this
report ( which the ordinance made final and conclusive) the council published a
resolution directing the destruction of the building (in which case, under the state law,
the plaintiff, as insurer, would be liable for the face value of the policy as for total
destruction by fire). Leaming of this, the plaintiff requested to be heard before the
council in order to demonstrate that the damage to the building did not justify its
condemnation. No response having been made to this request, the plaintiff filed a bill
in equity in the federal district court to enjoin the enforcement of the abatement
order. The statute authorizing the elimination of nuisances, on which the ordinance
was based, provided for a hearing on all the evidence, such hearing on the merits to
be obtainable by any aggrieved party on appeal to a superior administrative board
to be established by the council. The statute further provided that a decision by
this board of appeals was reviewable by certiorari in a court of competent jurisdiction,
the appeal to operate as a stay of the administrative action ( except in emergency
cases) , and the reviewing court being authorized to take evidence, in addition to the
administrative record , for use in making its determination. The district court, after
a full hearing on the merits, enjoined the enforcement of the abatement order, concluding that the appraisal report was without foundation in fact , the damage being
considerably less than fifty per cent of the value of the building. On appeal, H eld,
affirmed on the grounds that the record substantially supported the findings of the
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district court. New Hampshire Fire Insurance Co . v. Murray, 105 F. (2d) 212 (C. C.
A. 7th, 1939).
In the circuit court of appeals the main difficulty was to determine whether it (i.e.,
the circuit court) was reviewing judicial or administrative findings. This depended
upon whether the particular findings of the council should be placed on a parity with
the opposed findings of the district court, it being admitted, at p. 216, that "generally
it may be said that administrative adjudications, consistent with procedural due
process and proper statutory authorization, are accorded the same respect as judicial
determinations." The court, however, found that the administrative declaration
involved was not the equivalent of an administrative adjudication. The court said,
"What constitutes an administrative hearing is determined by the facts and circumstances of the situation. Thus, the nature of the administrative action, the nature
of the situation acted upon, and the legislative policy are factors to be considered,"
p. 216, n. 2. Acting on this premise the court concluded that the council had failed
to give an administrative adjudication as contemplated by the statute, but instead,
had issued an administrative order based on a mere ex parte determination, denying
to the plaintiff the appeal to which it was entitled. Therefore, in a formal sense, there
was no administrative record available for review on certiorari, which form of writ, the
court said, at p. 216, "can only apply to administrative action taken in judicial form
after a bearing, or where there is at least a record upon which the writ can act."
Several leading cases were cited to support the proposition that, in cases like the
instant one, involving ex parte determinations of administrative bodies, a de nova
trial is to be granted. Whether or not the court was correct in this contention, even
though this was a bill in equity and not an appeal by certiorari, the complete bearing
afforded the plaintiff in the district court appears to have been supported by the provision of the statute that the reviewing court might take evidence which should constitute a part of the proceedings upon which the determination of the court should
be made. Having in this manner disposed of the initial problem the court
went on to hold at p. 217: "Since the plaintiff was refused a hearing (by the council),
it would seem that he was entitled to a hearing in the courts. Our task, in such a case,
would be to review the findings of the district court, where the hearing was given."
Consequently, the court applied the substantial evidence test to the findings of the
district court, and as stated above, held that they were substantially supported by the
record. At the same time the court pointed out that, "If the hearing had been given
by the common council or a superior administrative body (as provided for in the
statute ), the extent of judicial review on the district court would properly have been
an application of the substantial evidence rule to the administrative findings," p .. 217,
( italics supplied ).
Although the injunctive relief afforded the plaintiff was affirmed by the circuit court,
the latter tribunal did not agree with a conclusion of the district court that the council
acted beyond the sphere of its jurisdiction and that consequently the abatement order
amounted to the taking of property without due process of law. The circuit court
found nothing unconstitutional in the council's actions, saying, at p. 21 7, "We are
aware of the established rule that a hearing in the administrative stage is not a prerequisite to the validity of administrative action in the exercise of the police power."
In the circuit court's opinion, while the ex parte administrative findings of the council
could not be considered more than prima facie correct (the legislative policy contemplating that the plaintiff obtain a hearing on the merits at some stage of the pro•
ceeding) , yet the district court was bound to give the council's findings the proper
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weight. That the district court had failed to give this proper weight to the council's
findings, the circuit court stated it was not, on the record, prepared to hold, but it
was prepared to hold, and did bold that the defendant's contention, that the administrative findings were conclusive, was plainly erroneous.
In so holding the circuit court left unanswered (indeed, not even considered) one
seemingly pertinent inquiry. The statute (Wis. Stat. 1937 § 280.02 ) clearly set out
the procedure for a hearing to be afforded aggrieved parties under the circumstances
here involved. In denying the plaintiff a hearing before an administrative board of
appeals, the council deprived the plaintiff of this statutory right. Since the administrative remedies due the plaintiff might not yet have been exhausted, was it
necessary for the district court to go into the merits of the case? Why did it not
merely enjoin the enforcement of the abatement order until such time as the council
complied with the statutory procedure, leaving the full hearing to the board of appeals
as was contemplated by the legislature? If a solution may be suggested, the federal
courts, perhaps, felt reluctant to place themselves in the delicate position of even indirectly commanding local executive and legislative authority to provide a hearing for
the plaintiff, by issuing such a conditional injunction.
JACK W. DURANT

CONTRACTS-As Affected by Duties Impliedly Assumed by the Offeree
This was an action for breach of executory contract, one of the defenses being that
the contract was unilateral and therefore wanting in mutuality. By a written agreement specifying part-time employment, plaintiff, an experienced salesman widely
acquainted with seed dealers at home and abroad, undertook to aid defendant in
marketing 16,700,000 pounds of seed on a commission basis. The agreement did not
recite any specific acts to be performed by plaintiff, although it did provide that it was
to be ineffective in the event of sale or other disposition of the seed. When the
defendant notified plaintiff that it was terminating the agreement, defendant still had
over 3,000,000 pounds of seed. In holding that this contract did not lack mutuality,
the circuit court said, "The modern rule is that an obligation will be implied where
it is clear that such was intended." Crossland v. Kentucky Blue Grass Seed Growers'
Co-Op. Association, 103 F. (2d) 565, 567 (C. C. A. 6th, 1939).
The courts have long been troubled by the question as to whether they should enforce
as bilateral a contract which is unilateral in form but which inferentially contains
mutual obligations. Decisions rendered on this point would seem to indicate three
ways of handling the problem: (1) rigid adherence to contract principles, (2) abandonment of these principles, or (3) reasonable extension of the existing principles within
legal bounds.
By a strict construction, a unilateral contract of this nature imposes an obligation
on one side only and does not become binding until the act called for is completed.
Obviously this makes for hardship in the case of an offeree who incurs considerable
detriment in undertaking performance only to have the offer withdrawn while he is in
medias res. In 1834, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court said: "it is his folly not to
guard against it by exacting a mutual engagement instead of making a conditional one,
which leaves the party employed to earn the promised reward or not at his pleasure."
Clark v. Russel, 3 Watts 213, 217 (Pa. 1834). This is at least the simplest method of
disposing of the question.
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"At the opening of the present century the courts were still looking for a clear
promise on each side in bilateral contracts." 1 WILLISTON, CONTRACTS (Rev. ed.
1936) § 3 lA, citing Town of Laurens v. Northern Iowa G. & E. Co., 282 Fed. 432
(C. C. A. 8th, 1922); Miami Coca Cola Bottling Co. v. Orange Crush Co., 296 Fed.
693 (C. C. A. 5th, 1924); Perfection Mattress & Spring Co. v. Dupree, 216 Ala. 303,
113 So. 74 (1927); National Surety Co. v. Atlanta, 151 Ga. 123, 106 S. E. 179
(1921); Bustonaby Bros. v. R evardel, 71 Misc. 207, 130 N. Y. Supp. 894 (N. Y.
City Ct. 1911).
A departure from legal principles may reach a facile equitable solution for the immediate problem but it is a questionable method of adjusting the law under our system
of jurisprudence. The California Supreme Court in 1902 considered a case in which
the defendant offered to pay the plaintiff railroad company a certain sum after the
completion of its road. Plaintiff purchased a franchise and had done considerable work
when defendant withdrew its offer. The court recognized the unfairness which would
result if it held this a unilateral contract. It did not, however, investigate the possibilities of an implied promise on the part of the offeree such as might support a
contract bilateral ab initio. Instead it determined that partial performance of a
unilateral contract would transform it into a bilateral one. "When the respondent
purchased and paid upwards of $1500 for a franchise it had acted upon the contract,
and it would be manifestly unjust thereafter to permit the offer to be withdrawn.
The promised consideration had then been partly performed, and the contract had
taken on a bilateral character... " Los Angeles Traction Co. v. Wilshire, 135 Cal.
654, 658, 67 Pac. 1086, 1088 (1902). While the result may be desirable, nevertheless it is attained at the cost of effacing the important distinction between the two
types of contracts, which for centuries courts have recognized as vitally valid. The
California Court was moved by its heart to ignore the subsisting standard by which
the common law has developed its flexibility while retaining its general predictability,
i.e ., any reasonable adaptation of legal principles which does not impair the body of
the law. To throw this standard overboard is a dangerous and legally illogical proceeding, regardless of the end gained.
Under the impetus of Judge Cardozo, the New York Court of Appeals in a series
of vigorous decisions laid the foundation for the "modern rule" mentioned in the
principal case. Contracts were not merely considered at their face value but were
examined in connection with the surrounding circumstances under which they were
created. An express promise may have been lacking, but if, when viewed as a whole,
the agreement was meaningless unless such promise was implied, the court chose to
infer such implication. Andrews, The Decisions of the Court of Appeals in Recent
Years and How They· Have Affected Substantive Law (1927) 12 CORN. L. Q. 433.
A leading case is Wood v. Lucy, Lady Duff-Gordon, 222 N. Y. 88, 118 N. E. 214
( 191 7), where a contract granting exclusive right of marketing grantor's designs and
endorsements was held binding because an obligation to use reasonable efforts to market
them was implied. "The law has outgrown its primitive stage of formalism when the
precise word was the sovereign talisman, and every slip was fatal. It takes a broader
view today. A promise may be lacking and yet the whole writing may be "instinct
with an obligation ' imperfectly expressed . . . . If that is so, there is a contract."
Wood v. Lucy, Lady-Duff Gordon, supra, at 91. Cf. McCall Co. v. Wright, 133 App.
Div. 62, 117 N . Y. Supp. 775 (1st Dep't 1909); Moran v. Standard Oil Co., 211 N. Y.
187 , 105 N. E . 217 (1914); Grossman v. Schenker, 206 N. Y. 466 , 100 N. E. 39
(1912); Allegheny College v. National Chautauqua County Bank of Jamestown, 246
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N. Y. 369, 159 N. E. 173 (1927); Corvin, Mr. Justice Cardozo and the Law of Contracts (1939) 52 HARV. L. REV. 408; Note (1918) 3 CORN. L. Q. 290.
Wherever possible, courts tend "to interpret an offer as contemplating a bilateral
rather than a unilateral contract, since in a bilateral contract both parties are protected from a period prior to the beginning of performance on either side-that
is from the making of the mutual promises. " 1 WILLISTON, CONTRACT~ (Rev. ed.
1936) § 31A. The courts do not thereby presume to rewrite contracts. Rather they
aim to carry out the exact intentions of the parties. The shift during the past few
decades has been one of emphasis, not of principle. Courts today, as illustrated by the
principal case, are resolved to carry out the clear intentions of the parties, despite
technical obstacles usually arising from inadequate expression in the contract. The
intentions of the parties are to be determined, then , "not alon~ from words used, but
in the situation, acts, and conduct of the parties, and from their situation and the
attending circumstances, and by the inferences which mankind would ordinarily and
reasonably draw therefrom ." Kladivo v. M elberg, 210 Iowa 306, 313 , 227 N. W. 833 ,
837 (1929). Cf. Remington-Rand Business Service v. Walter J. Peterson Co ., 58 F.
(2d) 11 (C. C. A. 6th, 1932); Globe Steel Abrasive Co . v. National M etal Abrasive
Co., 101 F. (2d ) 489, (C. C. A. 6th, 1939); Kentucky Tobacco Products Co . v. Lucas,
5 F. (2d ) 723 (W. D . Ky. 1925 ); Davis v. Jacoby , 1 Cal. ( 2d ) 370, 34 P. ( 2d ) 1026
(1934); National Refining Co. v. Cox, 227 Mo. App. 778, 57 S. W. (2d) 778 (1933).
No doubt, the application of the rule discussed may at times be difficult and tedious,
but these factors alone cannot deter the courts in their desire to administer justice.
What Judge Hough declared in 1921 is still valid : " The tendency of the times is to
'take on' harder and longer jobs." Kearns-Gorsuch Bottle Co. v. Hartford-Fairmont
Co. , 1 F. (2d) 31 8, 319 (S. D. N . Y. 1921 ) .
ARTHUR A. DICKERMAN

CORPORATIONS-Mergers-Compliance with Intent and Purpose of Statute
Federal United Corporation owned all of the capital stock of Corporation Bond
and Share Company. B'o th corporations were organized under the General Corporation
Law of the State of Delaware. DEL. REV. CODE (1935) § 2033 et seq. On November
30, 1936, the parent company, by the requisite vote, took steps to merge or consolidate
with the subsidiary company. It claimed to have acted pursuant to the provisions
of the General Corporation Law, DEL. REV. CODE ( 193 5) § 2091. At the time of the
alleged merger, the parent company had outstanding, in addition to its common stock,
17,612 shares of $6.00 cumulative preferred stock upon which dividends had accrued ,
although not declared, of approximately $29.00 per share. Under the merger plan, the
holder of each share of this preferred stock, on its surrender, was to receive in exchange
therefor one share of a new $3.00 cumulative preferred stock and six shares of common
stock. The whole of the capital stock of the subsidiary company was to be cancelled,
and no stock was to be issued in exchange therefor. The complainants owned 1,044
shares of the $6.00 cumulative preferred stock and had owned it since the date of
incorporation of the parent company in 1932. Prior to the adoption of the merger
plan, they had notified the officers of the parent company that they deemed the merger
plan illegal and would not vote their stock in favor of it. On June 30, 1937, the
complainants filed their bill for injunctive relief against the corporation, praying that
they be awarded all unpaid dividends which had accumulated on their old preferred
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shares before any dividends be paid to the holders of the new $3.00 preferred stock
or of the common stock. On August 16, 1938, the Court of Chancery of Delaware
held that the complainants were entitled to an injunction against the declaration and
payment of dividends on the common stock until the arrearages had been paid on the
old preferred stock. Havender v. Federal United Corp., 2 A. (2d) 143 (Del. Ch. 1938);
(1939) 27 GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL 371. The court expressed some doubt, however,
as to whether the complainants were entitled to an injunction against the payment
of dividends on the new $3.00 preferred stock until all the arrearages had been paid
on the old preferred stock. On defendant's motion for reargument, this matter was
again brought before the court. Held, injunction granted against payment of any
further dividends on either the new $3.00 preferred stock or on the common stock until
the complainants are !hid all arrearages due on the old preferred stock held by them .
Havender v. Federal United Corporation, 6 A. (2d) 618 (Del. Ch. 1939).
At the prior argument, the court held that under the facts, the so-called merger
was, at the most, a mere technical combination of the two corporations; and that the
amendment of the defendant's charter reclassifying its stock, and the capitalization of
its surplus was its real purpose, and not merely incidental and collateral to the merger.
The precise question determined at the second argument was whether the merger of
the parent company with its wholly owned subsidiary was, in fact, a real combination
or merger, within the intent and purpose of Section 59 of the General Corporation
Law of the State of Delaware, supra, or whether it was an ultra vires act.
The first part of Section 59 provides that "Any two or more corporations organized
under the provisions of this Charter . . . . may consolidate or merge into a single
corporation." But the latter part of the same section provides that the combination
or merger agreement shall state, among other things, "the manner of converting the
shares of each of such constituent corporations into shares of the corporation resulting."
(Italics supplied.) Pursuant to the provisions of the merger agreement, all of the outstanding capital stock of the subsidiary company, the whole of which was owned by the
defendant, was cancelled, and no stock in the new corporation was issued directly to
that corporation, or to the owner of its capital stock. In view of the facts, this was a
natural and practical procedure, if permitted by the provisions of the charter and the
statute composing a part of it; but the language used shows that it was not within
the contemplation of that statute, when fairly and reasonably construed, and is, therefore, not binding on objecting stockholders, unless they have lost their rights by
some act or neglect on their part.
The complainants did not lose their rights by laches, or otherwise, since their position
was perfectly clear from the very beginning and there is nothing to indicate that the
defendant did not clearly understand it. Bay Newfoundland Co. v. Wilson & Co., Inc.,
4 A. (2d) 668 (Del. Ch. 1939). Further, based on Keller v. Wilson & Co., Inc., 190
Atl. 115 (Del. Sup. Ct. 1936), the complainants by letters dated February 10 and
March 2, 193 7, demanded payment of the accrued dividends on the old preferred
stock held by them, but such demands were refused.
The court's decision was based upon an interpretation of the statute of Delaware
governing mergers of domestic corporations. It must be remembered that the power
to merge or consolidate, unlike the power of a corporation to sell all or substantially all
its assets, is strictly statutory. It is clear that corporations have no common law
power to combine in this manner, even with the unanimous consent of their stockholders.
In other words, the power to merge or consolidate may not be implied from other,
general corporate powers. See S. E. C. REPORT ON THE STUDY AND INVESTIGATION OF
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THE WORK, ACTMTIES, PERSONNEL AND FUNCTIONS OF PROTECTIVE AND REORGANIZA·
TION COMMITTEES, (1938), Part VII, App. B, § II.
ALBERT A. CARRETTA

CRIMINAL LAW-Jury's Right to Recommend Mercy
John Ruzzo was indicted on a charge of operating an automobile upon a public
highway of the state of Rhode Island in such manner as to endanger life, resulting
in the death of another. While the jury was considering the case, they came into
court and, through their foreman, asked the trial justice if it were "permissible for the
Jury, in case the defendant is found guilty, to recommend leniency?" 'The court
told them they could if they desired, but refused to tell them, as requested by defendant, that the judge could accept or ignore their recommendation. The verdict
was guilty with a recommendation of mercy, and, on appeal, defendant relied solely
on exception to the refusal to give the instruction requested. Held, that refusal
to give this instruction, after telling jury that they could recommend leniency, was
error, but not prejudicial; and that, in absence of statute, the jury may not as a
matter of right accompany their verdict with such a recommendation, which, if made
on jury's own motion, is mere surplusage. State v. Ruzzo, 7 A. (2d) 693 (R. I. 1939) .
For centuries it has been recognized that the jury's sole function in criminal
trials is to determine the guilt or innocence of the defendant and that the court,
within limits set forth by statute, exercises its own discretion in imposing sentence;
but alongside this theory of separation of powers has grown the custom of permitting
juries to recommend leniency if they wish. Undoubtedly this time-honored custom
has been of value in enabling juries to agree on a verdict, but in the absence of
statute (by which several states in this country have made such "recommendations"
actually binding upon the court) courts have uniformly maintained that mercy
recommendations are merely advisory and not a part of the verdict itself. People
v. Keylon, 122 Cal. App. 408, 10 P. (2d) 86 (1932); State v. Doucet, 177 La. 63, 147
So. 500 (1933); State v. Frink , 1 S. C. L. ( 1 Bay) 168 (1791); 3 WHARTON , CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE (10th ed. 1918) 2125.
But courts have so generally permitted such recommendations and bowed to the
jury's wishes that it comes as something of a shock to find a court, as in the instant
case, observing that a jury may not, as a matter of right, accompany their verdict
with such advice and that if they do so on their own motion it is mere surplusage.
However, since the jury in this case acted on the court's instruction, this opinion was
dictum. The decision of the appellate court hinged on whether it was error to instruct
the jury that they could recommend leniency and refuse to tell them it was not bound
thereby. Naturally, the defendant's contention was that it was quite possible that
some members of the jury were influenced to vote for conviction by a false impression
as to the efficacy of a mercy recommendation. The appellate court agreed that this was
error but refused to remand the case because it could not be shown that it was prejudicial to the defendant. In other words, it refused to probe the minds of the
jurors and delve into the realm of speculation over whether the verdict would have
been different if the requested instruction had been given, so the defendant, though
gaining his point, was no better off for it.
However, apparently no other court in this country has gone so far as to declare
such a refusal error-prejudicial or otherwise. The leading case of State v. Doucet,
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supra, merely says the court "should" so warn the jury. The latter case is also
authority for the proposition that any intimation by the court that it will favorably
consider such a recommendation is fatal error.
The holding in the instant case that a jury does not have the right to make such
a recommendation on its own motion is carried even farther in another recent
decision, McCoy v. State, 126 S. W. (2d) 487 (Tex. 1939), in which it was held that
such a recommendation, made without the court's instruction or a request from the
defendant for a suspended sentence, was "not responsive to the charge of the court,
and should not have been received by the court," but this may or may not indicate
a trend. These two cases differ in that State v. Ruzzo, supra, held that "If such a
recommendation is made by them on their own motion it is treated as mere surplusage and of no legal effect" and does not invalidate the verdict, whereas it was
said in McCoy v. State, supra, that "The trial court had no right to accept such a
verdict; and after having accepted the same, it had no right to thus disregard a
portion thereof and accept a portion of such verdict."
In State v. Potter, 15 Kan. 302 (1875), the trial court declined to receive a verdict
with the appendage, "and we recommend his punishment to be the least amount
allowed by law," and handed the jury another blank, which was duly signed and returned by them without those words. This was held not to be error. Refusal of the
court to even allow the jury to ask during their deliberations about leniency was
upheld in People v. Mack, ll5 Cal. App. 588, 2 P. (2d) 209 (1931). And in Bran•n on v. State, 2 S. E. (2d) 654 (Ga. 1939), where the jurors before entering on their
deliberations returned to inquire whether they could recommend mercy, and the court
would use some way whereby the accused would have to serve his sentence, the court's
statement that "the court cannot; all the jury can do is to find a verdict which they
believe to be the truth, and the court can pronounce formal sentence under this
verdict," was held not error. Similar to the opinion in the case under discussion was
that of Estes v. State, 35 Okla. Cr. 335, 250 P. 809 (1926), where it was said, "It was
improper to make this recommendation in the verdict, but it does not affect the
verdict in any way and is not prejudicial to the defendant."
Thus there is considerable authority for the holding in the instant case, but that
there are widely divergent views on the subject is shown by the contrast between
State v. Jones, 74 S. C. 456, 54 S. E. 1017 (1906), where it was said, "It is always
competent for a jury to recommend mercy in any case," and State v. Matthews, 191
N. C. 378, 131 S. E. 743 (1926), in which the jury was admonished to "be content
to leave with the judge the grave responsibility imposed upon him to render a
judgment upon their verdict according to law." The attitude of most courts is reflected in State v. Doucet, supra, where the court said, "it is now and has always
been the custom for juries to make such recommendation if they see fit" and saw no
reason for condemning the practice, but State v. Vasquez, 16 Nev. 42 (1881), holds
that where the jury are not authorized by statute to recommend mercy the court
should disregard their request for instructions. The English view is typified by
Regina v. Crawshaw, Bell, C. C. 303 , 30 L. J. 58 (M. C. 1860) , where it was held that
the conviction was not invalidated by addition of a mercy recommendation to the
verdict.
Several states have endeavored to standardize procedure by enacting statutes
on the subject. Florida, New Jersey, Ohio and South Carolina have made mercy
recommendations binding upon the court. Notes (1927) 17 A. L. R. 1117, 1120, and
Delaware, Louisiana, New Mexico , Tennessee and Texas, with some variations ; notes
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(1922) 17 A. L. R. 1117, 1140; (1933) 87 A. L. R. 1362, 1367, have empowered
juries to recommend leniency without making it mandatory for the court to follow.
Georgia statutes make recommendations binding in some types of cases and advisory
in others.
B'u t even statutes do not entirely clear up the situation. State v. Dodson, 16 S. C.
453 (1881), holds that, even where the jury is empowered by statute to recommend
mercy, the court did not err in not instructing on this matter in a murder case where
not requested to do so and where there was no evidence indicating mitigating circumstances. And in People v. De Renna, 166 Misc. 582, 2 N. Y. S. (2d) 694 (N. Y.
City Cts. 1938), the court in a spirit of unusual self-abnegation exceeded a New York
statute Penal Law, § 1045-a, which is couched in permissive language, saying a jury
"may" recommend life imprisonment for first degree murder, and that, on such
recommendation, the court "may" sentence accused to life imprisonment. The court
expressed reluctance to disregard such recommendation and held it to be mandatory.
DEE C. BLYTHE

EQUITY-Injunction to Restrain Publication of Confidential Information by Administrative Bodies
In November 1938, the Securities & Exchange Commission obtained from the
Secretary of the Treasury permission to use in a public hearing certain confidential
reports of bank examiners made to the Comptroller of the Currency with reference
to plaintiff bank. Notice of public hearing was given, and in preparation therefor,
on January 10, 1939, the Commission issued a subpoena duces tecum, which was
served upon the cashier of plaintiff bank in San Francisco, ordering him to appear
in Washington within four days and produce substantially all records of the bank
relating to numerous banking transactions over a period of ten years; another subpoena was issued and served on the bank's vice-president requiring him to appear in
Washington within three days with all records relating to nearly 200 loans made by
the bank. The bank then brought this suit to prevent disclosure in public hearing by
the Commission of information obtained from the Secretary of the Treasury, and sought
an injunction restraining the Commission from enforcing the subpoenas, as unreasonable
in their scope. The district court heard the case on the merits and dismissed the
complaint. Held, ( 1) that the subpoenas in the form served were entirely unreasonable; ( 2) that delivery to the Commission by the Secretary of the Treasury of the
examiner's reports was authorized and legal, but use of such information was confidential and could not be published. Bank of America v. Douglas, 105 F . (2d) 100
(App. D. C. 1939).
The question whether equity will lend its aid by the issuance of an injunction to a
petitioner seeking relief from the orders of an administrative body, provided with a
"statutory" system of appeal seems to have been well settled in the negative. Myers
v. Bethlehem Shipping Corp ., 303 U.S . 41 (1938). The Securities & Exchange Act of
1934, 48 STAT. 881, 1S U. S. C. § 78, provides for the usual method of enforcing subpoenas issued by the Commission through application to a federal court. Thus , the
statute gives an adequate legal remedy to one seeking a test of the validity of
subpoenas issued by the Commission and thereby effectively precludes interference by
a court of equity through restraining injunctions. This view was expressed in Federal
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Trade Commission v. Millers' National Federation, 47 F. (2d) 428 (App. D. C. 1931),
and adopted by the Supreme Court in Federal Power Commission v. Metropolitan
Edison Company, 304 U. S. 375 (1938), where the court, in considering a virtually
identical section (307, c) of the Federal Water Power Act, 41 STAT. 1077 (1920), 12
U.S. C. § 791 (1934) as amended by 49 STAT. 857 (1935), 16 U. S. C. § 825 (Supp.
(1938), held at pp. 386-7, "the Statute confers no authority on the Commission to
enforce its directions to appear ... save by application to a Federal Court. ... Upon
such application by the Commission for the enforcement of its orders respondents
would have full opportunity to contest its validity. See Jones v. Securities Exchange
Commission, 298 U. S. l." The authority and scope of these two case~ remain unchallenged by the present decision. Though the court held an injunction would properly issue, it was careful to point out that if the present suit had been solely for
injunctive relief against the subpoenas, its decision must needs have been governed by
the previous cases. It is at this point that the present decision introduces a qualification of the rule. Appellant had not only asked for injunctive relief from the subpoenas, but also had invoked the jurisdiction of the court on the grounds that an
irreparable injury would be done its business if the information obtained from the
Secretary of the Treasury were published in open hearing by the Commission.
Equity jurisdiction may always be invoked when other remedy is entirely lacking and
it is essential to preserve rights which may be irreparably injured, even though complainant seeks to enjoin the bringing of a criminal action, Philadelphia Co. v. Stimson,
223 U. S. 605 (1912); Shields v. Utah Idaho Central R. R., 305 U. S. 177 (1938).
This principle has been recently applied by the Supreme Court to cover publication
by an administrative body of information, namely cost data, which it is alleged would
do irreparable injury to the conduct of petitioner's business. Utah Fuel Co. v. National
Bituminous Coal Commission, 306 U. S. 56 (1939); Norwegian Nitrogen Products v.
United States, 288 U.S. 294 (1933). Thus, by the expedient of praying for relief from
threatened disclosure of information in a public hearing by an administrative body,
the entire question, including that of the reasonableness of the subpoenas, is thrown
open to the court. The basis· of this wandering afield seems to be the application of
an old maxim to a new purpose. A court of equity "ought to do justice completely
and not by halves, and to this end having properly acquired jurisdiction of the cause
for any purpose, it will ordinarily retain jurisdiction for all purposes." Rice & Adams
Corp. v. Lathrop, 278 U.S. 509 (1929).
The requirements of the Fourth Amendment against unreasonable searches and
seizures have long been held to extend to requests for production of corporate records.
Hale v. Henkel, 201 U.S. 43 (1906); Federal Trade Commission v. American Tobacco
Co., 264 U. S. 298 ( 1924); Federal Trade Commission v. Baltimore Grain Co., 267
U. S. 586 ( 192 5). The rule being securely established, the chief difficulty lies in determining whether or not the particular subpoena meets the test that it have at least
"that degree of certainty which is practicable considering all the circumstances of the
case." United States v. Babcock, 24 Fed. Case No. 14,484, at 908 (C. C. E. D. Mo.
1876). Mere relevancy is not the sole test; the broadness of the subpoena's terms,
under the circumstances, being the governing factor. Hale v. Henkel, supra. In the
instant case the court felt that the demands of the Commission were so broad as to
unreasonably interfere with the conduct of plaintiff's business.
The case presents a further point which, in the light of ever-expanding requests by
governmental agencies for information, clarifies considerably the extent to which such
information may be used by the agency. The Commission requested and received
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from the Secretary of the Treasury authorization to examine various reports made
by the Bank to the Comptroller of the Currency, and to use such information in a
public hearing. It was upon this information that the Commission issued its subpoenas.
It is a familiar principle that subpoenas issued upon unlawfully acquired evidence
are themselves unlawful. Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United States, 251 U. S. 385
(1920); Agnello v. United States, 269 U. S. 20 (1925); Byars v. United States, 273
U. S. 28 (1926). An injunction will lie to prevent public disclosure of such information unlawfully obtained. Utah Fuel case, supra; American Sumatr(l) Tobacco·
Corp. v. Securities & Exchange Commission, 93 F. (2d) 236 (App. D. C. 1937). The
entire question thus turns on the authority of one administrative officer to furnish
another with confidential information, and if there is such authority, whether the
information so obtained may be used in public he.aring. In such a situation Congress
may resolve the doubt by express statutory prohibition such as is found in connection
with the records of the Census Bureau, or by specific authorization of their use in
confidence. Federal Farm Loan Act, 42 STAT. 1458, 12 U. S. C. § 1091 (1923);
Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, 47 STAT. 8, 15 U.S. C. § 608 (1932). However, in most cases the statutes are either silent on the point or ambiguous. Congress
has vested in the head of each department authority to prescribe regulations not
inconsistent with the law for the custody, use and disposition of its records and papers.
REV. STAT. § 161 (1875), 5 U.S. C. § 22 (1934 ), and it is not contrary to law when
the head of the department, in the absence of express prohibition, furnishes another
administrative official with confidential information obtained by his department.
The basis of this is the well-established rule that an administrative regulation made
under general statutory authority is not to be disregarded or annulled unless in the
judgment of the court it is plainly and palpably inconsistent with law. Boske v.
Comingore, 177 U. S. 459 ( 1900). Even though the authority to furnish information
be legally established, there remains the question whether such information may be
given to the general public. The determination of this seems to depend, according
to the decision of the court in the present case, on the character of the records. If
they have been regarded by long-standing administrative practice as confidential, and
the statute is silent or ambiguous as to their character, then according to the ruling in
the instant case they shall be treated according to the administrative practice, and, if
confidential, cannot be released to the general public.
FRANK X. BROWN

EQUITY-Investment Banking-Non-disclosure of Withholding Agreements and
Purchasing Activities
Appellant was an investment banking corporation, whose principal business was
underwriting and dealing in securities. In June, 1935, it undertook to acquire
10,000 shares of the Murray-Ohio Manufacturing Company stock for distribution in
over-the-counter sales. The Murray-Ohio Company had only 60,000 shares outstanding, and about one-half of these were owned by several large stockholders. The
Otis Company purchased nearly 5,000 shares, and entered into 60-day withholding
agreements with other stockholders, so that it had control of approximately one-third
of all the outstanding stock for the 60-day period. It then began dominating the
buying side of the stock on the exchange, and inaugurated its over-the-counter distribution of the stock, offering it for sale priced "at the market" . Held, the failure to dis-
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close withholding agreements and purchasing activities whose object was to restrict
tl?,e supply and stimulate the demand was the concealment of a material fact, the
disclosure of which was necessary in order to make statements made by the company
in its sale offering, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not
misleading, and an injunction was properly issued to prevent the continuation or
resumption of such violation. Otis & Co. v. Securities & Exchange Commission, 7
U. S. LAW WEEK 321 (C. C. A. 6th, Sept. 18, 1939).
In addition to the requirement in Section 5 that there be filed a registration statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission and a prospectus furnished the
purchaser, Section 17 (a) (2) of the Securities Act of 1933, 48 STAT. 84, 15 U. S. C.
§ 77 q (a) (2) (1934) prohibits the use of an untrue statement of a material fact
necessary in order to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances
under which they were made, not misleading. The omission of a material fact which is
required to make the offer not misleading constitutes a violation of Section 17 (a) (2).
Coplin v. United States, 88 F. (2d) 652 (C. C. A. 9th, 1937), cert. denied 301 U.S. 703
(1937); cf. United States v. Brown, 79 F. (2d) 321 (C. C. A. 2d, 1935), cert. denied
296 u. s. 650 (1935).
The Securities and Exchange Commission, acting in a quasi-judicial capacity in
finding the necessity for issuing a stop order against a registration statement, has held
that the non-disclosure of withholding agreements and purchasing activities which have
a substantial influence on the price of a security constitute an omission of a material
fact if the securities are offered at the market price. In the Matter of Rickard Ramore
Gold Mines, Ltd., Securities Act 1933, SEC Release No. 1476 (1937); In the Matter
of Canusa Gold Mines Ltd., Securities Act 1933, SEC Release No. 1507 (1937); In
the Matter of Old Diamond Gold Mines, Ltd., Securities Act 1933, SEC Release No.
1576 (1937).
When made for the purpose of replenishing supply, purchases for stabilization are
legal under both the Securities Act of 1933, supra, and the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, 48 STAT. 889, 15 U. S. C. § 78 (1934). Otis & Co . v. Securities & Exchange
Commission, supra. But the evidence showed that the Otis Company was doing more
than replenishing its supply, for it was buying much more than it was selling. From
May 9, 1935, when it first entered the market, to June 25, 1935, it purchased 82%
of the stock sold; from June 25, when the withholding agreements were made, to
August 26, when they expired, it purchased 91 % ; from August 26 to November 20,
it purchased 62%. On November 18 the Securities and Exchange Commission instituted an investigation of the Otis Company's activities in Murray-Ohio stock, and
two days later the company ceased buying the stock. It continued its over-thecounter distribution of the stock, however, until February, 1936. While this intense
buying activity was in progress, and the withholding agreements went into effect,
the market quotations reacted as follows: May 9, 4.½; May 31, 8.½; June 21,
IO.½; July 9, 16, a three year high, which it maintained through August, and increased
to 19 by September 30.
The dealer was offering to sell the stock "at the market," and stated to its customers
that the stock was "an attractive speculation at current price levels" and that "higher
earnings for the company . . .. should affect the market price of this stock' accordingly." The withholding agreements and purchasing activities, however, created a
situation contrary to implications of the offer to sell, for "at the market" is understood
to refer to current stock exchange quotations and implies a price standard that reflects
the operation of a market that is free and open, at least as far as the offeror is concerned. Otis & Co. v. Securities & Exchange Commission, supra.
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In Coplin v. United States, 88 F. ( 2d) 652 (C. C. A. 9th, 1937), cert . denied 301 U.
S. 703 ( 193 7), the defendants called their customers' attention to the rising price of a
&tock on the Seattle Mining Exchange, and the evidence showed that the price rose
because of the buying and selling on the Exchange by the defendants themselves and
the bids they placed at gradually higher prices. The defendants argued that their
market practices were legal, but the court pointed out that "the crucial question
here is not the illegality of the practices, but their concealment from the customer."
Id. at 661.
The Otis case was an injunction suit arising under Section 20 (b) of the Securities
Act of 1933, supra, which provides that an injunction shall issue if a person "is engaged
or about to engage" in an act or practice which is forbidden. The Otis Company
ceased buying Murray-Ohio stock on November 20, 1935, but continued selling it until
February, 1936. The suit was instituted on April 1, 1936. The district court found
that the appellant was "about to engage" in further violations. Securities & Exchange
Commission v. Otis & Co., 18 F. Supp. 100 (N. D . Ohio 1936). The circuit court
found this construction reasonable, as based upon the inference that a like course of
conduct might be continued or resumed, especially in view of the fact that the
defendant insisted that its practices were legal; the court added that each sale
effected by a misleading statement constituted a violation of the Act. It pointed out
that the Act would have slight efficacy if it required that a person be "engaged or about
to engage" in a violation at the time of suit, for then the institution of an investigation would warn him to suspend his activities. The purpose of the Act is to protect
the investing public, and to render it effective it must be possible to enjoin violations,
even though they do not extend to the time of the commencement of the suit, when
there is a reasonable presumption that the practices will be resumed in the future.
Otis & Co. v. Securities & Exchange Commission, supra; cf. Cutten v. Wallace , 80 F.
(2d) 140 (C. C. A. 7th, 1935 ) .
In Securities & Exchange Commission v. Torr, 87 F. (2d) 446 (C. C. A. 2d, 193 7) ,
the court held that, for an injunction to issue, it was not necessary to show a
threatened irreparable injury, but would be sufficient if the statutory conditions for
injunctive relief were shown. But an injunction was refused in that case, because
the defendants had ceased the violative practices, and a majority of the court felt
that there was no inference that the conduct would be repeated in the future.
JOHN W. KOPECKY

INSURANCE-Group Purchasing of Medical Care-What Consti tutes InsuranceConditional Sales.
The appellee Association, a non-profit organization composed of employees of
federal agencies, furnished extensive medical services to its members and their families
for a specified fee per month. For this purpose the Association maintained a salaried
staff of physicians. The Association was ordered by the Insurance Commissioner
of the District of Columbia either to cease operations or comply with the insurance
statutes. This action is an appeal from a declaratory judgment obtained by the
Association holding that the Association was not engaged in the business of insurance
within the meaning of the District of Columbia insurance statutes. Held, affirmed,
Jordan v. Group Health Ass'n., (App. D . C. Sept. 11 , 1939) 67 Wash. L. Rep. - .
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It is well established that the business of insurance "so affects public welfare as to be
a proper subject for reasonable regulation by the state."

Hartford Ins. Co. v. Gibson,
256 Ky. 338, 334, 76 S. W. (2d) 17, 20 (1935); German Alliance Ins. Co. v. Lewis,
233 U. S. 389 (1913); (1938) 37 MICH. L. REV. 323. Such regulation is designed to protect policy holders against fraud, by imposition, insolvency, and misappropriation of funds by insurance companies and their agents. However, pressure
of business and social needs has given rise to the use of various devices, such as replacement guarantees, as inducements in the sale of goods. Some of these guarantees
contain technical elements of insurance. They have been recognized as desirable in
the economic and social order. The judicial problem arises in determining, in situations in which elements of insurance are commingled with other objectives, the line
between those schemes in which compliance to such laws is desirable and those in which
compliance is undesirable.
Judicial and statutory definitions do not determine the problem; they are, generally, mere repetitions of technical insurance elements. The resulting confusion has
prompted courts to establish other criteria to determine whether or not a given
transaction falls within the statutes regulating insurance. One such test, frequently
imposed, is control. If the contingency involved is within the control of the contractor
the transaction is not insurance within the meaning of the statutes. Thus, agreements
to cancel balances due, in the event of death of the debtor, on a sale of furniture and
on unpaid installments on a promissory note, have been held to constitute insurance.
Missouri K. & T. Trust Co. v. Krumseig, 77 Fed. 32 (C. C. A. 8th, 1896); Attorney
Gen. v. Osgood Co., 249 Mass. 473, 144 N. E. 371 (1924); (1924) 24 CoL. L. REv.
802. The test of control is more frequently applied, however, in regard to indemnities
accompanying the sale of goods. When so applied, this test takes the form of the
distinction between warranties and insurance. To remain a simple warranty, the
contingency must not include hazards arising outside of, and unrelated to defects in
the article sold. Thus, it was held to constitute insurance for a manufacturer to issue
a certificate with each article sold by which he agreed to replace the article with a new
one if the first were lost through burglary or robbery. Ollendorf Watch Co. v. Pink,
279 N. Y. 32, 17 N. E. (2d) 676 (1938); (1938) 51 HARV. L. REV. 1298. A contract
to sell tires with a guarantee of replacement of value, against all road hazards, with the
exception of fire and theft, was held to be indemnification against risk beyond the
promissor's control in Duffy v. The Western Auto Supply Co., 134 Ohio St. 163, 16
N. E. (2d) 256 (1938) .
The test of the major purpose of the contract has also been employed to determine
the desirability of regulation. Here, the question is whether the risk element involved,
or something else to which it is related in the particular plan, is its principal object
and purpose. This question often arises in relation to contracts of services on contingency and in conditional sales contracts. In conditional sales a primary insurance
purpose is made out if the inducement is more than incidental to business promotion.
Hunt v. Public Mut. Benefit Foundation, 94 F. (2d) 749 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1938). Contracts for medical services rendered under conditions similar to the plan involved in
the principal case were held not subject to the insurance statutes. Fishback v. Uni-versal Service Agency, 87 Wash. 413, 151 Pac. 768 (1917) . They may be considered
contracts of services on contingency, the formation of which had as their paramount
purpose the services rendered and not the assumption of the incidental risk involved.
However, contracts for legal services rendered to physicians arising from malpractice
suits were held to be insurance within the meaning of the particular insurance
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statutes. Physicians' Defense Co. v. 0' Brien, 100 Minn. 490, 111 N. W. 396 (1907).
This distinction in legal effect is explained by the smaller contingency and risk of loss
involved in medical, as contradistinguished from legal, services. Medical services are
usually more nearly continuous. Under the major purpose test, departments maintained by railroad and manufacturing companies, for the purpose of providing relief
or payment of benefits in the case of accident or sickness of their employees, are
generally held to be exempt from the laws regulating insurance. Beck v. Pennsylvania
R . R., 63 N . J. L. 232 (1899 ); Colaizzi v. Pennsylvania R . R., 208 N. Y. 275, 101
N. E. 859 (1913 ); Cim,prich v. Pennsylvania R. R. , 118 Pa. 5, 180 At!. 51 (1935).
They may be regarded as merely one phase of the business of operating a railroad
or manufacturing company.
The necessity for regulation in regard to public policy and welfare is a third test.
This test is closely related to the dominant purpose of the statutes. Whether or not
there is a basis for regulation is determinative. Application of this test necessitates
subjecting to insurance laws ma:ny forms of burial associations, which, under the other
tests might escape regulation, being considered as prepayment for anticipated funeral
services. State v. Wichita M ut. Burial Ass'n., 73 Kan. 179, 84 Pac. 757 (1906);
Oklahoma S. W. Burial Ass'n. v. State, 135 Okla. 151 , 274 Pac. 642 (1928 ) ; State v.
Mutual Mortuary Ass'n., 166 Tenn. 260, 61 S. W. (2d ) 664 (1933 ) . The basis for
regulation lies in the fact that deception and fraud may be practised upon the public
in such cases. Oklahoma S. W . Burial Ass'n. v. R ead, 135 Okla. 151, 274 Pac. 642
(1928) . Philanthropic and benevolent associations are not regulated by the insurance
statutes because of their humanitarian aims , even though elements of insurance are
present. Northwestern Masonic Aid Ass'n. v. Jones, 154 Pa. 99, 26 At!. 253 ( 1893 ).
As will be shown, this test affects the determination of every class of cases involving
risk elements.
The particular tests vary in applicability with the factual situation, courts applying
one or more of them to given situations at will. At times, conclusions drawn from two
different tests conflict in a given situation. The primary purpose test has been contrasted with the control test in the Duffy case, supra, ( 1938) 48 YALE L. J. 117, 121.
Consideration of the purpose test left no doubt that the sale indemnity was merely
an inducement incidental to the primary purpose of promoting business. This gives
rise to the question which test or what combination of tests, is ultimately conclusive.
In the Duffy case again, public policy ( third test ) dictates that the transaction be
regulated, because of its threat, in its unregulated form , to the strictly · regulated
companies dealing in automobile insurance. This consideration not only tips the scale
in favor of the conclusions drawn from the control test in that case but points an
answer to the question. It is suggested that the necessity of the regulation test is simply
a different way of stating the dominant desire of carrying out the purpose of the
statutes, while the major purpose and control tests are merely means employed to
accomplish this purpose. It would be illogical to so weight the means as to put them
in the position of negation of the end. It follows that at least a concurrence of the
public welfare or necessity for regulation test is essential to acceptance of conclusions
drawn from other criteria.
It is pertinent to point out that it is the ordinary type of stringent insurance
statute which is referred to when the desirability of exemption from compliance of the
mentioned devices is discussed, not insurance laws, per se. Milder regulatory law for
this field ought to be welcomed. As already stated, some devices are fraught with less
possibility of menace to the public than others. The object of the tests is to
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differentiate those which require less stringent regulation, from those which require
more. It is submitted that a great deal of confusion, conflict, and injustice would be
eliminated by legislative enactment of insurance laws with several degrees of severity,
from the nominal to the stringent.
In the principal case , the Group Health Association is concerned principally with
having services rendered at lower prices, made possible by quantity purchasing and
economical operation. Its primary purpose as a consumer cooperative is to reduce the
cost rather than the risk of medical care. To apply to this non-profit organization the
ordinary statutes of insurance, entailing large reserves and expensive reports, would
result, not in regulation , but in destruction of a socially desirable agency.
SAMUEL WEINTRAUB

LABOR LAW-Refusal to Bargain Collectively
U.A.W., an affiliate of the C.I.O., comprising a majority of the employees, submitted
a form of contract to the employer to be recognized as the sole bargaining agent of the
employees. The employer ignored it and while the plant was still closed, signed a
closed-shop agreement with the rival A. F. of L. affiliate. The N. L. R. B'. found that
the C. I. 0 . affiliate was at the time of the signing of the contract and prior thereto
the exclusive representative for the purpose of collective bargaining under Sec. 9 (a)
of the N. L. R. A., 49 STAT. 452, c. 372 , § 8, 49 STAT. 453, c. 372, § 9, 29 U.S. C. 158,
159 ( 193 5) . It ordered the employer to cease and desist from unfair labor practice
and to bargain collectively with the C. I. 0 . unit upon request. The employer's contention that there was no unfair labor practice committed because the C. I. 0 . affiliate
attempted " to bargain for all of the employees instead of the appropriate unit," the
court declared, could not be sustained because the act of the employer in entering
into a closed-shop agreement with the rival union "precluded all further attempts on
the part of (U. A. W.) to secure the recognition to which it was entitled," and that
"such conduct constituted a refusal to bargain with the designated representative of
its employees in an appropriate unit." Held, that the findings of the board were
supported by evidence and the orders should be enforced. One judge dissented.
National Labor Relations Board v. National Motor B earing Company, 105 F. (2d )
652 (C. C. A. 9th, 1939).
In a number of cases where the employer has attempted to avoid bargaining collectively with the majority group by contracting with the minority, under sections
8 (5) and 9 (a) of the N . L. R . A., 49 STAT. 45 2, and 49 STAT. 453 , 29 U. S. C. 158
(5 ), 159 (a), the N . L. R. B. has found refusal to bargain collectively with the appropriate unit an unfair labor practice. In the Matter of Z enite M etal Corporation, 5
N. L. R . B. 509 ( 1938) , modified and enforced in National Labor R elations Board v.
Zenite M etal Corp. , 102 F. (2d) 1006 (C . C. A. 7th, 1938). Where there are representatives selected for such a purpose by a majority of the employees, an employer
must not negotiate with any other group which is attempting to bargain for all the
employees, In the Matter of Elbe File and Binder Company, Inc., 2 N. L. R. B. 906,
Case No. C-158 (1937 ), even if the majority group is uncertified by the Board, In the
Matter of Louisville R efining Company, 4 N. L. R. B. 844 (1938) , modified and
enforced in National Labor R elations Board v. Louisville R efining Co ., 102 F. (2d)
678 (C. C. A. 6th, 1'939 ) , and his ignorance of the majority status of the union so
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claiming will not justify his failure to bargain with it if it did exist in fact, In the
Matter of American Radiator Company, 7 N. L. R. B. 1127 (1938), aff'd, National
Labor Relations Board v. American Radiator Co., 102 F. (2d) 974 (C. C. A. 8th, 1938);
In the Matter of Burnside Steel Foundry Company, 7 N. L. R. B. 714, Case No. 339
( 1938). By voluntarily joining a labor organization an employee in effect designates
that labor organization as his representative for the purposes of collective bargaining.
In the Matter of Campbell Machine Company, 3 N. L. R. B. 793, Cases Nos. 249, R-25O,
R-251 (1937). But See Donnelly Garment Company v. I . L. G. W. U., 21 F.
Supp. 807 (1937). Besides, where the employer has by means of unfair labor
practices ignored the appropriate group for collective bargaining, he cannot plead
lack of majority status as an excuse for his refusal to bargain collectively. In the
Matter of Arthur A. Colten and A. J. Colman , 6 N. L. R. B'. 355 (1938), enforced in
National Labor Relations Board v. Kiddie Kover Manufacturing Co., 105 F. (2d)
179 ( C. C. A. 6th, 1939). It becomes obligatory upon him to recognize the union
which is the exclusive representative and negotiate with it as such. National Labor
Relations Board v. Biles Coleman Lumber Co., 98 F. (2d) 16 (C. C. A. 9th, 1938) ,
and not even a shut-down of a plant will relieve him from bargaining collectively.
In the Matter of Somerset Shoe Company, 5 N. L. R. B. 486, Cases Nos. C-278, R-343,
R-344 (1938). Employees must have, however, an absolute proof of majority before
a case of refusal to bargain collectively could be made out. In the Matter of Titan
Manufacturing Company, 5 N . L. R . B'. 577 , Case No. 81 (1938), enforced in National
Labor Relations Board v. Titan Mfg. Co., 106 F. (2d) 254 (C. C. A. 3rd, 1939). The
Titan case does not apply here because in that case while evidence did not warrant the
board in finding an appropriate unit, in the instant case representatives of the majority
of the employees, the board found, already were in existence at the time employer
entered into an agreement with the minority union. In In the Matter of R emington
Rand, Inc., 2 N. L. R . B. 626 (1937), aff'd, National Labor Relations Board v. Remington Rand, Inc. , 94 F. (2d) 862 (C. C. A. 2nd, 1938), cert. denied, 304 U. S. 576
(1938), the court inferred that employer's resfual to negotiate with the appropriate
unit was motivated by his rejection of collective bargaining and not because of his
doubt as to the appropriate group.
Too, courts have discouraged employers from bargaining with individuals to
avoid collective bargaining, In the Matter of Atlas Bag and Burlap Company, 1
N. L. R. B. 292, Case No. ·C-34 (1936); In the Matter of Taylor Trunk Company,
6 N. L. R . B. 32, Case No. C-286 (1938), subject to some modifications, Metropolitan
Insurance Company v. N. Y. State L. R. B., 168 Misc. 948, 6 N. Y. S. (2d) 775
(Sup. Ct. 1938).
And the courts have adjudicated these cases in accordance with the intent of
Congress. H. R. REP. No. 1147 , 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935); SEN. REP. No. 573,
74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935).
However, in spite of the decision in the principal case, the employer's cause is far
from being lost. His remedies are numerous. The presence of an appropriate bargaining unit and representatives is a condition precedent to valid collective bargaining,
49 STAT. 453, 29 U. S. C. 159 (1935); and even if these elements were present,
nevertheless, bargaining could be dispensed with where it would be futile, In the Matter
of Jeffrey-De Witt Insulator Company, 1 N. L. R. B. 618 (1936), aff'd, National Labor
Relations Board v. Jeffrey-De Witt Insulator Company, 91 F . (2d) 134 (C. C. A. 4th,
1937) , cert. denied, 302 U. S. 731 (1937), or where exclusive representatives are improperly chosen, 49 STAT. 453 , 29 U. S. C. 159 (1935), or if excessive demands are
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made, negotiations may be temporarily suspended, National Labor Relations Board v.
Remington Rand, supra. He is not bound to agree, National Labor Relations Board
v. Jones and Lat,ghlin Steel Corp., 301 U. S. 1 (1937), nor accede to the demands as
long as he makes reasonable bona fide efforts, In the Matter of the St. Joseph Yards
Company, Old N. L. R. B. Case No. 218 (1935). The employer may become a party
to a voluntary contract with a minority group where there is no one in the field,
United Shoe Workers of America v. Wisconsin L. R. B., 227 Wis. 569, 279 N. W. 37
(1938), or replace the striking employees and assure permanent employment to the
ones who succeed provided be is not guilty of any unfair labor practice and be is made
a victim of a strike after the failure of negotiations, National Labor Relations Board v.
Mackay Radio and Tel. Co., 304 U. S. 333 (1938), or after negotiating with an exclusive union, contract individually, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. v. N. Y. State
L. R. B., supra. Also he might contract for a closed shop in conformity with the
act and justify his conduct which otherwise would be unfair. Williams v. Quill, 277
N. Y. 1, 12 N. E. (2d) 547 (1938).

J.

MORITA

TORTS-Defamation by Radio
Defendant broadcasting company leased its facilities to a commercial advertising
corporation for the transmission of a series of sponsored radio programs over one of
its networks. The lessee paid the salaries of all participants in these programs; but,
the script for each performance was submitted in advance to defendant for examination before the broadcast, and followed exactly by performers at rehearsals in
defendant's studio after approval. The defamation for which plaintiff seeks damages
was spoken by an employee of the lessee during a broadcast over defendant's network.
The remark was neither in the prepared script nor was it made at the rehearsal, but
was an extemporaneous and impromptu statement interjected, "ad lib," under circumstances which precluded anticipation on the part of defendant or lessees, and the
brevity of the remark was such that it was uttered before transmission could be
suspended. Held, defendant company is not liable for an interjected defamatory
remark made by an agent of one who leases its facilities where it appears that the
lessor exercised due care in the selection of the lessee, and, having edited and inspected
the script, had no reason to believe that a remark of this nature would be made.
However, where an agent or employee of the broadcasting company makes the
defamatory remark, it is liable, unless the remarks are privileged and there is an
absence of malice. Summ,it Hotel Co. v. National Broadcasting Co., 8 A. (2d) 302
(Pa. 1939).
The trial court held defendant's liability was absolute though without fault, and
the fact that it had rented its facilities to another to broadcast non-defamatory programs, and that the defamatory interjection was without warning were immaterial.
In Sorenson v. Wood, 123 eb. 348, 243 N. W. 82 (1932) such an absolute liability
was imposed on the owner of a broadcasting station for defamatory remarks read from
a written speech, and the court held that there was no exception to this rule in the field
of broadcasting, thus extending the rigid common law libel as applied to the publication
of newspapers to this new field. In the Sorenson case it should be noted that the jury
assessed damages at only one dollar. "This suggests that the rule of absolute liability
for such utterances might be based on an erroneous premise." McClellan, Censorship
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of Radio Broadcasts (Unpublished thesis in the Georgetown Law School Library,
1938). However, the ·case has received substantial support in subsequent decisions.
Coffey v. Midland Broadcasting Co. , 8 F . Supp. 889 (W. D . Mo. 1934) ; Irwin, v.
Ashurst, 158 Ore. 61, 74 P. (2d) 1127 (1938); Miles, v. Louisi Wasmer, Inc. , 172
Wash. 466, 20 P. (2d) 847 (1933 ). The principal case may be distinguished from the
Sorenson case in that here the defendant bad rented its facilities to a lessee for the
purpose of sponsoring a legitimate program. It is interesting that this is the first time
this precise question has come before an appellate court in the United States or England.
Pennsylvania has given but scant consideration to the principle of liability without
fault when applied to personal injuries, Faiola v. Calderone, 275 Pa. 303, 119 Atl. 539
(1923); and holds that the doctrine prevails only as to injuries to land. This court
has refused to follow Rylands v. Fletcher, L. R . 3 H. L. 330 (1868 ), which case imposes
liability on a landowner for the escape of non-dangerous substances from his land to
that of another. Pennsylvania Coal Co . v. Sanderson, 113 Pa. 126, 6 Atl. 453 (1886).
In the principle case in commenting on the doctrine of absolute liability the court said,
at page 306, " . . . it may be stated that the doctrine of absolute liability without fault
has little or no place in torts involving injuries to the person, and its extension from the
law of trespass to land has rarely been looked upon favorably in this State. In all of
the exceptional cases there is a common ground of either antecedent negligence, or the
assumption of a known risk of harm to others by intentional conduct. ... Against the
few exceptional situations in which absolute liability may have been applied, stands
the great weight of modern authority that no man should be held liable for an
unintentional injury resulting from performance of a lawful act without negligence or
wilful misconduct."
The rule chiefly relied on by plaintiff in the principal case is the one of absolute
liability as applied to newspapers printing defamatory publications and followed in the
Sorenson case and those states which have accepted its authority. This rule of
liability was first conceived in the English case of Thorley v. Lord Kerry, 4 Taunt. 355,
128 Eng. Re. 367 (C. P. 1812), and adopted by the Supreme Court of the United
States in Peck v. Tribune Co ., 214 U. S. 185 (1909). This state not only has refused
to recognize the analogy of the newspaper and broadcasting station, but bas held
that the publisher of such a paper is only liable where he failed in the exercise of
due care. Clark v. North American Co., 203 Pa. 346, 53 Atl. 237 (1902); see Bigelow
v. Sprague, 140 Mass. 425, 5 N . E . 144 (1886); and HARPER, TORTS (7th Ed. 1933)
236. For the court to compare a broadcasting company to a newspaper is fallacious,
as it is easily possible for the publisher to know in advance what is to be printed,
while it may be said the radio broadcasting company deals at arm's length with its
performers. Editing and correcting radio copy is no insurance, for a departure from
the approved script will remain unnoticed until uttered. A radio station is like the
"lessor of a hall or an auditorium wherein speeches or performances are given ... ,"
Censorship of Radio Broadcasts, supra, at 64. The principal case recites substantially
the same opinion at page 308. In communications by telegraph the rule of due care
has been invoked. Summit Hotel Co . v. National Broadcasting Co., supra, at 309.
But see Peterson v. Western Union Tel. Co ., 65 Minn. 18, 67 N. W. 646 (1896),
(where the defendant company was held liable for transmitting a libellous message to
third persons).
The Summit case admits that the real difficulty is the result of an attempt to adapt
to the new tort of radio defamation rules of liability applicable in other fields of
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kindred but not identical ypes of wrong. Is radio defamation libel or slander?
(193) 26 GEORGETOW:S LAw.JoUlL'\AL 4 - . (193) GEO. \\ASH . L. REv. 1·;- and
( 1934) 19 ~frcH. L . REY. 611,639. The principal ca e follows Lhe Sorenson vpinwn in
Lhat such defamation i libel rather han slander. Rea ding of defama ory sta ements
from a written manuscript has lon° been held both the u erance oi a lander and
the publication of a libel. Case de Libel/is Famosis • Co. 12"a. ii Eng. Re. 2"0,
( tar-Chamber 160- ; Lamb's Case 9 Co. -9b. ii En°. Re. 22 , ( tar-Chamber
1610) · 11yder v. Andrews 6 Barb. 43 (- · . Y. 1 49 ). RE TATEYE-·T, TORT (193 )
"6 pro,;des tha ·'The area of dissemination the delibera e and premeditated
charac er of i publication and the persis ence of he defamatory conduc are
factors to be considered in determining whe her a publication i a libel rather than
a slander." In Locke \. Be,i on & Bo,des, 2 ·3 App. Di\·. 69, 2 :\". Y. . (2d) I ·o
(ls Dep·t 193 ) the court discussed he difficul y in classiiyin° radio defamation as
either libel or slander. but as in the u11.mi case held such differentiation im.m.a erial.
The Kew York coun in Locke ,-. Gibbons 164 ~li c. i 299 _·. Y. _upp. 1 ( up.
Ct. 193; ) held ·ad lib"' tatements were lander and not libel. But see ( 193 ) l i ORE.
L . REv. 31 · (1932) 66 -. . L. REY. 63i. 640--1 · (193 ) 9 AIR L. REv. 32
(speaker and not broadcasting company liable for 'ad lib'' ta emen s) .
In reYersing the trial coun· harsh rule of absolute liability the court was desirous
of formulatin a rule which would no impose too heavy a burden on the industry, but
at the same time secure a high de!!Tee of pro ection o the public or those who may
be injured. ee Guider Liability for Defamati<m in Political Broadcasts (1932) 2
J. RAI>ro L. 0
712
13.
hould a broadca er be jud0 ed liable withou faul
for a defama ory remark which is regarded as libel, he mi 0 ht then become guilty of
criminal libel · though. a in the Summit case he is a- innocen oi wrong as one could
possibly be. D ue care in the _election of the lessee on the pan of the company and
examination and editing of broadcas scrip in cases like he principal one· and in
cases imilar to the Sorenson decision where there · no !es ee and no malice or
prh;Jege, to predica e liability on the ground of negligence, eem o be the be er
bases of tort liability rather than one of absolute liability.
It has been suggested that since the Federal Go,·ernment has left the determination
of radio defamation up to the seYeral tates Censorship of Rad-0 Broadcasts supra,
at 61 · that the ,·ariou state legisla ures enac similar l~oislation o tha of Iowa in
the manner of a uniform radio ac . KELLER. FEDER-U. Co:sTROL OF DEF.-UL\no.· BY
R-U>ro (193 ' ) 32. The Iowa legisla ure bas enac ed tha radio broadcasters are held
only to the exercise of proper care in their broadcas , and the burden is on the dedefendant toe tabli b e,;dence of uch care. Iowa. LAW OF 19'i. H.F. 302; (19')
9 AIR L . REv. 339.
ED'i\"ARD E.

TOCK.ER

TR STS-Tracing Trust Funds-Inability to Find Trust Property Gi\-es ~o Lien
on Bankrupt Trustee s Estate
The GoYernmen filed claim against a bankrupt estate for tax liabili y under the
Social Security Act, 49 TAT. 636 et seq. (193 -) 42 . S. C.
1001 et seq. ( upp.
193 ) . .-\ltho h the claim was entitled to the priority gi,·en to taxes under ec.
64b of the Bankruptcy Act, ·2 TAT. 74 11 -. . C. 104 ( upp. 193 ) the GoYemment demanded a better position for 96.23 of the claim. This amount represented
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the sum withheld by the bankrupt from her employees' wages as prescribed by Sec. 802
of the Social Security Act, 49 STAT. 636 (1935), 42 U. S. C. § 1002 (Supp. 1938) . The
$96.23 admittedly could not be identified or traced into any specific property that came
into the trustee's hands . The referee rejected the claim of a trust or lien against
the entire estate. Held, The referee's order is affirmed ; a beneficiary who cannot find
trust property has no lien nor charge spread over the entire estate of the faithless
trustee. In re Frank, 25 F . Supp. 1005 (S. D . N. Y . 1939 ).
The established rule, governing the rights of a cestui que trust against a faithless
trustee who has used or dissipated a trust fund , is that the beneficiary is on the same
level with other creditors of the trustee, even if the latter is bankrupt, unless the
trust res can be traced into specific property of the trustee. Schuyler v. Littlefield, 232
U.S. 707 (1914 ); In re Hicks, 170 N . Y. 195, 63 N. E . 276 ( 1902 ); 4 BOGERT, TRUSTS
(1935) §§ 862, 921 ; RESTATEMENT, TRUSTS (1935 ) § 202. Under this rule, the
beneficiary "is not given a charge upon the general estate of the trustee, on the ground
that that estate has been enriched at his expense, but is merely allowed to hold a
charge upon the specific account or fund into which his money has gone, and in which
equity can presume that it still remains. " Hewitt v. Hayes, 205 Mass. 356, 362, 91
N. E. 332, 334 (1910) .
Although the strict rules of the earlier law as to the particularity of tracing the
trust fund into its product have been relaxed, especially in respect to monies in trust,
still the diverted trust must be traced into some specific property. There can be no
special remedy for the beneficiary who can only show that the trustee used the fund
in meeting ordinary expenses or personal obligations; because in such cases tracing
the trust is nearly impossible. No matter how strong the beneficiaries' equities may
be in such cases, a strict application of the general rule requires a tracing.
Such a hard rule has resulted in the propounding and application of various doctrines
designed to allow the equity of each case greater protection and consideration. See
Hirsch, Tracing Trust Funds-Modern Doctrine (1936 ) 11 TEMP. L. Q. 11. Of these
modifications the doctrine of "swollen assets" has received the greater amount of attention, both pro and con. This theory is briefly as follows : " If trust assets have been
used by the defaulting trustee to pay his general creditors and he thereafter leaves
an insolvent estate to be administered, the trust property has gone to 'swell the
assets' of the estate," entitling the beneficiary to a lien or trust on all the assets of
the faithless trustee. 4 BOGERT, TRUSTS (1935 ) § 921. State v. Bruce, 17 Idaho 1,
102 Pac. 831 (1909 ); Peak v. Ellicott, 30 Kan. 156, 1 Pac. 499 ( 1883 ) ; E vangelical
Synod v. Schoeneich, 143 Mo. 652, 45 S. W. 647 (1898 ). It is to be noted that this
doctrine impresses a trust on all the assets of the bankrupt trustee's estate.
In the principal case the bankrupt withheld $96.23 from her employees for their
tax. She did not place the money in a special account or deposit. She used it as her
own in her business, and the money cannot now be traced or followed into any particular
property or asset in the bankrupt estate. Through Sec. 807 of the Social Security Act,
49 STAT. 637 ( 1935), 42 U.S. C. § 1007 (Supp. 1938), the Government is enabled to
apply Sec. 607 of the Revenue Act of 1934, 48 STAT. 768, 26 U.S. C. § 1551 (1934 ), to
the wage taxes involved in this case. This section provides: "Whenever any person
is required to collect or withhold any internal revenue tax from any other person and to
pay such tax over to the United States, the amount of tax so collected or withheld
shall be held to be a special fund in trust for the United States. The amount of such
fund shall be assessed , collected, and paid in the same manner and subject to the
same provisions and limitations (including penalties ) as are applicable with respect
to the taxes from which such fund arose." 48 STAT. 768, 42 U. S. C. § 1551 ( 1934).
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·~he Government's argument seems to be that by reason of the fact that Sec. 607
makes the tax collecting agent a trustee of the monies he collects, a failure to pay the
trust tax money gives the government a lien on the entire assets of the bankrupt
estate. The court's answer to this is that, admitting all the Government's premises,
the conclusion does not follow; because the Government has failed to bring itself
within the tracing rule governing beneficiaries who seek redress. The Government is
no different than any other beneficiary in this respect.
The court's decision may be objected to on the ground that it renders Sec. 607
meaningless or at least practically so. The basis for this objection would be that,
owing to the fact that among such private tax collecting agents the common practise
is to carry out their obligation by mere book-keeping entries, no separate fund is ever
available for tracing, so that Sec. 607 is, in its practical effect, rendered useless to the
Government for the purpose of conferring a preferred status on certain tax claims.
In short, this decision seemingly interdicts the whole aim of Sec. 607 by casting an
impossible burden on the Government. The Government hoped to obtain a ruling
holding that the words of Sec. 607 established the trust res, and that, if the faithless
trustee should use the tax fund in the course of business, the Government should be
allowed to impress a trust on all the assets of the estate in which the trust was
assimilated.
The obvious answer to this objection would be that, lacking an unambiguous wording in Sec. 607 so as to establish the Government's contention, the court may not read
in the necessary words, when such would result in reversing a well-established rule
in the law of trusts. However, a less arbitrary ground can be found in that, no matter
how the established tracing rule is applied, that rule has never yet permitted a lien
or charge on the general assets of a trustee or on his whole estate. Schuyler v. Littlefield, supra; In re See, 209 Fed. 172 (C. C. A. 2d, 1913); Maged v. Bank of the
United States, 254 N. Y. Supp. 569 (Sup. Ct. App. Div. 2d Dep't 1932), 4 BOGERT,
TRUSTS (1935) §§ 862,921; RESTATEMENT, TRUSTS (1935) § 202.
It is interesting to note that success would have undoubtedly rewarded the Government's effort had the court applied the "swollen assets" theory rather than the strict
rule. To substantiate this observation, no better method could be employed than to
quote the opinion of a court applying that doctrine, and by that method to show the
striking similarity of the Government's argument in the instant case to the passage now
quoted from Myers v. Board of Education, 51 Kan. 87, 99, 100, 32 Pac. 658, 661
(1893), in which the court discusses McLeod v. Evans, 66 Wis. 401, 28 N. W. 173
(1886): "The question was whether the owner of the trust fund stood upon the same
ground as the general creditors of the trustee, or whether he had a paramount right
to be first paid out of the assets of the estate. It was found that the proceeds
of the trust property were used by the trustee either to pay off his debts or to increase
bis assets, and it was held unnecessary to trace the trust fund into any specific
property in order to enforce the trust; and that, if it could be traced into the estate
of the defaulting agent or trustee, that was sufficient. It was further decided that,
whether the trust funds were used to increase the assets or pay off the debts, in either
case it would be for the benefit of the estate; and, having been so used, it was held
that a trust attached to the entire estate which came into the hands of the assignee."
(Italics supplied.)
FREDERICK H. WALTON, JR.
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FEDERAL EXAMINATIONS BEFORE TRIAL AND DEPOSITIONS PRACTICE AT HOME AND ABROAD-by P. S. Dyer-Smith.t Baker, Voorhis &
Co., New York, 1939. Pp. lxxix, 1076. $15.00.

This is a fat volume, well bound, beautifully printed, and adequately
indexed-a format in keeping with the sound, practical, though not
brilliant, piece of work represented by the contents. The title page
introduces the author, whose name is not generally known to the profession, as "for many years actively a practitioner at the New York
and Federal Bars and presently Depositions Consultant at London."
The treatise is made up of three books: the first takes up discovery and
depositions under the federal Rules of Civil Procedure; the second deals
with the same subject in the federal courts prior to and apart from the
new Rules; the third goes into the practice and procedure in obtaining
evidence in foreign countries for use in the United States. Something
should be said as to each of these three books.
In point of bulk, Book I is much the fullest exposition of the new
Rules as to depositions and discovery which has yet appeared. Like all
other treatises to date, on the new Rules, it has been prepared without
awaiting judicial construction, except indeed for one of the important
early decisions, as to interrogatories under the new Rules. 1
In spite, however, of the apparently greater detail of the present
book, such comparisons as I have been able to make lead me to the
conclusion that the author's comments do not take as wide a range as
those found in Moore's F ederal Practice and in general are less perspicacious than Moore's. As a single illustration-space hardly permitting more--take the question of the right of a party to show contradictory
statements, impeaching a deposition, without having first drawn the
attention of the deponent to such statements. The usual rule applicable
both to viva voce testimony and, in many jurisdictions, to evidence by
deposition, 2 requires preliminary interrogation of the witness, so that
he may have a chance to explain the apparent inconsistency. In the
case of depositions, this prerequisite to impeachment may prevent a
showing of statements made after the deposition was taken but before
the trial, and of statements unknown to the cross-examiner at the time
of the deposition. The question is especially important because of the
tMember of the Bar of New York; Deposition Consultant at London, England .
'Nichols v. Sanborn Co., 24 F. Supp. 908 (D. Mas.s. 1938) .
•see 2 WIGMORE, EVIDENCE (2d ed. 1923) § 1031.
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increased use of depositions made possible by the new Rules. Moore
discusses the matter, beginning with the illuminating observation that
the Advisory Committee's final draft contained a complete solution,
viz., by a provision allowing the introduction of inconsistent statements
made at any time, without the deponent's attention having first been
called to them ; but that the Supreme Court struck out this provision.3
Moore then proffers a very reasonable compromise aimed to give effect
to the action of the Supreme Court and at the same time mitigate the
rigor of the common-law rule. The entire question is omitted by
Dyer-Smith.
The collection of forms for use under the new Rules appended to the
present treatise, while excellent in themselves, do not have the advantage
of the helpful annotation which accompanies each of the forms in Moore.
In noting ambiguities and casi omissi, and in correlating rules and parts
of rules , Moore's study is superior. On the other hand there are points
of value here and there in Dyer-Smith which will not be found in Moore
or in any other treatise to which I have had access. So far as I have
caught these points, they have related to matters where the meaning of
the new Rules was in some way elucidated by the previous federal practice. Dyer-Smith is therefore a useful complement to such a treatise
as Moore, and no unfavorable comparison with the latter such as has
been ventured above, should blind one to the fact that, as Professor
Sunderland says in his able, felicitous foreword , the present work "is an
admirable presentation of the new system .... "
Book II of the present volume is a 143 page treatment of the federal
deposition and discovery practice prior to the new Rules. The justification, given by the author, for its inclusion in the present volume
is first, that there are several types of proceedings to which the new
Rules by their terms do not apply, e.g. admiralty, bankruptcy and
copyright ; and secondly, "the convenience of having the former law
and precedents collected in accessible form for reference in connection
with the new practice." 4 The first reason is perhaps the better justification . So far as the second is concerned, it seems obvious that the
busy practitioner in search of light on the meaning or application of
one of the new Rules will expect to find under the treatment of the
new Rules themselves , whatever help can be gained from the prior
practice. The author has recognized this and has made references in
Book I to pertinent features of the previous practice, although this involves some duplication of the material in Book II.
1

2 MOORE'S F EDERAL PRACTICE ( 1938) 2500-2501.
EXAMINATIONS BEFORE TRIAL, etc. (1939) § 683.

•DYER-SMITH , FEDERAL
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Here parenthetically it may be remarked that the busy practitioner
may often be irked at not finding Book I arranged by way of Rule
and comment thereunder. There are, however, good reasons in a detailed treatise of this sort to justify the author in relegating the official
text of the Rules and of the notes of the Advisory Committee to an
appendix, and in classifying Book I according to subject matter rather
than under the various rules.
Book II, as was remarked in respect to Book I, amounts in bulk to
the longest treatment of federal discovery and deposition practice which
has yet appeared. Nevertheless the book adds little, if any, to what
may be found either in the main text or in the text matter of the footnotes in Longsdorff, Foster, and Hughes. The citation of cases under
most of the sections is less exhaustive than in any of the three older
texts just mentioned. The independent critical point of view which
made Professor Dobie's Horn book of 19 2 7 so welcome an addition to
works on the federal practice is wholly lacking here. On the other
hand the author's style is clear, the material is well organized, his statements concerning statutes and decisions seem to be accurate, and there
are references to a number of cases decided since the earlier textbooks. 11
The usefulness of Books I and II is seriously decreased by the almost
total failure by the author to cite other text material, either of book or
periodical form. Happily he has referred in several places to Ragland's
excellent Discovery Before Trial, and my eye has caught two citations
of Lane's article on the federal equity rules,6 and one citation of an
article on The Summary Judgment by Clark and Samenow. 7 This is
but a fragment of the total law-review and textbook matter to which
any such treatise as this should have ref erred. Even the citation of
federal cases might well have been standardized by the inclusion of the
date and, in the case of the lower federal courts, the district or circuit.
Some editor whose latin progressed as far as the Gallic Wars should
have saved us from repeated misspelling of the last syllable in dedimus
potestatem.
Book III deserves a forthright encomium. No such compilation of
information concerning the procurement of evidence in foreign countries,
so far as I know, has ever before appeared. After a general discussion
of the methods of taking depositions abroad under commission, on notice,
or by letters rogatory, there follow the names of some sixty-seven for'One case of considerable interest, however, seems to have been missed, viz., Brusselback

v. Cago Corp., 20 F. Supp. 293 (S. D. N. Y. 1937).
"Lane, Federal Equity Rules (1921) 35 HARV. L. REV. 276.
'Clark and Samenow, The Summary Judgment (1929) 38 YALE L .

J.
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eign countries under each of which is a compendium, often several pages
long, of the law and practice and the recommended modes of procedure
as to depositions in that country. This information, we are told, was
derived, as far as possible, from original sources, in particular, from
American consular officials in the various countries, from ministries of
justice or foreign offices, and from members of the bar in the countries
in question. As might be expected from the author's present location
and specialization, the material on Great Britain and British colonies is
especially detailed and complete.
The only remotely similar compilation with which I am familiar is in
Stern's Getting the Evidence, but Stern's list of countries is much shorter
and the data under each is much less complete. However, there is practical information in Stern concerning time required and expense, to
which reference might well have been made. 8 It would also have been
in order to ref er to interesting sidelights on notarial and deposition
work from the standpoint of the American consul to be found in Prof essor Graham Stuart's American Diplomatic and Consular Practice, and to
the excellent work of Professor J. Irizarry y Puente, entitled Traite
sur Les F onctiorns I nternationales des Consuls.
The unique contribution of the present volume, it is submitted, will
be found in Book III.
LOWELL TURRENTINE*

AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW : TORTSVOL. III. American Law Institute Publishers, St. Paul, 1938. Pp. xxvi, 759.
$6.00.

Reviewers of the two earlier volumes of the Torts Restatement have
bestowed merited praise on the reporters and assistants for their
handling of a gigantic task. Little need be added here with respect to
the scope of the project, the difficulties of reducing to lineal exactitude
the gerrymandered boundaries of sections of the tort field or the success
with which, on the whole, the problems have been met.
Similarly, it would be presumptuous to attempt, in the space available,
to expand existing critical analyses of the theory and functions of Restatements generally. Nevertheless, evidence of internal conflict in the
present volume with respect to one problem fundamental to the whole
process of restating requires some comment. The introduction states
that the purpose of the Institute is to produce "a careful restatement of
8See STERN, GETTING THE EVIDENCE (1936) § 157.
*Professor of Law, Stanford University Law School.
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our common law," 1 and adds, "The object of the Institute is accomplished in so far as the legal profession accepts the Restatement as
prima facie a correct restatement of the general law of the United
States." 2
Putting aside, as merely captious, theoretical objections to the assumption that there is any such thing as the general law of the United States,
it still seems reasonable to suppose that the reporters must have settled
on some single approach to the matter which they undertake to restate. 3
Thus, had these experts chosen to state the "best" rule on each topic,
the reader, knowing his ground, could consult opinions eminently qualified to command his respect. Another possible approach, by no means
advocated here, might have concerned itself solely with the numerical
weight of authority problem, or that of recent trends. Many approaches
intermediate to these extremes could, with varying degrees of difficulty,
have been stated and followed. 4
The reader will have difficulty in discerning that any of these possible
approaches has been consistently followed. In some few minor instances, blackletter statements of the general law might well have been
prefaced by the words, "It would be a good thing if." 5 In many instances,
1

3 RESTATEMENT, TORTS ( 1938) viii.
lbid.
"For an account of the perplexities attending this process in the preparation of another
Restatement, see W. B. Leach, The Restatements As They Were In the Beginning, Are Now,
and Perhaps Henceforth Shall Be (1937) 23 A. B. A. J. 517.
•see, e.g., Leach, supra note 3, at 517, 519-520.
"§ 583, comment e. and cf. § 545 as to the effect of misrepresentations of law in deceit
actions. Taken together with the explanatory matter following the blackletter statement',
the Restatement rule can be supported by strong authority. Andi it seems rational and
highly desirable. But, as far as the writer can determine, the rule as stated by a majority
of American courts is almost the converse of the blacklett'er section in the Restatement,
the result indicated in the comments being obtained only by difficult distinctions and exceptions. In pedagogical discussion, criticism of this method of stat'ement might be
regarded as quibbling. But where the avowed/ purpose of the Restatement is to gain
acceptance by the profession as the purveyor of rules prima facie correct, it might seem
the part of discretion to state those rules in a form prima f acie not in conflict with that
used by the courts in which the practitioner practices. Another possible solution would
be to bring into the open the analysis which convinces the reporters that the generally
stated rule is not generally followed.
See also § 574, stating that imputation of unchastity to a woman is slander, actionable
per se. The majority rule in the United States, if statutes· are ignored, seems to be contra.
See infra for comment on the handling of statutory change.
These are obviously minor deviations fro·m authoritative rules, as are all of the other
statements which, at first glance, seemed questionable to the reviewer. They are important
only in connection with the purpose which the Restatement avows.
2
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the rules stated is the subject of a striking conflict of authority. And
even where there is a noticeable preponderance in favor of the selection
made, it seems somewhat inconsistent to mention alternative views
having substantial following only in the cases where the alternative
rule is based on statute. 6
ot infrequently, on the other hand, prefatory
notes and comments contain severe criticism of the stated rule. 7 And
still other rules are accompanied by comments or explanations of "rationale" which are clearly in the nature of justification. 8 And finally,
numbers of rules which however authoritative, might seem to require
either justification or criticism are stated without discussion. 9 The result
may well be that the profession will in numerous instances feel confusion
as to whether the bare statement of a rule is an implied statement as to
its desirability, its authority or a nice balance between them-a matter
of major importance, at least in arguing cases of first impression in a
given jurisdiction. More, the statements made as authoritative may
receive less respect because of the apparent domination of opinion elsewhere, while statements of opinion may suffer equally from doubts cast
by the lack of criticism aimed at rules of questionable desirability.
A further question more or less fundamental in nature, arises in connection with cross-references to other Restatements and other sections
of the present Restatement. If over-departmentalization, with its con"See, e.g., § 582, comment a and special note, and see Leach, supra note 3, at 517, 519.
'§ 568, historical note, criticizing the distinction between libel and slander is particularly forthright-justly so, it should be added.
"See, e.g. § 520 and comments attempting to straighten out the treacherous maze surrounding the Fletcher v. Rylands doctrine and the situations classifiech as "ultrahazardous."
See also, § 509, comment d, justifying the distinction taken with respect to propensities
of domestic animals classified as normal or abnormal.
'See, e.g., § 583 and illustration 2 thereunder. See also §§ 585 , 586, 587 which, standing unlimited and unexplained, present a situation which the layman, at least, would
find difficult in justifying for himself. The profession, for obvious reasons, might be
less troubled.
A rule particularly difficult for the writer to justify is found in § 548, stating that
one who relies on a statement in the expectation of damages if it proves false cannot
recover because he did not rely upon its truth. There is obviously no justification for
such a rule when viewed from the standpoint of the defendant's position; and the plaintiff, it might be argued, differs from most other plaintiffs in deceit cases only in the
degree to which his mind is influenced by a consideration which must exist in the minds
of all who transact business in awareness of the morals of the market place and the
legal restrictions thereon.
Hardly distinguishable are the many instances of statements adopting one view of a
hotly contested split of authority over which reasonable men have long differed. As
noted above, these situations are referred to chiefly when one side of the controversy
is buttressed by statute, and not uniformly even there.
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sequent irrational ruptures in the seamless web, is to be avoided, it
seems clear that this is a highly important matter. Thus, the absence,
in the section on truth as a defense to libel, 10 of a clear reference to the
question whether there may be a "right of privacy" issue raised on the
same facts, tends to obscure a similarity which may be highly important
to a litigant. It also offers no assistance to courts which are still struggling with the problem of stating the distinction between the two
principles.
Similarly, it would seem, cross-reference from the sections on misstatement of intention 11 to the problems raised by failure to perform
gratuitous promises, which are treated variously in the Restatements of
Contracts, Agency, Torts and Restitution, might well be helpful, particularly in view of the strength of comment a, § 530 as to the effect of
change of mind following honest statement of intention.
Finally, the reviewer was somewhat confused by the division entitled
Interference with Business Relations. Part 1, which alone is included
in this volume, should have an extensive scope note of its own. The
introduction to the volume indicates that it is to cover all interferences
with business relations by trade practices. In fact it comprises but
two major subjects: the privilege to engage in business, and confusion
of source. Mention is made at one point12 of "predatory trade practices", but no cross-reference is given to any source of information
about common law doctrines affecting the problem nor to the mushrooming civil and criminal statutes which hedge it about today. It is,
of course, impossible to judge the merits of the division as a whole
until it has been completed. But, certainly, in the form in which it
stands it gives little information as to what is to be included under its
general title; and it leaves the reader with a rather baffled feeling.
These few doubts and perplexities, however, should not be allowed
to obscure a realization of the task completed with the third volume
of the Torts Restatement. Nor should they detract from the favorableness of its reception. Here is expressed in concise yet readable
form 13 the best available consensus of experts upon one more sizable
§ 582, but cf. comment i, which presumably alludes to the subject noted here.
See especially §§ 530, 531, 544.
12
§ 709, comment a.
~ot the least contribution of the Restatements generally, in the reviewer's op1mon,
has been their demonstration that the law can be stated in intelligible modern prose.
One may cavil at such a word as "fraud-feasor" (§ 540, comment b.) or the propriety of
using "meretricious" as is done in § 555; but the whole is marked by clarity and simplicity
of expression to a degree which has been too much a rarity in legal texts.
10
11
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segment of an involved and incurably amorphous subject. And the
practitioner who can master its use will have gained a valuable aide.
THOMAS M. COOLEY,

MONEY IN THE LAW-by Arthur Nussbaum.t
Chicago, 1939. Pp. 510. $7.50.

n*

The Foundation Press, Inc.,

The monetary troubles of recent years have brought about a renewed
interest in the law of money. Cases in the decision of which monetary
theories have played a leading role have multiplied, and very frequently
their reasoning has been unsatisfactory. Judges and lawyers with a
limited background of economics have hitherto had no reliable text to
which they could turn for guidance as to the legal implications of monetary theory. Such a guide is essential to the development of a sound
and consistent body of law, and this, Professor Nussbaum has undertaken to provide. 1
His book does not purport to be a text on economic theory. Too
often some understanding of monetary doctrines-nominalism and metalism, state and society theories of the nature of money, etc.-is taken
for granted, which is unfortunate from the standpoint of the average
lawyer, who may have studied economics years ago, if at all. Nevertheless, he does make an important practical contribution by showing, in
a number of instances, the legal significance of theoretical problems.
Professor Nussbaum uses the historical approach, drawing on the
history of many eras and many countries, thus gaining the benefits of
a broader monetary experience than we have had in this country. He
does devote a chapter to American monetary history, including the
more recent developments, which, of course, are of interest and of practical importance to American lawyers. But American attorneys are also
interested in-and find it harder to secure-a treatment of foreign
monetary developments and their legal effect. They must know, for
example, what happens to foreign trade contracts and loans when currency depreciates, when a new currency is substituted for one which
has been destroyed by depreciation or by the extinction of the issuing
government, or when rigid control of foreign exchange is imposed.
*Instructor in Law , Western Reserve University Law School.
tResearch Professor of Public Law, Columbia University School of Law. Formerly
Professor of Law, University of Berlin (Germany).
1MANN, THE LEGAL ASPECT OF MONEY (1938) is similar in nature but narrower in scope,
covering fewer phases of the subject and fewer countries. Prof. Nussbaum purports to cover
the world, including New Guinea.
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All this may be found in Professor Nussbaum's work, and in most instances the topics are well covered. But there are numerous places
where it seems inadequately annotated by American cases. To cite
just one example, only a Dutch case is cited to the question of the
effect which courts of one country will give to another's decrees, in
connection with exchange controls, nationalizing the foreign securities
of its subjects. Even lacking direct American authority on such exchange controls, attention might have been directed to the closely
analogous cases involving the effect which our courts would give to the
Soviet Russian decrees nationalizing corporate property, including that
located abroad. 2
The interest of the book is not confined to the lawyer who is concerned with foreign trade. Monetary problems pervade many fields of
the law. There is an excellent discussion of interest and usury, and a
consideration of the applicability of personal property rules to money.
The legal tender concept, important in contract law, is fully treated.
There is a chapter on gold clauses-largely academic now unless Congress abrogates its outlawry of these clauses. The chapter, however, does
discuss the problem of protecting oneself not merely against currency
depreciation but against its inevitable concomitant, invalidation of these
clauses when they are most needed. In contracts which are executory
on both sides, such as leases, a rescission clause is suggested and would
probably be upheld. But the author's belief that multiple currency
clauses in bonds would be held enforceable has already proved unfounded.8
The book should be particularly valuable as a reference work when
specific problems are to be looked up, even though the American cases
are sometimes too few. The reader who wishes to read it through will
find it hard going, not only because of the nature of the subject but
because of the heavy style which is natural for one writing in a language
other than his native tongue.
WILLIAM T. PLUMB, JR.*

'Petrogradsky Bank v . National City Bank, 253 N. Y . 23, 170 N . E . 479 (1930);
Vladikavkazsky Ry. v . New York Trust Co ., 263 N . Y. 369, 189 N . E. 456 (1934);
N. Y. Crv. PRAC. ACT § 977-b. But see Russian Reinsurance Co . v. Stoddard, 240 N. Y.
149, 147 N. E. 703 (1935) . CJ. United States v . Belmont, 301 U. S. 324 (1937); Ervin
v. Quintanilla , 99 F . (2d) 935 (C . C. A. 5th, 1938), cert . denied, 59 Sup. Ct. 485 (March
1, 1939). See a significant dissent in United States v. Bank of New York, 77 F . (2d) 866,
870 (C. C. A. 2d, 1935).
'Guaranty Trust Co . v. Henwood, 59 Sup. Ct. 847 (June 15, 1939) .
•Member of the Bar of New York. Attorney, United States Treasury Department.
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IT IS LATER THAN YOU THINK: The Need for a Militant Democracy-by
Max Lerner.t The Viking Press, New York, 1938. Pp. x, 260. $2.50.

From an inscription found on numerous sun-dials, clock towers, and
elsewhere, used variously for temporal and spiritual purposes, comes
the title for a stimulating and challenging series of essays written by an
accomplished journalist, an able student of political and economic theory,
and a convincing logician. Though each of the nine main chapters could
stand by itself, the complete series follows in logical sequence developing the theme of the decadence of our capitalistic system and the need
for creating a vigorous and self-sufficient socialized democracy. The
alternative is described as a freedom-crushing fascism sponsored and
carried into effect by the capitalistic class.
This "essay in the philosophy and tactic of democratic collectivism",
is written with the assumption that liberalism is founded on an untenable
economic and political base. 1 The new base which the author proposes
will be socialistic but not Marxian. He expresses the implied hope that
the volume will reflect passion, thought, and vision. Into it is written a
sense of urgency upon the reasoning that "the need for firm, decisive,
sustained action to stave off collapse and finish the job of socialization
is more immediate and more pressing than is generally supposed." 2 The
end result of this action will be the creation of a new society in which
we shall find "human men rising to the fullest stature of which they
are capable." 3
Such concepts as are expressed in Professor Lerner's book are not
new. They have appeared, idea by idea, in many treatises, but seldom
have they been presented as cogently and with such manifest common
sense as is the case here. From the opening chapter, in which the
pseudo-liberal is dissected, to the epilogue, in which the time element
in the process of socialization is stressed, the argument moves forward
clearly and readably. Not everyone will find it possible to agree with
the author's conclusions. Perhaps some liberals will find themselves
"read out" of their own party. However, all but the most opinionated
will discover in this volume some exhilarating reading. And the problem
of refuting the arguments presented will be more difficult than simply
calling names or dismissing it as a batch of radicalism. In fact, one
virtue of the argument employed is its emphasis upon a more realistic
and intense American patriotism.
In a review such as this it is utterly impossible to do justice to a book
tSometime Editor of The Nation; Professor of Political Science in Williams College.
P. ix.
"P. 260.
'P. 260.

1
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packed so full of meaty content as is Lerner's. Perhaps the selection
of a few of the more significant ideas will result in a proper sampling
of the content. The first chapter analyzes liberalism, recognizing four
types of people who would take their places under such a banner. He
lists the classical, the small enterprise, the New Deal administrative,
and the democratic collectivist. For the first two types he has little to
say which is laudable, emphasizing the prevalence of fear in their philosophy of government. He concludes, "fear-drenched liberalism . ..
has been more concerned with fre edom from than with freedom for." 4
The New Deal liberals receive a relatively clean bill of health although
they are accused of wishing to " make capitalism work in order to avert
revolution." 5 The fourth type of liberal is pleased to be known as a
democrat or a collectivist, and since the author places himself in this
group he regards its members as being properly oriented.
As the argument proceeds, the imminence of fascism in America is
discussed. While there is little of the alarmist in the treatment, it is
made clear that the western intellectual tradition is the warp and woof
of which fascism is made. " What we forget is that the seeds of fascism
were present from the very beginning in capitalist culture, and that the
harvest has been mainly a matter of time and favorable soil and climate."6 But not only this political form but capitalist democracy as
well has its blind alleys, the chief one being economic instability. This,
the author fears, will ultimately crush our civilization unless we guide
it with social intelligence. But to strike a note of optimism, it is suggested that the greatest hope for the future " lies outside the realm of
bluster and diplomacy", perhaps in those countries " with rich natural
and human resources, great slumbering democratic energies, nationalisms beginning to feel their full stature . . . Russia, China, and . . .
America.' 17
A considerable portion of the volume is devoted to one of the most
devastating analyses of American capitalism which has come to this
reviewer's attention in the recent literature. This is not to say that
chapters four to seven inclusive are written violently. Indeed, the language is polished and restrained and the expression is moderate. But
when the analysis is complete there is very little left to say unless one
were to begin from altogether different premises. It is suggested, for
example, that "a freely functioning democracy would not tolerate the
enormous concentration of corporate power in the midst of our economic
'P . 17 .

•p _ 32.

•p _ 20 .
P. 82 .

7
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anarchy." 8 Democracy must be made to rest not on the privileged members of the "Sixty Families" but rather on the common man, who must
be given access to economic opportunity and "unpoisoned sources of
information." 9 "To be militant, democracy must be affirmative, unflinching, with a quiet confidence in itself and a determination to fear
God and take its own part.mo And finally, "if democracy succeds all
men increase in social stature and are lifted to a more heroic plane." 11
Some attention is given to the need for planning on all levels of our
national life, with the warning, that it "must be attempted democratically or not at a11.m 2 This is followed by a discussion of the crisis
state, defined as "one caught in the tensions and dilemmas of an unplanned capitalism, with fascism on one side and a planned democratic
collectivism on the other.ma Lerner does not believe that the crisis
state in which we find ourselves will end in civil war "if we have the
requisite skill and courage" to hold it "together long enough for the
process of socialization to be achieved." 14 And when the democratic
collectivism has come to pass, the one thing on which it "cannot afford
to compromise is the principle of an unlimited opposition." 15
In concluding, this reviewer is moved by considerations of justice, so
strongly emphasized in the volume, to admit that however much difference of opinion may exist in men's minds regarding analyses of economic,
social, and political conditions and methods of improving them, there
can be little quarrel with Professor Lerner's criteria of a great culture
which he envisions for himself and his compatriots. 16 Many of us
may lack merely the optimism and patience for true kinship with this
philosophy, while others may feel that it is even later than the author
thinks it is.
HARRY W. VOLTMER*

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT-by William Anderson.t Henry Holt and Company,
New York, 1938. Pp. vii, 1080. $5.00.

When the Political Science Seminar of the University of Minnesota
assembled for its Fall series in 1915, Chairman W. A. Schaper appraised
•p, 91.

iop_ 102 .
12p_ 164.

"P . 101.
llJbid.
18
Pp. 169-170.
up_ 237.

,.Pp. 203-204.
18
Pp. 243-244.
*Professor of Political Science in De Pauw University.

tChairman of the Political Science Seminar, University of Minnesota.
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for emulation some recent student research which was " a standard in
its field"-written by William Anderson. Today, William Anderson
occupies Professor Schaper's chair, having written standard works on
Charter-Making in Minnesota ( 1922 ) ; Th e Units of Government in
the United States ( 1934 ); Local Government and Finance in Minnesota
(1935); and American City Government (1935). His American Government ( 1938) is more than a standard in an expanded field . It is
a masterpiece-an appropriate landmark for the fiftieth anniversary
of Bryce's American Commonwealth. With all deference to Lord Bryce,
one feels a certain transcendency in Professor Anderson's synthetic
thinking and almost sighs " Why was the subject not done like this
before?"
Its approach, viewpoint, perspective, content, analysis, synthesis, balance, philosophical temper, and refreshingly readible style combine to
make its one thousand pages a delightfully serviceable contribution to
society far beyond its modest design for classroom assistance. Every
student of politics in every country should find in the introductory chapter on The Study of American Government, an essential social orientation and scientific detachment; and, every lawyer should find in the
volume a comforting but challenging slant upon his own relative position
among the social forces.
Approaching government from the functional point of view, the fiftytwo chapters compose fourteen major parts treating of the historical
backgrounds, structure and legal bases, internal organization, powers
and intergovernmental relations, citizenship and civil rights, the political
process, legislation, administration, public finance, external affairs and
defense, the courts and law enforcement, government regulation of the
economic order, conservation and agriculture, labor and public welfare.
Related to these vital functions in government are factors affecting politics which Professor Anderson recognizes: geography, climate, biology,
medicine, forestry, and all of the social sciences-for "there is nothing
that seriously affects the lives of men, women, and children, that does
not sooner or later receive attention, guidance, and regulation from government."1 Political science as the study of governmental authority is
enthroned among the social sciences, therefore, quite as truly as theology
has been exalted among the studies of philosophy.
The American Government as the agent of the American State, moreover, must be comprehended as an integrated system of national, state
and 17 S,000 units of county and lesser local governments operating coip_ 6.
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ordinately for a common purpose even when executing separate functions. In analyzing these inter-related functions, Professor Anderson
treats the governmental units vertically rather than horizontally. Legislation is viewed as a function performed by national, state, and local
agencies cooperatively or distributively-rather than as an independent
function of each separate unit. Administration, adjudication and each
of the other major functions are treated similarly. The state and local
units, therefore, are seen in growing roles as component functionaries
of the federal system. As the national functions increase, so will those
of the local commonwealths. Already "the forty-eight states offer one
of the finest existing fields for the study of comparative government.
The tens of thousands of local units that operate in various parts of
the country, provide more laboratory material in local government than
any other nation has to offer. There is no principle or theory of political science that cannot be tested to some extent by American practice
and experience." 2 It might have been added that here is a probable
reason why the American State and Local Government is receiving so
much attention in modern India, especially at the Benares Hindu
University.
Professor Anderson's splendid objectivity is achieved without too
great a price in substance. He is not so judicial that he is colorless, not
so academic that he is vacuous, nor so scientific that he disregards the
imponderables of human phenomenon. He does not render his subjectmatter popular by disregarding the difficulties of the theme. Analyzing
American Government as a living subject with three centuries of background, he assays current problems with logical vision as to their potentialities-treating facts, opinions and criticisms as such. Having lived
many years in a state under the influence of a dominant Farmer-Labor
Party he has had a particular advantage in presenting the chapters on
Government and Agriculture, and Government and Labor. He says
frankly that governments are responsible "for preventing suffering and
starvation among the marginal and submarginal farmers" but that the
" solution of the problems of American agriculture is probably not going
to be found in any of the grand schemes of legislation with which Congress has played in recent years." 3 He considers the need for a change
in fiscal policies, the retirement of submarginal land, the expansion of
home markets through finding new uses in industry for farm products
which has been hampered in the past by legislation. In general the
agricultural policy should provide "ample supplies for consumers at
'P. 9.

'P. 899 .
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low prices with a reasonable average profit for farmers over a period of
years. Therefore everything the state and national governments can
do within reason to improve methods and lower costs of production
should be done." 4 The survey of Labor and Public Welfare canvasses
the results of State and New Deal activities up to 193 7 when five states
were recorded as having their own labor relations boards.
This is followed by an epilogue to. the volumes which is even more
pleasing than its comprehensive approach, for its optimism is induced
from such an inclusive perspective. Despite the natural fears of thinkers who decry dangers in the persistent need for increased governmental
functions and their redistribution between the nation and the states,
the centralization of organization, the development of career personnel,
the newer responsibilities for social security and for the custodianship
of economic affairs, the necessity for improved research and for organized public thinking, the possibilities of regimentated society and
compulsory national action-the truth still is apparent that "the best
thought may be that which throws back upon the individual or upon
the local community much of the responsibility for action." 5 Much
of the present tendency is stimulated by contemporary objectives, and
when these have been attained within this new administrative society
"man may well find a new freedom that transcends anything that he
experienced in the days that have gone before. It may be a better
freedom, too, largely because it is accompanied by a greater social and
economic security than the people have ever known." May one not
conclude, therefore, that American political thought in its assurance,
at least, has progressed far in advance of the classic conclusions of 1888?
MILTON CONOVER*

JUDGMENT INTUITIVE-by Joseph C. Hutcheson, Jr.t
Inc., Chicago, 1938. Pp. vii, 227. $2.00.

The Foundation Press,

One who has had the opportunity to meet Judge Hutcheson and to
fall under the spell of his charming personality as manifested in his
platform appearances, comes to think of him as a good man, a kindly
man, and a judge who, to use his own words, strives for a balance be'P. 1000.
•p_ 1052.
*Formerly Professor of Government in Yale University.
t}udge, United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit.
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tween "sympathy and a strong and enlightened commonsense". 1 One
perusing a selection of Judge Hutcheson's writings away from the banquet table, so to speak, is surprised and not a little disappointed to
discover the "feet of clay" which protrude their ugly forms at so many
points in the text. Judgment Intuitive is a collection of speeches, law
review articles, and book reviews of the author, all but three of which
have been printed elsewhere. 2 Specifically, there are nine addresses,
three law review articles, and three book reviews, running through the
fifteen chapters into which the compilation has been divided.
The first striking thing about the collection is its collective name.
One might reasonably suppose that with such a title for the whole,
some thread of unity would connect all of its parts. A reading, however,
leaves me with the impression that the only synthesis permissible is
that judges in general are "whole men" .3 That is to say, they are superficial, 4 introspective,5 Bible readers,6 prone to err, 7 possessed of a sense
of humor,8 slightly vulgar on occasion,9 capable of recognizing true
greatness in others, 10 interested in social betterment (largely) ,11 interested in contemporary logomachy, 12 sometime traditionalists, 13 interested
in the improvement of the law, 14 patriotic,1 5 and taken altogether, somewhat unpredictable because of their inconsistencies. 16 Yet this summary is quite ~ far cry from Judgment Intuitive; at least, so it seems
to this reviewer. When one remembers, however, the manner in which
the outriders of realism have placed the author as "Exhibit A" in the
main tent of their camp 17 since the first appearance of "The Judgment
Intuitive: The Function of the 'Hunch' in Judicial Decision" in the
1

P. 146.
"Chapters I, III, and XII appear herein for the first time.
"See an interesting reference to the "whole man" in Mayer, Hutchins of Chicago, Part II
(April 1939) 178 HARPERS 544.
'Chapter I.
°Chapter II.
1
"Chapter III.
Chapter IV.
"Chapter V.
"Chapter VI.
11
1
°Chapter VII.
Chapter VIII.
uchapter IX.
'"Chapter X.
10
"Chapter XI.
Chapter XII.
1
°Compare chapters II and IV with VII, particularly, justice according to "hunch" and
"justice according to law".
17
As I wrote this, I thought of FRANK, LAW AND THE MODERN MIND ( 1935)' as symbolizing the "main tent", wherein Hutcheson is exhibited in no less than eight places. It
may be, however, that LAW AND THE MODERN MIND is now a mere "side-show" since
the advent of ARNOLD, TuE FOLKLORE OF CAPITALISM (1937). That is, unless Mr. Arnold
like the Arabs, has "folded up his tent (symbolically) and silently slipped away". See
Kennedy, Realism, What Next? (1938) 7 FORDHAM L. REV. 205.
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Cornell Law Quarterly18 so that now "The Judgment Intuitive" and
Judge Hutcheson have become as closely associated as Amos and Andy,
he could understand the present title if an " or" were placed between it
and the author's name. In addition to the discontinuous nature of the
matter, just noted, the essays indicate a want of proper editing. There
is too much repetition of sentences, paragraphs and quotations in subjects totally unrelated. This is especially true of the chapters which
were addresses, thus the bulk of the collection. Quotations are frequently employed in the text without identity, or the author's name
given, without more.
When an author confesses to "have little philosophy and less learning",19 it is very much like 'hitting below the belt' to take serious exception to his inept philosophizing or his superficial learnillg. Two considerations, however, serve to justify whatever criticism follows hereafter. First, the act of dedicating one's intellectual output in book form
in a very real sense puts the product "on its own", separate and apart
from the protection of the high esteem in which the author is held as
an individual. Secondly, if a reviewer aspires to be something more
than a "stuffed shirt"-patronizing and obsequious-he must give voice
to his considered opinion, for weal or woe I In this spirit we proceed
to a detailed examination of the collection generically described as Judg~
ment Intuitive.
To consider some of the individual chapters, we find Chapter I , titled
Relativity, admonishing the graduates of Rice Institute to beware of
absolutism in all of its ugly and sinister manifestations. The special
examples of absolutism selected for the edification of the Class of ' 20
to indicate to what low estate man can fall when unaided by relativity,
are scholasticism, mathematics, and the Church ( the Church of Rome ) .
No strawmen these, especially the termini! As to the first, it is enough
to observe that the excitement which is manifest in contemporary legal
and educational circles by the re-discovery ( and translation) of the
works of the Schoolmen yet may reveal that not Holmes but Saint
Thomas Aquinas was the first modern realist! 20 As for the last, to
indicate that the Protestant Revolution was a deliverance from the
"intolerance, the persecution and the bigotry of the established Church" 21
18

(1929) 14 CORN.

L. Q. 274.

Chapter

II hereof.

"P. 35.
"'WIGMORE, PRINCIPLES OF J UDICIAL PROOF (2d ed. 1931) 363 i H ALL, R EADINGS IN J URISPRUDENCE (1938) passim; Maye r, op. cit . supra note 3; Adler, Law and th e M odern Mind:
A Symposium, (1931) 31 CoL. L . REV. 91, passim; Levi, Th e Natural L aw, Precedent, (1111,d
Thurman Arnold, (1938) 24 VA. L. REV. 587.

11p_ 8.
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is just another sample of the anti-intellectualism which confuses so
much of contemporary writing. 22 Granting for the nonce that the
Church was given to intolerant practices, it is sheer misrepresentation
of the facts and personalities of history to hold up the leaders of the
sixteenth century revolt as apostles of tolerance and liberalism. Certainly any school boy knows that Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Elizabeth,
sponsors of the revolution in England, were the personification of absolutism and despotism. Investigation will reveal the excesses that were
practiced by the so-called reformers. 23 Likewise, those familiar with
legal history know that no principle of liberalism was born of the revolution. On the contrary, Catholic emanicipation did not occur in England until 1829; until 1850 it was still a capital offense for any Catholic
clergyman to cross the Danish frontier; until 18 76 only Protestants
could hold office in New Hampshire; even today in democratic Switzerland the Jesuits are forbidden to organize. And was not Roger Williams
driven from Massachusetts in 163 6? Thus it is the basest sophistry
to announce that a new dispensation opposed to absolutism emanated
from the church door of Wittenberg. 24 Another example of the iiliberalism of self-styled liberals is the allegation that "only a few years
ago a tremendous controversy ( should have) raged between the Church
and the teachers of natural science." 25 The reference is undoubtedly to
the famous Tennessee evolution trials. But that was not a contest
between the Church and the men of science. Rather was it precipitated
by a religious sect. One is left a little cold, therefore, after reading
"You have, I suppose, little conception of the bigotry and intolerance
which possesses so much of the world". 26 Why select such an occasion
to add to it, even unwittingly? When the word "Church" is thus employed in the context without a restricting adjective one is entitled to
suppose that it refers to the ancient Church, the Church of Rome. And
so by easy transition one's listeners are led to think of this institution
as an enemy of science. Nothing could be further from the truth. 27
""See Adler, op. cit . supra note 20, at 107.
See FULLER, HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY (1938) 26, 33 (Modern Philosophy) . At page
33 there is written : "Plainly the cause of freedom of conscience, thought and speech had
even less to hope from the Reformation than it had from the Church." Since the author
does not appear to be a Communicant it may be assumed that he is unbiased. DESMOND,
MOOTED QUESTIONS OF HISTORY (1900) c. XIII, passim.
"Ibid. "In fact Protestantism and absolutism were simultaneous eras".
ap, 9.
aop_ 12.
"'WALSH, CATHOLIC CHURCHMEN IN SCIENCE (3 series, 1906, 1909, and 1917), WALSH,
THIRTEENTH, GREATEST OF CENTURIES (1913) passim.
83
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Chapter II is the reproduction of the now famous article entitled The
Judgment Intuitive: The Function of the "Hunch" in Judicial Decision.
And lest the gentle reader fail to understand the sense in which "hunch"
is used, a definition thereof is appended. At the danger of being accused
in the fashion of "the pot calling the skillet black", 28 the author himself
well may be charged with some plain and undisguised logomachyl For
by his own definition a "hunch" is "a strong intuitive impression that
something is about to happen", yet he employs the term in his text
to indicate not that something (a decision) is about to happen, but,
mirabili dictu! how it is going to happen (i.e., which side will prevail) I
But to more serious matters. The burden of this chapter is that when
the case is closely contested, when the evidence seems to be in balance,
and the law is none too clear, in such cases the author gives his imagination play, "and brooding over the cause, waits for the feeling, the
hunch-that intuitive flash of understanding which makes the jumpspark connection between question and decision, and at the point where
the path is darkest for the judicial feet, sheds its light along the way." 29
It is unfortunate that the author remained so many years under the
delusion of the fiction that formal logic is a description of the way
human beings think. 30 No one trained in Scholastic psychology and logic
ever succumbs to such a delusion.81 Anyone who supposed that a judicial opinion is a cinematographic representation of the judge's mind in
operation while arriving at it was surely living in a land of Nod, not one
of realities. And yet that seemed to be the author's notion of the manner in which judge-made law was forged out of the groaning premisesthat is, until he discovered that decisions, at least in hard cases, were
"hunched" out. One can imagine the elation induced by the discovery,
but the discovery scarcely merits the status of a twice-told tale. One
wonders, too, how the author satisfies the unsuccessful litigant ( whose
"hunch", we may assume, differs from that of the judge) that his ( the
judge's) "hunch" is the more respectable! One suspects that the author
hurries over to page ninety-five of the collection under review where it
is written " ... judging is the administration of justice according to law',.
-not according to "hunch". Seriously to contend for the latter is to
espouse a regime of anarchy with the judge in the saddle. 82
""Beginning on page 47, the author depricates the logomachy of the law professors.

""P. 21.
"°See Adler, op. cit. supra note 20, at 99, 100.
"'MERCIER, A MANUAL OF MODERN SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY (1919) 391, et seq.; RICXABY •
THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF KNOWLEDGE, passim ( 1919) .
0
See Cohen, Jwtice Hol,mes and, the Natural Law (1931) 31 CoL. L. REV. 364.
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Chapter III, titled There is a Spirit in Man, is a prosy piece of encouragement to the graduates of Southern Methodist University. Chapter IV Lawyer's Law, and the Little, Small Dice ( another address)
presses further the claim of "the feeling which by an intuitive flash,
etc ...." 33 in disposing of the unprovided case which even the Restatement will not resolve. Chapter V84 is a humorous account of the author's
intellectual metamorphosis in preparation for an excursion into the law
professor's lair. It is the opinion of this reviewer that Chapter VI
might have been omitted. It adds nothing to the whole and seems
strangely out of place among selected writings. Chapter VII is a sincere
and honest appraisal of Dean Wigmore's Contribution to Judging as Administration. One suspects that herein, at least, the author did not have
his "tongue in his cheek" when writing about the judicial function. Another address is embodied in Chapter VIII entitled The Local Jail.
It suffers from the defects frequently found in oral discourse, i.e., superficiality, over-statement, and rhetoric. Chapter IX, true to its title is
full of Wishful Thinking. One example will suffice: "Accustomed as
we are in this land of government by discussion and of complete freedom of speech . . . . " 35 Furthermore, it abounds in contradictions.
If "all thinking at least proceeds from, rests on, wishful, ultimate
assumption, " 36 how can there be any hope of achieving the conclusions
which "correct thinking compels"? 37 The influence of Dewey is
manif est. 38
The Common Law of the Constitution (Chapter X) is the most scholarly essay, perhaps, in the collection and yet it is replete with references
to secondary sources 89 and with argumentative assertions. 40 Thus it
83

P. 58.
"The Worm Turns, or a Judge Tries Teaching."
ssp_ 134.
80
P. 135 .
.,,Ibid.
88
DEWEY, How WE THINK (1910).
But see ADLER, WHAT MAN HAs MADE OF MAN
( 193 7) 63 .
..On page 147, as evidence of "the deliberate and thoughtful affirmations of judges,
jurists, and historians" we find reference to eight federal and state cases and to 1 COOLEY,
CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS (8th ed. 1927) 74. And these in proof of the wondrous work
of the common Jaw! See also pp. 152, 154, and 155.
0
' 0n page 150 we find the following: "Locke, the philosopher of the English revolution
of 1688 and of the American of 1776 a short century later. . . ." Here is an example of
historical "lump-concepting", par excellence, Mr. Llewellyn! Llewellyn , Through Title
to Contract a»v<l a Bit Beyond (1938) 15 N. Y. U. L. Q. REV. 159. The statement of
Carlton Hayes, a reputable historian, is appropriate: "In their admiration for the English
government, many popular writers have fallen into the error of confounding the struggle
86
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is written "The American revolution was a revolution on Lockian principles" .41 The principles are much older than Locke. 42 Again, "It is
these provisions ( of the United States Constitution) and their faithful
observance (italics supplied) by the officers and the people which have
preserved from corruption here the principle of democracy in America,
the spirit of its laws" .43 This statement would appear with more propriety, it seems, in the Chapter entitled Wishful Thinking. Chapter XI,
The American Law Institute Reports, is a "back-slapping" tribute to
the work of the Institute. One draws up short at this: "Everywhere
people are inquiring 'what are you doing?' in order to know why you
are doing it." 44 One wonders if the Institute has been thus interrogated l
Chapter XII bears the fetching title Liberty's Remembrances. Thus
employed it is somewhat more restricted in scope and more rhetorical
in content than the chapter bearing the same title in the White lectures. 411
There is a liberal resort to the scissors here, as elsewhere throughout
the collection. The final chapters are devoted to three book reviews:
Wigmore's Principles of Judicial Proof, The Future of the Common
Law, a symposium, and Goodhart's Essays in Jurisprudence and the
Common Law.
Thus do we complete the review. It remains only to record our
wonderment that such a collection has been collected. The author's
apologia is that each essay "presented in readable form a worthwhile
idea" 46 and "that while their assembling has made another book, it is
only a little one". 47 Well, so be it, especially if "a fact is nothing except
in relation to desire" ! 8
JAMES THOMAS CONNOR*
for parliamentary supremacy with the struggle for democracy. Nothing could be more
misleading. The 'Glorious Revolution' of 1689 was a coup d'etat engineered by the
upper classes, and the liberty it preserved was the liberty of nobles, squires , and merchants-not the poitical liberty of the common people." 1 HAYES, A P OLITICAL AN D SOCIAL
HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE (1921) 292 .
"P. 151.
'"AQUINAS, SUMMA, 2.2.42 .2 obj . 3 (citing Aristotle.)
"'P. 149 .
..P. 180.
'"HUTCHESON, LAW AS LIBERATOR (1937) Chapter I.
"'Preface, v.

"Ibid.
"'Tb.is expression recurs frequently throughout the collection.
taken from DURANT, STORY OF PHILOSOPHY (1926) 26 .
•Dean, School of Law, Loyola University, New Orleans, La.

It seems to have been

